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A 
Important and novel electric birefringence measurements 

of immediate significance in the biomedical field are 

reported on a family of materials which form the major 

constituents of the cartilage connective tissue. 

Outstanding amongst the reported results is the 

confirmation of the Hardinghatn-Muir model for 

proteoglycan-hyaluronic acid aggregation, and the 

relative ease with which the technique was both able 

to substantiate the model, and, for the first time, to 

observe the graäual formation of the aggregate. The 

complex heteropolysaccharide, proteoglycan, has also 

been characterised by a wide ranging series of electric 

birefringence measurements. 

Other conformational changes studied by the technique 

on other cartilage materials and reported herein are 

the effects of pH changes on hyaluronic acid conformation, 

the enzymatic degradation of hyaluronic acid and the 

thermal denaturation of callagen. 

. ý. 
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The , so: _k also considers aspects of the problems of application 

of theoretical models to flexible polymers and demonstrates 

what can be achieved on existing crude theories with the 

nitrocellulose in acetone system. Some exploratory 

measurements in the interfacial area between solute and 

solvent are reported for the bacterium E. coli and an aqueous 

suspension of PTFE particles. 

A diverse range of materials was studied with particular 

reference to the values of particle rotary diffusion 

constants derived from dispersion of birefringence with 

frequency and analysis of birefringence relaxation time 

decay'rates following the application of a pulsed DC field. 

Comparisons are drawn between these values and explanations 

of the discrepancies observed are considered. 

Last, but not least, the design of an advanced and high 

sensitivity apparatus for the measurement of electric 

birefringence is reported. Unusually, the system adopts 

a vertical mode and the novel Kerr Cell design incorporated 

dispenses. with end windows. The use of this new compact 

design is suggested as the basis for commercial applications. 
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Novel applications of the electric birefringence 

technique and the design of anew and sensitive 

apparatus for its study are presented in this thesis. 

This chapter sets out to furnish the reader with a 

general background to the technique, its development 

and its application. Note that the S. I. system of 

units is used throughout. 

1.1 Electric Birefringence: The Physics of the 

Technique 

A. dilute suspension of macromolecules is placed in a 

small cell, so designed that a light beam_ can pass 

through it, whilst an electric field can be applied at 

right angles to the light path. The light source is 

required to be of steady intensity, and the light 

entering the cell to be monochromatic, well collimated 

and polarised linearly, at a 450 azimuth to the electric 

field direction. When the electric field is switched' 

on, the molecules , hitherto in random array, orientate 

to align themselves with the applied field. (Fig. 1.1). 
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The orientation results from permanent dipole moments 

(due to fixed charge separation in the molecule) and/or 

induced dipole moments (arising from the ease with 

which charges separate in the presence of an electric 

field, i. e. the polarisdbility of the molecule). ' The 

partial alignment that occurs-takes a finite time, and 

the degree of alignment is a function of the molecules' 

dipole moments and the applied field strength. When 

the field is switched off, the molecules return to a 

random array, again in a finite time. The rate of this 

-field-free decay of ordering is a direct function of the 

molecules' rotary diffusion constant, and hence its size 

and shape. 

Not surprisingly, polarised light interacting with an 

anisotropic molecule interacts differently according to 

the profile of the molecule which. it encounters, and 

the subsequent order and number of bond types and their 

directions through. which it has to pass. The speed 

which the light traverses the molecule is related to 

the refractive index of the material. When the 

molecules are aligned the anisotropy of the molecule, 

hitherto disguised by the random state of the medium, 

is now. 'reflected' throughout the medium. Thus light 

polarised in two mutually perpendicular directions will 

now emerge from the solution having travelled at 

different speeds through it. The two vibrations will 

thus be out of phase as a result of the anisotropy of 

refractive index of the individual molecules which we 
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call birefringence or double refraction. Thus 

birefringence is not unique to the ordering of solutions 
by electric fields. It can result from any technique 

which is able to imaart sufficient ordering of 

suspensions as all materials are birefringent to some 

degree. Electric birefringence describes the 

birefringence observed when the ordering results from 

the application of an e7ctric field. 

To measure electric birefringence. a dilute molecular 

susuension is placed between a crossed polarising prism 

system (polariser, P. and analyser, A. Fig. 1.2), such 

that minimum light is transmitted with no field 

applied. On application of the field, the 'resulting 

'; ý.,.. phase lag of light traversing the 

suspension, means that light emerges from the suspension 

elliptically polarised and thus penetrates the. analysing 

prism. With a sensitive, light intensity monitoring 

system, these-changes in the degree of elliptical 

polarisation can be followed and related in turn to the 

birefringence of the material, the rotary diffusion 

constants of the molecules and, in some circumstances, 

their electrical polarisability and dipole moments. 
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1.2 Discovery of Electric Birefringence 

It is over one hundred years since the Rev. Dr. John Kerr 

(1824 - 1909), a mathematics lecturer at the Free-Church 

Training College of Glasgow, first reported this 

birefringence phenomenon ý. This was his first 

scientific paper at no less an age than fifty one! 

Inspired by. the then recent electromagnetic treatise of 

Maxwell, and the so far unsuccessful electro-optic 
it 

researches of the now legendary Faraday, he proved to 

himself and the world his conviction "... that if a 

transparent and optically isotropic insulator were 

subjected to intense electrostatic force, it should act 

no, longer as an isotropic body upon light sent through 

it... " Kerr reported his observations on glass plate, 

clear amber resin and quartz. Subsequent reports 

were on carbon disulphide, benzene, paraffin oil, 

kerosene, turpentine, 'olive oil and castor oil, observing 

both positive and negative effects. The liquids were 

placed in glass cells which he made himself, his light 

source was a paraffin candle and his experiments were 

conducted in his College laboratory, which was equipped 

largely at his own expense. Much of this original 

apparatus was preserved by Glasgow University. 



1.3 Development of the Kerr Effect 

Kerr's discovery, became knovm, as it is today, as the 

Kerr Effect, and relates specifically to electrically 
induced birefringence. 

15 

Early twentieth century theoreticians studied the Kerr 

Effect, but its application to macromolecular suspensions 

in the manner used in this present. study did not, enter 

its formative period until the. early post Second World 

War period, When three research groups, one le, d by 

O'Konski, in America, another, by Benoit in France and yet 

a, third in Russia, independently began work on the'pulsed 

DO electric birefringence technique. Pulsed, as opposed 

to continuous, field measurements offer the advantages of 

obtaining the transient data referred to earlier (rotary 

diffusion constants, etc. ) as well as avoiding over 

heating of samples. Pulsed AC fields offer. further 

improverzents, in this -respect, but are best used at high 

frequency, when only, induced Moments produce orientation. 

12 Benoit -himself derived the simple relationship between 

field free. decay of birefringence and the rotary 

diffusion constant for molecules or particles. 

Linked with the.. preceeding. theoretical work during the 

War years of Peterlin and Stuart13 on molecular 

orientation in an applied field, this formed the basis 

for current theory. 



Suspensions studied in these early days of pulsed 

electric birefringence were Tobacco Mosaic Vi rU 12,14 

D. N. 4.14 and Vanadium Pentoxide 14 

16 

Two important factors governing the range of studiable 

materials are their physical size and shape, and the 

value of their electric dipole moments. The former 

governs the rate at which the materials orientate or-' 

disorientate in solution :a compact molecule moves more 

quickly and therefore requires a short duration pulsed 

field to orientate it, an extended molecule - the 

opposite. The latter governs the mag itude of the field 

required to produce sufficient orientation.: molecules 

with small dipole moments require a large field, and 

vice versa 

Many of the advances of the last twenty five years have 

come from improvements in 'the electronic equipment -as 

in so many other fields of research. Generators capable 

of delivering short pulses and sustaining high voltages 

have slowly brought more 'and more molecular systems 

within. the'3cope of the technique. Improvements in 

sensitivity of the optic and detection ' systems have 

further added to the li. st. * Moreover electronic'data 

handling is leading to -a speed up in the ' actual 

experimentäi'procedure'and analysis itself. 

The use of the-technique in conjunction with the'related 

electro-optical techniques of light scattering, electric 
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dichroism, florescence and electrophoresis is providing 

useful comparisons of data - and the techniques can 

advantageously compliment each other. A significant 

advance in the birefringence technique itself was 

reported by these laboratories, appropriately on the 

hundredth anniversary of Kerr's first paper, namely the 

birefringence of pure liquids stressed by the electric 
field vector of a powerful laser beam15 

1.4 The advantages of Electric Birefringence over other 

techniques 

For measuring molecular or particle sizes in solution, 

the electric birefringence technique offers a number of 

advantages, compared with the existing and widely used 

techniques of molecular analysis : e. g. -X ray 

crystallography, electron microscopy, sedimentation 

diffusion, gel chromatography. These advantages are: 

1. ' The speed with which results can be obtained. 

2. Normally elaborate' sample preparation is not 

-required. 

3. Generally a small sample volume is all that is 

necessary-'(typically 5ral of a 1% suspension). 

4. In vivo measurements are usually -possible. 

5. << The technique is superficially simple to 

communicate. 
6. The costs of establishing a'suitable apparatus 

are, by no means 'prohibitive. 
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7. The method is particularly sensitive to changes 

in size and conformation, typically dependent 

on the third power of the major dimension of 

the molecule or particle studied. 

1.5 Problems confronting the wider application of the 

method 

Currently-the method is hampered by the'lack of a rigorous 

theoretical base. Little real progress has been made on 
12 

this front since Benoit's early work, whilst experimental 

develop: rent has- continued unabated. In particular, a 

study of the kinetics of semi-flexible molecules would 

allow the technique to realise its full potential. 

Nonetheless, this is not to belittle the present day 

applications which, even-with existing crude theories, 

can offer valuable insight to molecular structure in, terms 

of both size and 'shape. However, the' method appears 

ät' its best when changes in conformation occur, and it 

is able to follow time dependent reactions with 

comparative ease. 

It is. disappointing that this potentially powerful tool 

has yet to-become accepted and widely used in industry- 

and research. It undoubtedly arouses interest in many 

fields and this is reflected in the financial-support that 

the fundamental research receives from both Government and 

industry, even during a time of financial stringency. 
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pulsed electric field 

ý; hilstt birefringence has been used to study many different 

systems, -its application with respect to its potential is 

still in its infancy. In particular, the biochemical and 

related medical fields, which are fundamentally concerned 

-with macromolecular interactions, have had little contact 

with the technique. The author is certain that the 

method could ultimately help in solving many problems in 

these areas. However, before this is possible, the 

technique must be proved effective*to the researchers 

involved and the technique has to be readily available-to 

them rather than closeted in the hands of a few specialist 

research groups. 

1.6 The aims of this treatise. 

The aims of this'work were therefore as-follows'.. 

1. To. draw attention to the method's full potential, 

highlighting the fundamental. problems - chiefly. of a 

theoretical nature - which are- currently -holding it 

back. I 

2. 

3" 

4. 

To improve the sensitivity of existing apparatus and 

thereby broaden further: the scope; of the technique. 

To design an -apparatus which, could be developed- 

commercially-and which could-be readily used by 

non-physicists. - 

To open new areas of-research in the bio-medical field 

designed to demonstrate the technique at its best, 

i. e. in studying changes-in molecular. conformation. 



The work itself is thus presented in three sections, 
following a necessary theoretical resume. 

1.7 The nrogramre of work 

20 

The first section of this work covers apparatus, 
describing the conventional instrumentation inherited by 

the author and the design of the novel MINEO-1 

instrument. This design set out to provide the increase 

in sensitivity sought, and to make an instrument which 

was easy. to use as a standard laboratory tool. 

'he second section of the thesis looks at some major 

problems confronting the wider application of the method. 

The problems of semi-flexible molecules and the extent to 

which present theories can be used is well illustrated in 

a study of the polymer, nitrocellulose in acetone. The 

potential of the method and its sensitivity in investigating 

the fundamental problems of interfacial interactions is 

tackled. Precursory measurements showing the effect of 

additives on the suspensions of the bacterium E. coli 

and, separately, Poly tetra-floro-ethylene are reported. 

she section is completed with a study of. a range of 

, 
diverse materials. For each of these a comparison is 

drawn between the rotary diffusion constant derived from 

field free relaxations and that derived from a dispersion 

of birefringence with frequency. It has been observed 

hitherto that these values oddly rarely agree, and the 



work herein. attempts to find some correlation in the 

discrepancies. 
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The final section of this thesis reports extensive 

investigation of the members of 3 family of materials, 

namely the mucopolysaccharides, important in cartilage 

connective tissue. This area of research is chiefly the 

preserve of the biochemist and the medic, concerned as, 

they are, with the problems of osteo-arthrosis. The 

experiments the author reports are designed to-demonstrate 

the versatility of the technique, with particular attention 

drawn to its conformational sensitivity. The'work 

reports changes in polyelectrolyte (potassium hyaluronate) 

conformation with pH, enzyme degradation (hyaluronidase 

on hyaluronate), formation of complex heteropolysaccharides 

(hyaluronic acid - pro taglycans complex) and the thermal 

denaturation of a -polymer (col-lagen). " The work is 

complimented by a wide ranging study of the essential 

cartilage tissue constituent, proteoglycans. 

*ýý ** *** *** **x 

The realisation of these aims and this work programme are 

contained in the ensuing pages. 
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ýci '"' Sd ý,. 

A Constant in the 3roersma Pod equation (section 2.811) 

a* Radius of pol, -mer' backbone in ý7orn Like Chain equation 
(section 2.823) 

ar Radius of a particle or molecule 

aý z1alf rod length 

a,, - a1 Seg. nental anisotropy factor as used by Tsvetkov228 

5 : err constant 

b Radius of poly=er backbone in Word Like Chain equation 
(section 2.823) 

C C<3<1 Light lost in optical components through 
absorption and. reflection compared to initial intensity 

c Concentration in g ml-1 - 

D Rotary diffusion constant 

D1 Initial slope value of D 

D2 Final decay value of D 

Dfa I-Frequency dispersion derived value of D 

Dtr Value of D derived from analysis of a transient reponse 

Dp.. Peeled -initial slope value of D 

D;, , eight average value of D 

Dz Z average value of D 

DZ+i Z+1 average value of D 

De.: -Electron micrograph derive-. value of D 

Applied electric field. 

:. cnstant in Zi7, 'r-'-Stock-ma. Ter and Baur equation (section 2.821) 

fc Critical frequency of dispersion of birefringence 
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g Optical volume polarisability 

gz g along minor ellipse axis 

Üi g along major ellipse axis 

*1 Light intensity incident on cell 

l Light intensity transmitted by analyser offset by angleO 

-s Light intensity received when field applied 

ors 116-101 

Kerr Constant 

K ? Molar Kerr Constant 

K Specific -Kerr Constant 
SD ' 

The Boltz man Constant 

L Extended hydroaynynic chain length 

? Length of err Cell electrodes 

le '? 
_^_jor 

dimension of ellipsoidal p: ýrticle 

'r "olecul4r ht 

'M Number average molecular weight 

, 7eiýht cverage molecular weight 

', So 1'olecular ; refight of a rnononer unit 

ý'A Avogadro's ' un'oer 'ý 

Refractive index 

n,, -n Anisotropy of refractive index, parallel and perpendicular 
to particle's major 3i: nension. Birefringence. 

A& Birefringence (=n0-ni) 

pno Stealy component of birefringence 

An,,, t Alternating co^ponent of birefringence 

An mir, Minimum: value of Ana during a reversing pulse 

-o Steady state component of birefringence obtained at long time An(-, 

AC 
ate oP ch`. -. ge, of refractive index ; *it.. concentration 
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p Axial ratio of ellipse, p<l 

q Persistence length as defined section 2.822 

P. The. Universal Gas Constant 

r Axial ratiö 

Absolute tezperature 

*T (as used. in Chapter 5) - Turbidity 

t Time 

Time taken to reach 4n, in from steady value 

V Volume of particle or molecule 

x Stiff: ess parameter as defined section 2.822 

*a Constant as used in Mark-Hou: vir&, equation 

a1-a2 Electric polarisability anisotropy =a 

RY 

s Phase difference 

191 Intrinsic viscosity 

TIo Solvent viscosity 

0 Angle of analyser offset 

4) Orientation function 

Phase angle 
Frequency of electric field. 

'Molecular permn- nent dipole moment 

FO Permanent dipole moment of monomer unit 

N' Apparent colecular dipole moment (percanent) 

v Pmtial specific volume 

Tr 3-142 

pb nass/length for vrorin like chain/rreak: ly bending rod 
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Particle relaxation time 

Ti Initial slope value of relaxation time 

T2 Final slope value of relaxation time 

Symbols I, T and a are defined differently in 
Chapter 5,:.: - (qv) 
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2.1 Introduction 

Besides the original theoretical work associated with the 

birefringence technique, numerous other workers have out- 

lined and detailed the theory over the years. The- 

reader is therefore referred to these in order to 

appraise himself of the complete treatise of, the subject. 

Thus, in, addition to the usual references-at the end of 

this chapter a bibliography is presented, and the author 

gives a brief guide to the contents of each of the works 

listed. The theory outlined in this chapter is 

therefore only that pertinent to the work subsequently 

reported herein. 

2.2 Basic experimental parameters 

In a birefringent medium, the anisotropy of refractive 

index is embodied in the parameter, on, which is termed 

the 'birefringence' of the medium. 

on-nf -n1 (2.1) 
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where n,, and nl are the principal refractive indices of 

the medium, parallel and perpendicular to the direction 

of the orienting electric field. 

The phase difference arising from the birefringence is 

related to on -as- follows : 

2nl 
S= (2.2) 

where S is the phase difference in radians, 1 the path 

length of the birefringent medium through which the 

light of wavelength, X, travels. The parameter 1 is 

thus normally associated with the length of the 

electrodes with which the electric field is applied. 

Clearly, to produce the largest effect, 1 requires to be 

large, and similarly, the blue end of the visible spectrum 

is to be favoured. The length of the birefringent 

medium is restricted by the attenuation of the light by 

the medium itself. 

Kerr21. established the quadratic field dependence of 

electric birefringence expressed by the Kerr Law. The 

law holds for gases, liquids and solutions of low 

molecular weight substances, viz: 

lim S lim Ihn (2.3) B= E-pO 
\2 

TrI E2 
)= 

E40 

where 3 is termed the Kerr ConstanME] t and is the electric 

field strength.. 

Alternative expressions of the Kerr Constant have also 

found common usage: 



(a) Kerr Constant as used by Debye22 and others: 
31 

K_ Ba 
_ 

1imfAn 
n E-, 0 n (2.4) 

where n is the medium's refractive index with no 
field applied. 

(b) The Specific Kerr, Constant, commonly used for 

suspensions: 

lim ( &n 1 Ksp E-0 lcnE 1 (2.5) 

where c is the weight concentration of the 

suspension and!; its partial specific volume in 

compatable unite. 

(c} The Molär Kerr Constant as defined by Otterbein23 

for molecules of molecular weight, 11.4, at low 

densities: 

lim 2Mnnv1 (? 
.6 E-O 2E/ 

2.3 Outline of the'theöry'of Molecu1ar'Orientation 

This theory has only been developed rigorously for 

dilute solutions of rigid macromolecules. It is 

assumed that a macromolecule has a common axis of' 

symmetry for'' its' electric, optic'and hydrodynamic 

properties and a permanent dipole moment along this axis. 

The assumption relating to the hydrodynamic axis of 

symmetry is only pertinent to the build-up'and decay 

processes. -It is further assumed that the dilution of 

the solution is such that there are no interactions 

between the solute molecules. The electric 

I 



birefringence is, then given by Peterlin and Stuarts' 

equation: 24 

A_ 2ncO (g 
n t-g, 

) (2.7) 
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, where (g1-g2) is the optical anisotropy factor and cD is 

termed the orientation function. This latter function 

has been determined for arbitrary field strength by 

0' Konski et a!. 25 At low fields their analysis shows : 

m(ß2 
+ 2Y) (2.8) 

where 
r (2.9) 

and y= (a a) (2.10) 
2kT 

µt being- the- apparent dipole moment of the macromolecule 

in solution, i. e. without regard to any internal field 

effects, and (a 
i -a2) is similarly tho electric 

polarisibility anisotropy of the molecule.. 

lrhus. expressed fully, the-equation for the birefringence 

is If ., 2rrev 2 

An = 1yn-ýgý-g2) 
f 11 

7-7 +aß E2 (2.11) 

Moreover at high fields, when cD-º1, it can be readily 

seen that (g1-g2) can be obtained from equation 2.11. 

This equation is used widely by researchers engaged in 

electro-optical measurements, and is frequently used to 

characterise systems which do not accord with the basic 

assumptions upon which the theory is based. However, 

with the lack of more applicable-theories, Eqn. 2.11 

forms an acceptable basis for prognostication. It 

should be noted that the equations-have been extended 



to cover instances where (aI-a2)<O26 or where molecules 
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are completely asymmetric with an arbitrarily orientated 
permanent moment !7 

2.4 Quadratic Field Dependence of Birefringence 

Equation 2.11 shows a quadratic dependence of the 

birefringence (on) on the applied field strength (E). 

To Justify the application of this equation to any 
individual molecular system, measurements are first made 

to determine the region in which the quadratic 

dependence is true. All subsequent measurements are 

then normally made at a field strength at, which the 

birefringence is a maximum whilst still linearly 

related to E2. A typical set of such measurements is 

shown in Fig. 2.1. These results were obtained by the 

author for Heparin, a polyelectrolytic biopolymer 

important in the flow of blood and its clotting process. 

Ar 
xl0` 

"Dependence of birefringence (An) 
on applied field strength (E) 

or Heparin. " 

0 

, ice 

/. 

0 

Fig. 2.1 
123a 

X10-7 (Vcrri')2 
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2.5 Application of AC Field Pulses and Dispersion of 

Birefringence with Frequency 

With an AC applied field, the permanent dipole of the 

molecule will change the orientation of the molecule'so 

that it follows the alternating direction of the applied 

field. However, as the frequency of the applied field 

increases, so it becomes more difficult for the molecule 

to keep pace with the alternation and it eventually 

gives up. The induced moment, resulting from the 

displacement-of charge, and usually of smaller value, 

simply, follows the field by an alternating movement of 

charge associated with the molecule - as opposed to 

continually changing the molecule's orientation., One 

therefore expects to see a decrease in birefringence 

with increasing frequency, when the permanent moment 

ceases to orientate the molecule (cf dielectric 

dispersion). 

The equations governing the value of birefringence under 

the influence of an AC 
. 
electric field of, frequency 

represented by the. equation E= Eosinwt have been 

derived by both. Plummer and-Jennings 28 and Thurston and 

B3owling29 for equilibrium conditions. The birefringence 

can be represented as the sum of two terms as follows: 

on = ono + onal L cos (2wt - 4) ( 2.12 ) 

where Ano is the steady component and Analt the 

magnitude of the double frequency alternating component 

having a phase angle, ý. The assumptions implicit and 
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the derivation of the equations is basically similar to 

that involved in the DC case (section 2.3). Consider 

the steady component: 

ono 
2i n (g1-g2) ß2 

+2Y L2 
(2.13) 

1+ w2 10 
VDT) 

Of particular interest is the critical frequency, fc, at 

which the birefringence falls to half its maximum value 

over the complete range of frequencies. This condition 

is expressed by the equation: 

Avo(w) - än. (w-+co) 

Ani w-'i0) - &no w-PCD 
= (2 

" 14 

-which is satisfied when, `in Eqn. 2.13, w2= 4D2 or 

D-Trfý (2.15) 

Thus the particle's rotary diffusion constant can be 

determined from a birefringence frequency dispersion. 

This can however be complicated by the polydispersity 

of the sample particle size. The polydispersity is 

reflected in the parameters µ, (n, -a2) and D, and a 

broadening of the frequency dispersion is the 

consequence. The contrast between a polydisperse 

sample and the more discrete curves' obtained for 

theoretical monodisperse Debye dispersions-is well 

illustrated in Fig. ' . 4.4. Fig. 2.2 shows the two most 

common patterns of dispersion corresponding to 

verrsanent moments parallel and antiparallel to the 

induced moment direction. Examples of such dispersions 

can be found in Chapter -6. 
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2.6 The Application of a Reversing Pulse 

When the steady state value of birefringence has been 

reached within the region of quadratic field dependence 

for a given sample, reversal in sign of the applied DC 

field enables the distinction', permanent 
and induced 

dipole moments. A large molecule or macroparticle 

having a permanent moment will tend to reorientate 

through 1800 when the field is reversed producing a 

momentary decrease in birefringence. In the case of a 

pure induced moment the alternation of charge within 

the particle or molecule takes place so quickly that 

the molecule is not caused to reorientate and the 

birefringence remains unaltered. 

Tinoco and Yamaoka210 have theoretically investigated 

transient birefringence responses to reversing pulse 

yields. Fora symmetrical elongated ellipsoid they 

have found: 

(i) For a 'pure induced moment the steady'state 

birefringence remains unchanged on field reversal. 

(ii) If there is a permanent moment contribution a 

minimum is observed in the birefringence from 

which the ratio of permanent to induced moment 

can be found fro:: 

1_ 
&n 

min 

ß2 = 
Ano (2.16) 

. 2Y 
0.1547 + An 

min 
Ano 
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Fig. 2.3 

A reversing pulse (trace rp) is 
applied to a solution of proteoglycans 
(see Chapter 8). The dip in the 
birefringence (trace b) should be 
noted at the point the field ra7erses. 
The dip indicates the presence of a 
permanent dipole moment. 
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Moreover the rotary diffusion constant can be calculated 

from the time taken to reach the minimum in response from 

the point at which the field is reversed, viz: 

_ 0.2747 thin YD (2.17) 

A typical transient showing a reversing pulse response 

for a material having a-permanent moment-is illustrated in 

Fig. 2.3. 

2.7 Rotary Diffusion Constants derived from, Transient 

. Birefringence Responses 

2.71- Theoretical-Relationships 

The most widely used and reliable method of determining 

the rotary. diffusion. constant-is from analysis of the 

decay of a transient birefringent response to a pulsed 

electric field. Under the influence of an applied 

electric field, . we have-already seen that particles 

orientate and exhibit, a steady birefringence once 

orientation, appropriate to the applied field strength, 

is complete.... Upon, removal, of the field, the molecules 

now relax back under the influence of Brownian restoring 

forces to a completely random array. Benoit211 has 

examined this process for solute molecules smaller than 

the wavelength of light used, monodisperse, in dilute 

solution "and possessing an axial symmetry with 'electric, 

hydrodynamic and optic axes coincident. Benoit 

determined the birefringence at a timet after the 

removal of the applied field as: 
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_n(t tn(t e -6Dt (2.18) 
t_ -0 ono ) 

This result is theoretically valid for arbitrary field 

strength and regardless of whether /n(t>c) is attained 

during the pulse. For ellipsoidal molecules which do 

not possess either hydrodynamical or optical symmetry 

about their axis. of electrical symmetry, Ridgeway212 has 

shown that the decay is a function of two exponentials. 

Benoit also derived expressions relating birefringence 

as a function of time to particle rotary'-diffusion 

constants for the rise of 
.a 

transient response? 11 

Yoshioka and Watanabe have further developed Benoit's 

results by integration to relate the ratio ß72Y to areas 

defined by a transient response curve. The shape of 

the curved response thereby indicating the relative 

strength or simply, the presence of a permanent moment213 

2.72 Relaxation Time 

Freouently the term particle or molecular 'relaxation 

time` is used.. The following relationship holds between 

this quantity (T), andthe rotary diffusion constant (D) 

for a rigid particle or molecule: 

T_ (2.19) . 

2.73 The Effect of Polydispersity on Transient Decays 

for a monodisperse system, a plot of the natural 

logarithm of birefringence against time for a transient 

decay produces a linear relationship and the rotary 

diffusion constant can be calculated accordingly (Eq. 2.18) 
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For a polydisperse system, different size species result 

in a corresponding variety of rotary diffusion constants 

and a logarithmic plot, as described above, is no 

longer linear, (Fig. 2.4). A tangent to the curve at 

,t=0 corresponds to smaller particles which relax back 

to random array first. At long time, a, tangent to the 

curve corresponds to larger particles. However, these 

two values of the rotary diffusion constant are not by 

any means representative of the smallest and largest 

particles present. Indeed, work by Schweitzer and 

Jennings 214'215 shows that the value obtained from the 

initial slope (t = 0) can be related to Vf, Z or Z+ 1 weight 

average rotary diffusion constants, -according principally 

to the direction and presence of the particle's 

permanent dipole moment. Work within this research 

group216 has recently progressed to linking the initial 

slope value of the rotary diffusion constant to an 

actual particle length distribution with the assumption 

of a specific particle shape model. 

Results presented herein occasionally refer to the 

peeled values of the rotary diffusion constant (or, 

corresponding relaxation time) obtained by subtracting 

the contribution of the long time rotary diffusion 

constant from the initial slope value. With this long 

time contribution removed from the overall decay, a 

fresh decay curve can be drewn and the process repeated 

as far as the data permit, to obtain a best possible 

value of the initial slope related diffusion constant. 
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t 

D72CP AIr 1LYSIS OF BIREý RI GL'i, cl: T? ANS= : dT - PLOT OF 
LO *tý; Iýý. C_' 3Ia. ý PJN id, E (ln fin) . -_ý . ; 3T TIME (t) 
Tangent slopes yield rotary diffusion constants 
correspon:? _ng to the initial slope (11), the final 
slope (2) and the peelel value (P) obtained by 
subtracting the long time contribution (2) from the 
actual trace. 



Unless stated otherwise, all results reported in this 

thesis refer to initial slope values of the rotary 

diffusion constant or relaxation time. 

2.8 Relationships between Conformation, Size and 

Molecular Models 

43 

I 

Knowledge of the conformation of a macromolecule in 

solution enables. the evaluation of size parameters for 

the molecular syst em. Alternatively, a rough knowledge 

of particle sizes and other assorted parameters (e. g. 

direction of dipole moments, molecular weights) may 

lead to an evaluation of particle conformation, or at 

least an elimination of certain nodels for particular 

systems. The key link between conformation and model 

is quite often the rotary diffusion constant, D. 

A resume of the models used in 
.. 

this work follows, though 

the list is by-no means exhaustive. The-sensitivity of 

D to changes in particles' major dimensions should be 

noted. 

.,. ,.. 

2.81 Rigid. Models 

2.811 Rod (Broersma217) 

This is a refinement of a model originally proposed by 

Os een and Burger ? 18,219 "Their result depended on deriving, 

mathematically, the force distribution in a moving object 

which produces a certain velocity at its surface. 
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Eroersrna took especial account of the effect of the ends 

of the uniform-cylindrical model. The expression in 

both cases relates the rotary diffusion constant, D, 

to the third power of the rod's major dimension. 

Clearly D is thus a very size sensitive parameter: 

D= 3kT ( In 2r -A) (2.20) 
TT$ no @ý3 

where A=1.57 -7( nkr - 0.28 ) (2.21) 

r= Axial ratio of the rod 

a1 = Half length of the rod 

, 10 = Solvent viscosity 

Note: The equation is not very sensitive to changes in 

the value of r. 

2.812 Prolate Ellipsoid (Perrin220) 

Perrin has derived equations linking ellipsoidal particle 

dimensions with the rotary diffusion constant, viz: 

D= 3kß (1p4)[5 
l1 += 

- (2.22) 'fi. 2 

where p <I 

p= Axial ratio of the ellipse 

le = Major-dimension of the ellipse 

no = Solvent viscosity 

? 'ne. equation is not very sensitive to the'value chosen 

for the riinor ellipsoidal axis. The equation can also 

be used iteratively, knowing D, to improve 1e with 

updated values of p. 



2.813 Oblate Ellipsoid (Perrin22) 
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Perrin has similarly. obtained an equation for an oblate 

ellipsoid, which can be expressed in the form: 

D=2rr 3kT 
,pý- tan-' ( p) -1 (2.23) 

eoP 

where p >1. 

2.814 Disc 

Equation 2.23 approximates a thin disc as when p-> 1. 

ri'he expression is then: 

D -- 
3k'T 

. 
(2.2 Q) Lrar 

where ar. is the, radius of the disc. 

2.815 Sphere- 

Equation 2.23 can also be reduced to the Oseen and Barger 

equation for a cylindrical rod with the appropriate 

conditions, viz: 

D- 1T%af C In 2r - '0.8 ) (2.25) 

This reduces to the equation for a sphere: 

D_ 
kT 

rril, r (2.26) 

2.816 Rigid Cylinders or Ellipsoids (Peterlin & Stuart221). 

This equation relates the magnitude of the molecular 

dipole moment (µ) to the Specific Kerr Constant (Ksp). 

In order that this can be done, a model has to be 

assumed for the system in question. -2eterlin and Stuarts' 

model for a system of rigid, insulating, ellipsoidal 

particles predicted that: 



2rrv(f 
T2 
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(2.27) Ks 

p1 5n k' T 

wherevis the system's partial specific volume 
(g1-g2) the anisotropy of optical volume polarisability 

and n the refractive index of the solvent 

2.82 Flexible models 

Molecular flexibility is -a fundamental problem in the 

wider application-of the birefringence-technique. 

3irefringence decay, under the influence of Brownian 

restoring forces, has-been studied by several workers, 

but-only a few idealised models produce relatively 

stniehtfor'iard answers. , The problem here lies in 

accounting for the relative motion-of individual portions 

of a molecule,,, as well as , _the rotation of the molecule 

as a whole. 

2.821 Random Coil (Zimm 222) 

Zim3 analysed the motion of a random coil in terms of the 

normal modes of motion, of which the first mode 

corresponded to rotation of the whole chain. Stockmayer 

and Baur. 223 later extended his work to electric 

birefringence to show that: 

DM (r1 (2.28) 
0 

where R The Universal Gas Constant 

!t= The Molecular Weight of the Coil 

[t1 = The Solution's Intrinsic Viscosity 

qo = The Solvent's Viscosity 

and f=1.21 or '0.85 for a free draining or non free 

draining coil, respectively. 
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2.822 Weakly Bending Rod (Hearst224) 

This model is defined in terms of a persistence length, 

q, seen as the projection of. -an infinitely long chain 

on the direction of . the first segment of the chain. An 

alternative parameter is also quoted occasionally, 

namely the stiffness, parameter, x= q, where L is the 

extended hydrodynamic chain length: 

For a rigid rod values of q -> . -, 0) 
For a random coil.. values of q -a 0 (x. -., CO ) 

Values 'of'q thereby enable evaluation of closeness to the 

extremes of rigidity and flexibility and a rough guide to 

the ordering of polymer chains according to the degree of 

flexibility. The equation for the weakly, . 
bending rod is: 

kT p D 31n =) - 4.92, +ba 2 In kam}. 
10.2 Tpq 

+ 4äl (2.29) 

where p= (2.30) 

2.823 ' worm Like Chain (Hearst and Stockmayer225) 

This system is'essentially similar to the Weakly Bending 

Rod'. The model itself is of a 'more flexible nature. 

Parameters-q, x and p are as above: 

= 
2kq 2 

D t-- 0.126 qp 
+ 0.159 in Vy) -. 0.387 + O. 16ä 

(? 
_. 

31) 

where a and b are the semi axes of the individual 

constituent, seg Brits of the, chain, invariably assumed 

equal for circular cross-section models. 
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2.824 Polar Flexible oils (Dows, 226 yeterlin & Stuart227) 

This equation relates the Molar Kerr Constant to the 

dipole moment of a monomer unit for a polar, flexible 

coil. As in section 2.816, a model has to be assumed 

t6-relate these quantities. . Dows model theorised for 

flexible, polar, random coils in non-polar solvents and 

was based on a dilute gas model. He assumed the 

constituent polymer segments (taken here to be monomer 

units) to be orientated in an uncorrelated manner. 

Neglecting any contribution from induced dipole moments, 

'bows expression'is as follows:, 

Km _ ;- µo 
ß) (a�-al) (2.32) 

where Mo is the monomer molecular weight for the coil 

molecules and (a�-al) the segmental anisotropy factor as 

defined by Tsvetkovi28 

(a,, -al) ý'. ßg1-gz 

The Dows' equation is, essentially. the same as, that 

derived by Peterlin and Stuart for flexible polymers. -- 

2.825 -Rigid Frozen. Coil (Do7vs226) 

Dows' alternative expression to that'in the previous 

section in that for the Rigid 'Frozen' Coil in which all 

the dipolar segments. are now considered, to be orientated 

parallel to each other. The equation then has the form: 

-- 
4nN, 

Fý 
3 

(a,, -a. i) (2.34) ri O 

(it. 

0 
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2.9 Birefringence - Transmitted Intensity Relationships 

The author has taken the reader -through the various 

theoretical links appropriate to the work which follows. 

Before all this, however, a practical link has to be 

established, relating the birefringence to the practically 

measured parameter of transmitted light intensity, which 

itself is directly proportional to the voltage on the 

photomultiplier output. This relationship varies . 
according to the nanner_of detection and various 

,. _ 
instances have been calculated by Predericq and Houssier229 

T'ne results relevant to the three: arrangements used in 

this thesis follow, and should be viewed in conjunction 

with Pig. 2.5. In this figure it can be seen that the. 

quantities AI6 and I8 arc measurable from a transient 

birefringent response, and it is the normalised ratio 
6I6 that is related to the birefringence via the phase 

difference, b. The basic starting equation is that for 

the light intensity (It)-) transmitted, through an analyser 

offset from the crossed position by an angle e and for a 

medium exhibiting a phase difference, S, whence229 

CT - IS -- 
(1- cos 2e cosS ) (2.35) 

where 10 is the light incident on the cell 

and 0 is a factor between 0 and 1 taking care of light 

lost by absorption and reflection in the optical 

components. 

Therefore in the absence of an electric field (no 

birefringence, s= 0) 

je = 
CI Q(1- cos 20 )= CI0sin28 (2.36) 
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J 

Fig. 2.5 

Transient response, showing change in light intensity 
as seen on oscilloscope screen, consequent on a 
corresponding change in the mmple's birefringence. 

_r1ý'ý: { 
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2.91 Quadratic Detection with Offset Analyser 

The change in light intensity corresponding. to the 

increased response of the photomultiplier to a transient 

birefringent response AL- = I81 -will be given by 

eIS = 
0I (1 - cos26 cos S) - 

CIO (1 - cos29 ) 

= CI0 sine (/) cos29 (2-37) 

Then AID 
_ sin 2 (S cos2e 

10 sne 

"S= sin-ý singe ýoI (2.38 2 
os e 

(Ie} 
) c 

and en sin-ý sin 
se in26 

A15 (2-39) TT1 1-2 
(Ig } 

lk 

2.92 ' Quadratic detection with, polariser and analyser 

crossed at- 900 

In" this' case e=0 and equation, 2.35 becomes: 

Ib = 
C-ý ("1 "`- cosh) = "CIosin2.. (2.40) 

Ie is now zero, so in order to obtain a value for CIO a 

series of measurements has to be made to plot Ie against 

sine e (equation 2.36), whence 010 ' is the slope of the 

straight line obtained. (Law of Malus). The 

birefringence is then calculated thus: 

nn = 21 sinYC (2-41) 
0 

2.93 Linear detection with Offset Analyser 

The presence of a quarter wave plate between the cell and 

the analyser will enable the differentiation between 

samples exhibiting positive and negative birefringence. 

The slow axis of the plate should be set at 135° with 

respect to the field direction. The plate also improves 
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the sensitivity of the arrangement 230' The transmitted 

light intensity with the field applied is now: 229 

Is = CIosin2(9+6/2) (2.42) 

and AIS = Clo sing (e + 5/2) - sin2o3 '(2-43) 

Thus - ý- 
_ 

siri2 (9 + S/s )- sin29 ßn2 (2.44) 

Hence on = 
{s1n1 

sine -- +1e (2-45) 

2.10 Conclusions, and Bibliography 

This concludes the theoretical resume which has been 

designed to serve the work which follows. The 

opportunity has also been taken to pinpoint'some of the 

weaker aspects of the currently available works in, 

presentday applications. For further reading offering 

more details on both theory and application, the reader 

is referred to the following bibliography. 

1. E. Predericq and C. Housier. "Electric 

Birefringence and Electric Dichroism"" 

Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1973. 

An excellent text book covering both the theoretical 

and experimental aspects of electric birefringence 

in explicit detail. 

2. K. Yoshioka and H. Watanabe in "Physical Principles 

and Techniques of Protein Chemistry" 

Part A, Chapter 7, p. 346, Ed. S. Leach. 

Academic Press, New York, 1969. 

Presents a good theoretical background to the 
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technique which is easy to follow. Most of the 

treatise however discusses results of particular 

experimental work. 

3. B. R. Jennings in "Advances in Polymer Science" 

Volume 22, pages 62 to 81,1977... 

This gives a simple review of the theory and 

technique and illustrates it with some of the 

most recent experimental data and observations. 

This article makes an excellent introduction to 

electric birefringence and also covers related 

electro-optic techniques. 
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3.1 Introduction. 

For most, of this work, the apparatus used _was. _that, 
inherited from previous workers 31,32 though a number of 

modifications have been made as detailed further on. 

These modifications include the fabrication of a new 

cell designed for the easy circulation of solutions. 

With the original apparatus now serving. Its third 

generation of research students, a completely new 

electric birefringence system has-been designed and- 

built, capable of very sensitive measurement. By 

directly incorporating recent advances in component design 

the complete system has been made simpler and much- 

smaller with a view to making the apparatus available 

commercially as a laboratory tool. Moreover the cell 

used attempts to finally eliminate birefringence 

resulting from strain in the cell end windows by 

making the polariser and analyser prisms as integral 

parts of the cell. Full details of the design and 

performance. of the new apparatus are given. 
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3.2 The Original Apparatus 

The original apparatus is illustrated (Fig. 3.1) and 
detailed in Fig. 3.2. Completely enclosed in a light 

tight black box, it consists of an optical system 

producing a focused, collimated light beam which is 

directed through a polariser and into the Kerr Cell, 

following a path between the electrodes of the cell and 

emerging to pass through a second polarising prism, 

crossed with the first, to act as an analyser (quadratic 

detection) or through a quarter wave plate and analyser 

(linear detection). The, light beam finally falls on 

to the end window of a photomultiplier, from which the 

electronic signal is displayed on an oscilloscope screen. 

3.21 
, 

she Optical System 

The focused, collimated light beam can be supplied by 

either a He Ne laser or an are lamp. 

(a) THE ARC LAMP- This is a 500 W DC, high pressure 

mercury arc, powered by a highly stabilised voltage 

source developing 70 V. ± 0.01% at 7 A. The light 

output was quoted by its builder (Rudd) as having a 

noise level of 1% and a short term stability of ± 3. 

The light passes through a series of optical components 

to produce a suitable beam. Initially a heat absorbing 

glass (type HA3, optical Works Ltd., Ealing), which 

shielded the other components from the intense heat of 
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the lamp is used, followed by'an achromatic lens of focal 

length 8 cm, focusing the arc through a pinhole aperture 

at the focal point of a 10 cm focal length lens, which 
finally passes the light through an interference filter, 

-chosen to select one wavelength from the mercury are 

lamp's discrete spectrum. A narrow ': vertical slit is 

then included 'immmediately before the .. cell to restrict 

the beam and obviate reflections along the electrodes. 

(b) THD LASER A Coherent Radiation model 80 2 mW 

He Ne laser can be readily substituted for the-'arc. ' Its 

wavelength is 632.8 nm, the noise level is 
_1% and long 

tern stability - -5%9 The 
, particular laser head`- used 

in initial measurements, whilst quoted by the manufacturer 

as being linearly polarised, did in fact have a polarised 

beam'that rotated its plane of polarisation to and fro 

with time. This head was later replaced with a head 

giving a fixed position polarised beam (Coherent Radiation 

model 80-2P). This head was coupled to' a System 

Computors' power supply, which was further smoothed by 

a bank of six 'Visconol' 0.1 µP capacitors, rated at 5 U. 

With both 2 mW lasers it was necessary to insert a 

neutral density filter to cut down the power of the 

beam before it entered the polariser and cell. 



3.22 Polarisers'and Cuarter Wave Plate 

Both polarising prisms (of the Glan-Thomson type) and 
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the quater wave plate are mounted`in rotatable divided 

circles manufactured by Messrs P. T. I. Ltd. These 

circles are adjustable to 0.050 using a vernier scale. 
The polarising prism is set with its 'plane of polarisation 

at 450 to the horizontal, i. e. at 450 to-the direction of 

the applied field., ''This procedure is described in 

section 3.33. " 
jý ký 

For linear., detection, the quarter wave plate, a thin. 

sheet of mica calibrated at 546.1 nm, is-included, with 

its slow axis parallel to the direction of the incident 

polarised light. This can be set as follows, with the 

detection system set for maximum sensitivity and the'' - 
polarisier and'ana1yser crossed to an accuracy of better 

than 0.05°: The quarter wave plate should be positioned 

between the polariser and analyser and rotated to find 

the minimum in transmitted light intensity to within 0.05°. 

The analysing prism is'crossed with the initial polarising 

prism-'for quadratic detection. This system of detection 

requires a'knowl'edge of Io (see section 2.92) this can 

be determined by a set of measurements of Ie plotted 

against singe. For an optical system in which 10 is 

constantly changing, as with the are lamp or laser with 

rotating-'plane of polarisation, this system of detection 

is unsatisfactory. With the arc lamp, the system of' 
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linear detection was employed, enabling a direct. 

measurement -of 'I.. (simply, related to, Io) to be taken 

-immediately before and after each birefringence 

measurement. ` The absence of 'a 'suitable quarter wave 

plate for, the 632.8 nm He Ne , laser radiation meant 

using the analyser offset from the crossed position, 

'-thus enabling a constant. monitoring.. of Io as required 
(section'-2.91). -The arrival, of the highly stabilised, 

polarised Coherent Radiation 80-2P laser, permitted 

reliable Io measurements to be made using the quadratic 

detection system. 

3.23,, ---, Light Detection System 

A pin hole aperture admits the light finally on to. the 

., photocathode of an E. M. I. 9816KB photomultiplier tube. 

Its spectral response is, the E. M. I. designated 

"extended'S20t1 which is particularly sensitive in the 

red, for use with He Ne lasers. -. Its housing, which 

was revised°by the author, is described in detail in 

, section-3.32. - The tube is powered at 2.2 kV by an 

Isotope Developments BHT Unit, type 532/d. The signal 

from the scope is taken by a short coaxial cable (short: 

to minimise the time constant of the detection system, 

influenced by the capacitance of the cable) to the 

oscilloscope. The 'scope used 'is the Tektronix 585A 

85 MHz dual beam model, the second beam being' used to 

monitor the electric pulse applied to the birefringent 
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medium via a Tektronix P6013A 1000 to 1 probe (for large. 

electric fields) or a P6006 10 to 1 probe as required. 

The exact attenuation of the probes is checked using a 

known signal, for example the 100 V peak to peak square 

. 
wave signal generated by the 'scope's calibration unit. 

In circumstances where the birefringence signal changes 

detected by the photomultiplier are too small to be seen 

against the background voltage from the photomultiplier 

output, a simple back-off unit, incorporating a battery 

and potentiometer is employed. 

The pulsed electric field and transient electric 

birefringence response are thus displayed on the 

oscilloscope screen simultaneously, andphoftographed on 

Polaroid 46L film using a Tektronix C27 oscilloscope 

camera. 

The transparencies thus produced are enlarged using a 

photographic enlarger, with the image projected on to' 

graph paper for accurate assessment of field and birefringence 

amplitudes, and consequntly rates of intensity decay of 

birefringent responses. 



3.24 Kerr Cells 
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The cells used in these experiments,, with the exception 

of the ones detailed in sections. 3.34 and 3.45 were 
built by a previous worker, (Rudd). They are designated 

A-and B for future reference in the experimental chapters 

and--their- dimensions and details are as follows. 

CELL A. This PTFE cell was, dcsigned with separately 

mounted, rotating, end windows, the object being to 

position them for minimum strain birefringence. However, 

clamping the window mounts. in, the- preferred position - 

- reintroduced,, the-strain in the glass microscope cover 

slip, windows. Nonetheless, the performance of the cell 

was otherwise quite satisfactory, and, incorporated a 

cooling jacket, and --. solution flow, facilities. 

Electrode length: 4.979 ± 0.002 cm 
Electrode separation: 0.264 ± 0.002 cm 

CELL B. A simple cell having a PTPE body and circular 

microscope cover slip windows clamped in-position against 

the cell body by PTFE end pieces. This cell has 

solution flow facilities-too,, 

Electrode length: 4.984 ± 0.004 cm 
Electrode separation: ' 0.272 ± 0.004 cm 

The'spectrophotometer cýe11s of the previous author, made 

by He11ma of Westeliff-on-Sea, with inserts of Tufnol or 

PTFE holding the'electrode assemblies were not used. 
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All were broken by virtue of Tufnol swelling in water, 

PTFE creeping with change in temperature, and - in the 

instance of the, one glued in a Perspex water jacket - 

forces exerted by the Araldite resin used. These 

appeared therefore to be expensive and short lived cells, 

and generally required large sample volumes compared. to 

Cells A and B. If 

Both Cells, A and B, which incorporated the solution flow 

facilities already mentioned, proved to be unsatisfactory 

in this respect. Two brass tubes were intended for 

passing solution intone end of the cell and out of'the 

other. However, when the system was pressurised to 

induce flow, the seal around the 'plug', comprising the 

electrode insert, was inadequate. 

nerv flow cell design (section 3.34). 

ý` 

This prompted the 

3.25 Pulse Systems 

The-apparatus is arranged to be triggered from the 
I 

oscilloscope. This enables the operator to apply the 

field pulse and 'instantaneously' record the reponse on 

the oscilloscope camera. The pulse is applied across 

the cell, which has a load resistor. in parallel across 

it, so chosen to prevent too great a current flowing 

through the test solution. With the variety of 

materials studied in this work, a diverse range of 

pulses, both in amplitude and duration were required. 

A number of pulse generators was therefore used and 



the characteristics of each are as follows: 
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PG1 This simple machine is one, of. the commercially 

available Lyons Instruments, series of pulse generators, 

the PG21.,. It has to be used-in the single, pulse: mode, 

triggered. externally from the oscilloscope. Pulse. 

width ranges from 0.2 µs to 200 ms but pulse 

amplitude is variable. up to. only 10 V. This system is 

only.. . suitable for looking. at clay suspensions and . 

other similarly highly charged, large, anisotropic 

particles. However, this generator is more-versatile 

in that., its- output can be, used by other machines which- 

can amplify. the, pulses . up , 
to kilovoltages.. Delay-, 

circuitary in, 
_-the 

PG21 can also be useful when using the 

mschine. on its oven or in. conjunction with the amplifiers. 

Finally, the PG21 has . to be used to expand the spike 

trigger pulse from the oscilloscope, which on its own.., 

is 
. 
inadequate to fire generator PG6. 

PG2 For slightly higher voltages (up to 90 v) where 

1 ittle current will be drawn, a simple arrangement 

using reed relays and dry cell batteries can be utilised. 

The relay systems are triggered by the PG21. 

PG3, Wareham power amplifier, type C646. This 

versatile machine is capable of amplifying DC, sq. u are 

wave or sinusoidal pulses. It has a 600 W capability. 

It is. not inherently pulsed, though it is possible to 

pulse the system by either feeding in pulses (UP to 1 V) 
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for amplification or chopping the output using a double 

relay system. Double relays are used to avoid 

the problems of bouncing, i. e. relays literally bouncing 

back on again, and thereby pulsing the solution a 

second time. The pulsed input system is easier to 

operate, provided that the distortion . '. that may occur in 

the pulse shape Is not restrictive on measurements, and 

care is taken to ensure that any DO level is backed off 

and not applied continuously to the solution in the cell. 

The initial pulses fed into the amplifier are obtained 

from-either, the Lyons PG21 or by relay switching the 

output of a Levell Oscillator, type TG150DM, which can 

deliver sinusoidal or repetitive square wave output.,. 

The latter, switched correctly, can produce a reversing 

pulse (section 2.6). It is important to note that as 

the frequency of the output is increased, the voltage 

amplitude will decrease., This effect is particularly 

marked above 1 kHz. Therefore, the output should be 

constantly monitored, 
¢, and. the input adjusted accordingly 

if 
:a 

constant voltage is required. 

PG4 This is the most versatile of the DC generators 

used. It is capable of delivering 400 V to 10 kV at 

up to 10 A for between 50 µs and 1 ms. The initial 

shape and duration of the pulse is determined by 

amplification of the Lyons PG21 output. This pulse is 

applied to the grid of a. set of valves which then 

conduct; discharging a large capacitor bank across the 

Kerr Cell. The system was originally designed by the 
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Electronics Department of Queen Elizabeth College, 

London, -and is potentially lethal-in that the high 

voltage is always present on the terminals and only for 

the duration of the pulse does one side of the output 

drop to-, earth potential. 

The enclosed ;, optical bench is wired to an alarm system, 

triggered via microswitches to remind the operator of 

the danger if he tries. to gain-: access to the cell where 

the, wires-leading from the generator are laid-bare. 

This system is, far. from satisfactory, and in consultation, 

with Dr; A R- Foweraker : -of this research group and Mr -G'- 

Ford of, this University's Electronic Design Facility, 

modifications were made by Mr Ford to effectively take 

the voltage 'inside, ' the generator. A unit installed 

on, top . of the generator now enables the. operatör to arm- 

the output for a period variable up to 10 minutes, i. e. 

sufficiently long to take one, or a sequence of 

measurements. The arming is accomplished by switching 

heavy duty relays installed on'the line to-the output 

terminals. When armed, the generator emits a warning 

note and shows a red light. The operator may cancel 

the armed state at any time. 

PG5 This is another lethal machine capable of 

delivering up to 10 kV for up to 25 Vs. It is a hard 

valve pulse generator, again driven by the Lyons PG21. 

Its output pulses are very square, but generator PG6 was 

used in'preference, where possible, for safety reasons. 



Pi6 This consists of a 10 kV, 0.5 A hydrogen 

thyratron generator, coupled-to a specially designed 

unit incorporating delay lines which can be charged 
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up to 5 kV then discharged across the cell in 1,3 or 

5 µs pulses. The previous worker tested the new 

system, but faulted it on two particular aspects, namely 

pulse shape (which showed both droop and a time decay, 

particularly on the 5 ps pulse) and photomultiplier 

pick-up when the delay lines were discharged. The 

latter was overcome by screening the photomultiplier 

(see section 3.32). The former was taken into account 

when - using. the generator. If-'its time ; constant was-too 

large then PG5 Evas available. Fields were recorded as at 

the drooped value of the pulse, corresponding to. the 

field at saturation orientation. If transient reponses 

had shown signs of '. falling off' at saturation, then again - 
PG5 could be used. 

P G7 This is a low voltage thyristor pulse former, 

: designed by. a. previous worker. (Brown). It is 

capable of 'giving 350 V at 0.5 A 'continuously. The 

output can be chopped as required using reed relays 

in a similar manner to that mentioned previously. 
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3.3 Modifications to the Original Apparatus 

Important modifications to the system are outlined as 

follows. 

3.31 Photodiode Light Monitor 

Using quadratic"detection, with the polariser and 

analyser completely crossed, changes in the lamp output 
could suddenly occur, even half way through a measurement 

of Io'. This situation was difficult to tolerate and a 

means of constantly monitoring Io via the lamp output 

was needed. The previous author had suggested a second. 

photomultiplier in the manner of Orttung and ; Meyer 33 

A simpler and cheaper solution, not needing major 

modifications"to the light tight housing of the apparatus, 

was to use alight sensitive diode. -A suitable device 

. was-constructed by the University's Electronic Design 

----, Facility. The diode-was fixed to the side of the -,. 

enclosing box, and part of the beam from the lamp 

directed on to'it using a half silvered mirror beam 

splitter. The response of the diode was then displayed 

on a meter with a scale in arbitrary units. The meter 

should be adjusted for maximum sensitivity. It 

incorporates an output via a BNC connector for continuous 

read out on ä 'scope or chart recorder. In practice, the 

meter is placed on top of the apparatus where the scale 

c'an be clearly seen by the operator. The reading is 
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adjusted using the sensitivity' control to a-convenient 

value. Should this then- alterduring -the 'course of an 

experiment, the lamp itself can'be altered to restore- 

the meter to its predetermined reading. 

3.32 Modifications to the Photomultiplier Housing 

The previous worker had 'had cause to change the 

'photomultiplier tube from a Mullard 56AVP to an E. M. I. 

9816KB. In so doing, the tube's housing was no longer 

light-tight. 'Pick-up from the pulse generator PG6 

has-been referred to, and on occasion, arcing in the 

vicinity of the dynode chain could be heard. On 

examination of. the compartment, exposed solder joints 

were found, which ' could have arced to the side of the -- 

" housing. The tube itself was found to have a serious 

fault, in that the photocathode was dislocated. This 

may have contributed to the pick-up and arcing problems. 

The opportunity was therefore-taken to redesign `-the - -,, 

housing and to- incorporate a set of variable load 

resistors for accurate determination of birefringence 

amplitudes (using-large value resistors) and decay times 

(using smaller value resistances). 

A larger compartment for, the dynode chain was thus built, 

giving more room to keep exposed joints away from the 

sides, and to'provide space for a wafer switch assembly 

to which the load resistors could attach. 
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Sockets were provided for the input and output leads, so- 

that if in future the. back needed to' be removed for- 

access to the dynode chain, no tension need be applied 

to these leads and the-solder. joints to which they 

, attached. . All leads within the compartment were 

screened, joints were taped over where possible, and wax 

used to separate components where necessary. The inside 

of the tube was lined with rubber sheeting to further 

obviate any possible shorting. 

A mu-metal shield, to complete the screening, -was. 
incorporated, wrapped around the photoMuiltiplier. tube 

itself and maintained at the cathode's potential. A 

thick core-of protective insulation was therefore 

employed to isolate the mu-metal shield from the 

photomultiplier housing. 

The new housing was tested, and measurements made of . 
the. 

time constants appropriate to the selection from the.. 

range of load resistors,.,,, Where only birefringence 

amplitude measurements are important a large resistor 

can be used. However, when seeking particle relaxation 

times, the load resistor must be selected such that the 

time constant of . 
the detection system is less than that 

of the disorienting particle or molecule. To maximise 

the signal, the largest resistor compat=ible with this 

condition is used. To check the time constants of 

different resistors in the detection system, nitrobenzene 

is placed in the Kerr Cell. This exhibits a reasonable 
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birefringence, but being a pure liquid has a very fast 

relaxation time (-ns). Relaxation times measured are 

therefore those of the detection system. Values 

obtained for the load resistors of the new housing are 

. set out below. 

LOAD RESISTOR TIME CONSTANT 

500 kc 3.9 µs 
50 k0 2.3 ps 

5 k0 0.64 µs 
500 n 0.35 ps 
50 0 <0.3 ps 

3.33 Specific Plane Polariser 

The usual method-prescribed for determining the plane of 

polarisation of a prism polariser is that of the 'pile 

of plates'. A pile of crown glass microscope slides, 

are positioned -': so that light is reflected off them at 

Brewster's Angle. The ? pile has to be carefully 

positioned so that its face is normal to the incident 

light in the horizontal plane. During the course of the 

work it became necessary to remove both polarising prisms 

to have their faces repolished. (An explosion resulted 

in the cell windows being sputtered across them! ). 

Moreover, the design of the new apparatus (section 3.4), 

and the prisms used therein required the determination 

of the plane of polarisation on several occasions. A 

simple 'pile of plates' holder was therefore' designed, 



holding the plates at the required Br. ewster angle and 
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normal to the horizontal. It has a standard attachment 

°or use on an optical bench. 

Note: It is important to use clean, dust-free plates 
to minimise spurious reflections. When not in use the 

specific plane polariser is 
-kept wrapped, undercover. ' 

3.34 Use of the pH s tat 

For measurements undertaken in sections 7.1 to 7.5, an 

automatic titration system was used in conjunction with 

the new flow cell. This instrument is shown schematically 

in Fig. 3.3, and photographed with the apparatus in Fig. 

3.4. The illustrations show that the instrument 

comprises the follöwing units: a pH meter (PHMM28) 
, a 

titrator (TTT11), an automatic burette (ý', BU12) and chart 

recorder (SBR2), 'all supplied by Messrs. Radiometar Ltd., 

Copenhagen, Denmark. Combined in the. manner shown in 

Pig. 3.3, the-instrument is able to perform with the 

versatility indicated below. - 

1. - The pH meter can detect changes of 0.1 in phi and is 

very stable. 

20 The titra-tor, coupled with the p meter, farm an 

automatic titrator, enabling the operator to 

predetermine an end point for an acid-base reaction 

by adjusting the titrator controls. 

3. The titrp. tor is then linked to control the automatic 

burette which will be made to add sufficient reagent 
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to-the solution to reach the required end point.. 

4. n important-feature of the titrator is its 

'proportional band setting' which controls the rate 

at which reagent is added to the solution, slowing 

this rate as the end point is approached, and 

thereby eliminating overshoot. 

5. The ABU12 -unit offers two sizes of burette,, 
r viz: 

0.25 ml,, and 2.5mi.. The speed of the unit is 

widely variable, down to less than 1 pls-1. with 

the, 0.25` nl" burette. 

6. - The chart recorder may be used to record the amount 

of reagent added ; iith time up to a period in excess 

of 33 hours. If tifl e is not a parameter in an 

experiment, the burette unit incorporates a digital 

readout of-volume of added reagent.. 

3.35 The Flow Cell 

This new cell-is illustrated in Fig.. 3.5. To 

minimise the numberoJ. places where leaks night occur 

'; hen the sample- solution is induced to flow under ,.. - 

yressure, the separate mixing of electrodes and. cell 

windows is simplified. With most cells, such as A and 

3 referred to earlier, the electrode assembly is 

-'removable, both for-cleaning and for filling the cell 

with solution., In this -design, _ 
the cell 'can be filled. 

by glowing solution in at one end and out at the other 

via "sri all diameter brass tubing. For cleaning 
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purposes, solvent can be readily circulated through the. 

cell. If more abrasive cleaning of the interior is 

required, then access can be gained via one of the cell 

end windows. 

Both windows, 2 cm diameter microscope cover slips, are 

recessed into both ends of the PTFE block (measuring 

8 cm x 3.5 cm x 3.5 cm) against flat circular 0-rings 

made of a thin synthetic skin to act as water-tight 

seals. The windows are each held in position by a 

PTFE plu;. which locates in the recess and is_secured by 

four screws. 

The e]trode assembly is in the form of a tray. Two 

stainless steel electrodes are machined to be parallel 

and square edged ._ , __They__are 
monied on a PTFE 

-: slider; 

the same length as the electrodes, thus serving as a 

'tray' to hold the electrodes and keep them the set 

distance apart. This tray a ssembly slides nea tly into 

a square channel cut through the centre of the solid 

PTPE block (Fig. 3.5). The electrode tray 'is then held 

firmly in position and given the required rigid ity by 

two long screws which enter the electrodes via the top 

of the cell. 

These screws simultaneously provide the electrical lead 

through to the cell. When embedded in the electrodes, 

a small washer and nut tighten at the point of entry of 

the screw into the cell as a further precaution against 
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leakage. 

The electrode tray can be readily removed for cleaning. 

In practice, the same cell window is always removed to 

gain access to the cell interior. The other window 

remains in situ unless in need of cleaning or replacement. 

An additional advantage of the electrode tray approach 

is that a variety of trays, offering different electrode 

lengths and separations could be readily accommodated 

in the same cell body. 

The flow itself is induced by a Watson Marlow peristaltic 

'HR Flow Inducer' type MHRE200. This is coupled to the 

cell via narrow bore brass tube inlets and outlets and 
1 mm diameter neoprene tubing., Because many-of -the 

samples studied-can-beyexpens. i ve or in limited 
. supply, 

it is important to keep the total volume of solution as 

small as possible. Hence the use of narrow bore 

tubing and a compact electrode arrangement. Total 

volume.. of the cell, together with its tubing leading 

out of the apparatus and through the flow inducer to the 

external-reservoir, is 4 ml. For practical measurements 

a certain amount of fluid must be additionally maintained 

in the reservoir, normally a. small diameter 15 ml beaker. 

Only 2 to 3 ml are needed in the reservoir When the 
. 

oyste1 is flowing. However, when used with the pH stat, 

which requires. immersing the pH meter e? ec"trodes in the 

reservoir, a total sample volume of at least 10 ml is 

needed. A slightly larger electrode, assembly could 
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reduce the sample volume a little more if necessary. 

The procedure for filling the system is as follows. 

The sample is placed in the reservoir and the flow is 

started such that the liquid enters the cell by the side 

tube (at the rear, Fig. 3.5) and is removed via the 1Lop 

tube at the other end. If the front of the cell is 

now raised, any bubbles will be encouraged to flow up 

through the cell and be sucked up out through the top 

tube and subsequently discharged into the reservoir, 

(Fig. 3.6). 

I 

Fig. 3.6 

Tilting the flow cell enables bubbles trapped in 
the cell to be removed with the flow of solution 

...., ý ý. 
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3.41 Design. ' Objective 

The primary aim in designing a new electric birefringence 

apparatus was. to attempt an improvement on'the sensitivity 

of the existing system. Moreover, since the construction 

of the - existingl aboratory equipment, improvements in 

component design and specification would enable a more 

compact apparatus to be built. This'coneept, coupled 

with the potential demand for a commercially available 

electric birefringence system. for use as a standard 

laboratory tool; -formed the objective for the final 

design. 

3.42 Meeting the Objective 

The main limiting factor for existing apparatus designs 

to the measurement of small birefringence changes is 

the strain birefringence of the glass windows of. the 

Kerr Cell. The Coll A design of Rudd, mentioned 

earlier (section 3.24) was one attempt at minimising 

this handicap, albeit unsuccessfully. It was 

therefore decided to dispense with the cell end windows 

altogether'and make the polarising prisms (polariser 
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and analyser) themselves the windows of the system. 

To minimise the problems of leakage from the cell, a 

vertical system was chosen. This meant that only the 

polariser, at the bottom of-the cell, required a leak 

proof seal, with the analyser (or quarter wave plate 

for linear detection) dipping into the top surface of 

the sample solution. Additional advantages from 

adopting the vertical'mode included simplified supports 

for most of the components (i. e. gravity assisting 

their retention) and, * a considerable saving in 

laboratory space. This latter point is particularly 

useful should the apparatus be sold commercially. 

This-finished system thus fits flush to the wall with 

ancillary power supplies and monitoring equipment 

mounted -on a small troIley , -- The accämpänying figures 

show the apparatus in schematic form and as the 

fabricated prototype. 

3.43 The Housing 

The system is mounted in a light-tight box made from 

0.8 mm 'Dural' of 11.5 cm square internal dimension 

and an overall length of 76.5 cm. This makes a frame 

for what is effectively a vertical optical bench. The 

box is not mounted directly on to the wall, but on to 

a 'Dural' plate. This plate is 1.5 rn -long, 2Q cm 

wide and 1.25 mm thick. It has glued to its back a 



Fig. 3.7 
The new apparatus attached 
to the wall. 
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Fig. 3.8 
A close-up of the apparatus 
with both' front panels removed. 
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. 
0.6 mm thick rubber sheet and is held flush to the wall 

with-six heavy duty screws. The rubber backing forms 

an effective dampener of vibrations transmitted along 

the wall. The plate exceeds the length of the box 

considerably and this was to permit the mounting of any 

future ancillary equipment or modiftcatibns. In 

particular ; 'the substitution of a larger laser light 

source of a different wavelength might be a distinct 

future°possibility, or even"the provision of a 

conventional arc lamp, 

The box is'held to the plate at three points. lit the 

top'is'a central bolt on which the box can be pivoted 

and thus 'positioned with its vertical axis in a"plane 

perpendicular to the ti', all. At the 'bottom of' the box, 

the flange througii-vrhich the t*o bolts pass have-slots 

to allow the pivoting adjustment. Two nuts then clamp 

the, bottom' end 'in position against two springs. ''-"These 

are tightened until the Ibox's axis is in a plane 

parallel to the 'wall. 

With the box set in a true vertical position, all 

fittings Iare. machined to, align with the box and hence, 

the vertical axis, centrally through it. 

The box is divided into two sections, each separated 

by' a 1.25 cm 'Dural' partition. The 'top section is 

304- cm deep and houses he photorultiplier. Whereas 
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three of the sides are each in-one piece, the fourth, ý-' - 

front-facing "s'id'e is 4ir two, broken at the partition. 

The top half-is held in place with screws (which are 
used throughout to hold the sections "of the bo: c together) . 
Once the system is'operational, there should"be little 

need to 'gain entry' to' this upper compartment which 

"contains the photomultiplier. The lower half is easily 

removable, locating on two studs and held by twist--locks. 

It'provides access to the cell-and optical components. 

All the components are-held in position, locating on 

suitably-machined"and centred recesses in 11.5 cm square 

sections of 1.25 cm thick Perspex. In the lower 'half 

of the box these are able to slide in and out on runners 

which gives-inherent flexibility for future adaptation. 

in* order `to minimise' the amount of stray light reflecting 

around inside the box, all the 'Dural'-pieces were 

anodised'in semi-: patt black. Likewise, all the Perspex 

'sections were sprayed with matt black cellulose paint. 

rý ýR 

3.44 The'hotomultiplier 

To work in con junction with the red light of the He 1`Te 

laser, the high gain, fourteen stage, red sensitive 

E. M. I. 9316KB tube was chosen. The dynode chain was 

based on 'the E. tt. I. linear design34 and a set of 

variable load resistors included, controlled by a 
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switch, located on the side panel of the box. Similar. 

values of load resistance were chosen to those used 

previously (section 3.32). The. 
_tube was powered by,, 

a Brandenburg 471/H Photomultiplier, Power Supply,, and .,. 
the resulting signal fed out on to an oscilloscope with 

provision to record transient changes in the usual 

manner. 

- 

There,, is no separate housing for the. photomultiplier 

tube as such. It is built directly into the upper 

compartmen tr 
, of _ , 

the box. The photo: nultiplier__ base 

locates in a. circular recessed hole in 'a square perspex 

section near the top.. The space above being. suitable 

for the necessary circuitary. The tube tightly , push 

fits into, the. base 
, and is thus held in its vertical., 

inverted position.. 1-. 25-cm --diameter hole in -the 

'Dural' partition dividing the two sections of the box 

allows the light to fall on the end of the photomultiplier 

tube. 
, 
On top of this partition rests a square. of_.. 

perspex, partially recessed to hold the mu-metal. shield 

around the tube. The perspex thus insulates the shield 

(held at cathode potential) from the rest of the box. 

Because there is no danger of the shield moving, -it 
does not require H. T. insulation along its length, as 

with the horizontal apparatus. 

Input, and output connections are located externally on 

the side of the box. 
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3.45, The Laser 

The initial model selected was- the C Vt Radiation 'LS-1R 

with separate head. - This 1 mW laser had a small 23 cm 

head, a highly stabilised power supply option giving a 
beam* noise' of 0'. 36 and beam ripple of'-less than 0.2%', "" 

together with a-1000 to 1 polarisation ratio. 

Disappointingly, when delivered, the laser nowhere near 

matched its 'specification. The output had considerable 

long ''time' variation and when monitored with a chart 

recorder connected to a. photomultiplier could"be 

observed `'tö' drop to zero output on occasion ! 

Consequently a substitute laser had to be found and the 

Spectra Physics model 136P was selected. This laser's 

hears, was ' 30 cm long and necessitated a small extension 

to the box, tivhich-reäülts T : the completed system losing 

a , little of the fle. bility inherent in the original 

design. The Spectra Physics laser works satisfactorily, 

it is one of a family of mass produced lasers purposely 

designed for use in commercial instruments of high or 

low volume production. Its specification is identical 

to a Coherent Radiation model designed for 

interavailability. The beam ripple and noise are less 

than 1% '*and the polarisation ratio is 200 to 1. The 

head`on this particular option has 'two milled rings on 

it, machined concentric with the beam. Holders made 

from '1'. 25 cm thick peiVex are thus mounted on these 

rings and locate in the box holding the laser and 

'directing the beam up the box's vertical axis. By 
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releasing the tension on the upper perspex holder, the 

laser, head can be rotated to optimise the direction of 
the bean's polarisation with that of the initial prism 
polariser. 

Immediately above the laser is the first of the slidable 

perspex partitions. - It has a central 0.5 mm diameter 

hole serving as a'pin hole to cut down spurious laser 

light. Recessed into its upper side is a5 cm 

diameter . hole, capable of holding two to three neutral 
density filters to cut down the power of- the -laser 
beam as required. 

3.46 The Cell, Prisms and Quarter Wave Plate 

The cell is illustrated in Fig. 3.10. The body is made 
from the usual. PTPE block of insulating material. 1711th 

the initial polarising prism forming one of the end 

windows, ideally only the end face should be in contact 

with the solution. One of the prisms (Karl Lambrecht 

type MGT25E8) is first coated with a thin Magnesium 

Fluaride film by vacuum deposition. The author 

acknowledges the expertise of Mr K Sc iacter of the 

department's vacuum section in this respect. The 

prism, thus protected against the corrosive action of 

mild solvents such as water, is now embedded in a leak 

proof, cylindrical : nTFE shroud. A3 mm diameter 

concentric hole admits the laser beam at one end, 
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110 PTFE Cell body 
111 Cell filling area 
112 Polarising prism 
113 Screws holding electrodes in "ME body' 
115 ? Stainless steel screws enabling 
117 electrical connection to electrodes 
116? Stainless steel 
118 electrodes 
119? PTFE cap 
121 over prism 
120 Analysing prism 
122 Laser - ---- - 
123 Polariser. 
12lß holder 
125 Brass ring 
126 Photomultiplier 
127 PrfE shroud for polariser 
128 Cell base 
130 Hole for light to enter cell 

', '131 Upper flange o° cell body 
132 Locating 
133 

. stud 
131. Flange for mounting analyser assembly on cell 
135 Analysing prism 
136 holder threaded 
137 into divided circle 
138 ? Divided 
139 circle 
140 Light beam 
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whilst a ; v; rd. ow of 'like diameter bares the upper face 

of the prism to the sample liquid. The particular 

arrangement chosen Evas tested for leaks before proceeding 

further. ' Using the specific plane polariser (section 

3.33) the direction of polarisation of the prism within 

its shroud wäs'determined and recorded, so that it 

could later be set at 450 to the direction of the 

'field applied by the electrodes. 

The main body of the cell has a 1.25 cri square hole 

tiirough its-centre to which a pair of stainless steel 

electrodes made to the normal specification are 

counted. The electrode dimensions are: 

Height 1.25 cm 
°, iidth 0.50 cm 
Length 5.00 cm 
Separation 0.25 cm 

Tue top of the cell widens out to make a flange on 

which to mount the analyser prism or quarter wave plate. 

locating pin arrangements determine a unique 

orientation of these conponents with respect to the 

initial polariser when it is bolted to the end of the 

cell. Above the electrodes, the cell widens out - 

within the melange - to permit-the analyser or quarter 

i ave plate to dip down into the solution. 

The analyser is of the same type as the polariser aid 

sirdlarly coated with ýýýagnesiu; i Fl_ucride. It is 

mounted ire a P. T. I. divided circle capable of 



adjustment to half a minute of arc. 

The quarter wave plate (: arl Lambrecht type TY PITA itL12ý 

calibrated at 633 nm is mounted in its own specially 

fabricated holder which permits angular adjustment. 

Once set it should not require further adjustment. 
The plate is prevented from falling- out of its mount 
by, embedding it in sow L wax. 

For quadratic detection, the analyser is set crossed 
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with respect to the initial polariser. The arrangement 

is such.. that rotation of the complete cell, with the 

analyser attached, maintains the quadratic set up. 
When changing to linear detection, the analyser locates 

in a perspex'partition above the cell, and its 

orientation, with respect to the cell and initial 

polariser, is lost. The fixing on the quarter wave 

plate holder is there ore such that it only locates 

on the cell flange when the cell is orientated 

correctly for linear measurements. 

Electric pulses from the generator are fed into the 

box via two H. T. terminals mounted or. the outside, 

which lead via flexible connections to the cell. 
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3.47 Initial Measurements 

_e. simple test has been made on a clay sample of Vyo: ring 

Bentonite. The first transient recorded on th e 

apparatus is shown in Fig. 3.11. The relaxation time 

agrees with values obtained on the original horizontal 

apparatus. The quadratic field dependence is 

illustrated in Fig. 3.12. Note that these are the 

only measurements in this work which have been taken on 

the new apparatus. 

An 
x106 

1 

Dependence of birefringence (An) 

5 7-7 
on applied field strength (E) 
for Bentonite, measured on 
new apparatus 

0 

0 1--- 

s1/ 

ý 

0 

01 

Fig. 3.11 First 
transient recorded 
on MINED--1 

(Bent onite) 

4 
7 

I 

= Fig. 3,12 
(E x 102 Vcm'1)2 



3.48 Sensitivity 98 

The sensitivity of the system was determined by finding 

the smallest measurable voltage change which the 

apparatus was capable of detecting and relating this to, 

a 7alue of birefringence. The relationship between-the 

sensitivity and voltage change can be obtained from a 

graph commonly used to measure 10 in quadratic detection 

(q. v. sections°2.92 and 3.22). From such a graph, the 

smallest : easurable voltage can be read off in terms 

of a value of singe and for small values o -e whence 
ý: y oa Sx 

2 T-rl 

he graph obtained for the new apparatus is shown in 

Fig. 3.13. This was achieved with the detection 

and optical system set for maximum sensitivity, i. e. 

with the. quarter , wave plate inserted, the polariser 

-and analyser crossed and maximum load resistance. The 

smallest change in measurable voltage observed on the, 

oscilloscope screen, : gas noted as 1 V. Using . the graph 

and above relationship, this yielded a value for the 

birefrirgence of Iess than 2x 109. This compares 

favourably with the value of 0.5 x 109for the already' 

sensitive original apparatus and commonly reported 

: glues from other 'iorkers. 

it is probable that the value derived for this new 

apparatus could be iMprc'red further, though not with 

the compact laboratory designed M/NEO-i apparatus. The 

fo? lo-ning Modifications are suggested in retrospect. 
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1. The use of a blue laser (e. g. He Cd) would improve 

the-sensitivity'(dn,:, - x). 

2. Because in the existing MINEO-lthe low power 2 mW 

laser beam" has to be strongly attenuated by neutral 

density` filters before entering the cell, it is 

7. 

evident that there is sufficient power to enable a 
longer cell length to be used, i. e. a greater 

length of solution for the beam to penetrate. 

Since An4 this would improve the sensitivity-too. 

It'should be possible to measure changes less than 

1`mV, the inhibiting factor in this determination 

was the degree of noise. Improvements, such 'as 

cooling the photo-multiplier base could help here, 

or using a more sensitive laser, such as the C Vfg. 

Radiation laser were it able to meet its specification. 

lese . three factors together might result in as much as 

an order of magnitude or More, improvement in. the. 

sensitivity, ' if so desired, using the novel Kerr Cell 

uesign-evolved in this work. 

3.49. Conclusions and suggestions for further development 

, -ý ý. 

The new apparatus thus has the following advantages: 

1. Hi gh sensitivity by virtue of the novel cell design. 

2. Fase o1c' use. It should require only simple 

adjustment. ! lost contiols and connections are 



accessibly mounted. 

3. Compact, occupying. only a minimum of laboratory 

space. 

4. Relatively inexpensive. It is thought that 

similar instrurients could be built and. sold 

corrercially at arou :dx, 15,000 (1976 prices). 
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A moderate- cost when compared with X-ray machines 

. and. electron. microscopes. 

Durability. 'here is little that can be worn 

out in the apparatus, it has few moving parts. 

Most components are readily available and thereby 

replacabie if necessary. 

ö. Adaptability. The design is readily adaptable 

and keyed to marketing on a modular basis. Choice 

of signal detector, cell and generator will be 

influenced by the application and the sensitivity 

required. -Should the purchaser subsequently 

change his field of study alternative generators, 

detectors-, etc. could be substituted on his 

existing apparatus. 

In the light of experience, minor modifications to the 

original design are suggested by the author to further 

improve the ease o operation. 

The provision of an automatic shutter to close 

over the hole leading into the photomultiplier 

cor ar tment thereby protecting the tube from 

exposure to ? ighti ig in the room when the lower 
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compartment of the box is exposed. 

2. Fabrication of the box from sections of ridged 

'Dural' i. e. with a 'square wave' cross-section. 

Similarly aligned these would allow components 

to be slotted in anywhere in the length of the box. 

The finished apparatus, readily suited to laboratory 

usage has been, christened M/NEO-1, short for 

M/Niature Electro Optics, with the numerical subscript 

in the, hope of . successors to the format. 
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I 

sacwlem 2 

The work in this section is quite diverse in nature. 

The author has studied the application of theoretical 

models to flexible molecules in solution (Chapter z). 

In Chapter 5, he has explored the interesting area of 

interfacial interactions on the well documented 

bacterium, E. coli, and the hitherto unstudied., yet 

fascinating material, polytetrafloroethylene. 

Chapter 6 examines an area of puzzlement in current 

research concerning the disagreement in values of the 

rotary diffusion constant derived from the two 

independent electric birefringent techniques of 

frequency dispersion and field free relaxation. 

Finally a possible solution to the problem of 

deciHing between longitudinal and transverse 

dipole moments is offered. 

.ý 
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4.1 Objective of this Study 

The-conditions governing the applicability of current 

birefringence theory were discussed in Chapter 2. It 

will be recalled that these apply principally to rigid 

systems. Nonetheless, this has not inhibited the 

application of the theory to more flexible systems, 

and-some of the equations derived for semi or completely 

flexible systems viere also discussed earlier in Chapter 2. 

The objective of the work in this chapter was to choose 

a molecule known to be remote from the extremes of 

rigid and totally flexible conformation, and to see hove 

far existing theories are able to describe it. The 

chosen molecule gras the cellulose derivative, 

nitrocellulose, which is readily dissolvable in acetone. 

The importance of this polymer is now discussed. 
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4.2 Introduction to the Material 

Cellulose is the main constituent of cell walls in the 

higher plants, and. indeed accounts for one third of all 

vegetable matter in the world. The material 

consenuently formed the nucleus for the study of 

organic' chemistry and is still the object of intensive 

re-gear ch as the most abundant and widely used organiic 

chemical. It forms the raw material in many industries, 

with its derivatives used in the production of paper, 

cotton textiles, rayon, film, coatings, fuel and a 

myriad of other products.. 

It was in England in 1844 that John Mercer first used 

the process, now known as 'mercerising'. Cotton fibres 
and nitrated 

are treated with caustic so auto, produce nitrocellulose 

and in 1846, the Swiss, SchUnbein tried acid 

esterification techniques, which form the basis of the 

current commercial preparation. 

Nitrocellulose has commercial applications in the 

lecquer, plastic and explosive industries. For the 

latter, a. high degree of nitrogen content is required, 

approaching the theoretical maximum of 14.14 . In 
on the cellobiose unit 

this state all : six hydroxyl groupsAare nitrated. The 

nitrated unit is shorn in Fig. 4.1, esterification 

proceedirng in the order 6,6`, 3,3', 2,2'. 
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Variou3 techniques 41-43 have often been used to study 
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nitrocellulose, of varying nitrogen content, in attempts 
to better understand the properties of cellulose and its 

derivatives. -Recent electric field liCh-t scattering 

studies44 46 , have already shown the relatively large 

responoe, of suitable solutions to electro-optic 
techniques. 

4.3 Samp1e 

The- sample of nitrocellulose used was donated by Mr R 

Stadden of I. C. I. Ltd. The weight average molecular 

weight was 460,000 as previously determined by electric 

field light -scattering. The sample was the 

manufacturer's batch No. 245, stated to have a nitrogen 

content of 12 to 12. and prepared from cotton linters. 

4.4 Semple preparation 

Solutions were prepared by stirring for several hours 

in spectroscopically pure acetone (from Messrs B. D. H., 

Aristar brand) prior to filtration through P, 1itex 511 

Millipore filters (Type ZS). A solution of 

concentration 7.68 mil-1 determined by evaporation to 

dry weight was used for these birefringence studies. 

It had a natural yellow-brown tinge. 
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4.5 Apparatus used 

Cell A , vas used together with the He Ne laser and 

quadratic detection. DC measurements were made using 

generator PG4, with a 500 kQ load resistor for amplitude 

measurements with pulses up to 0.5 ms duration. PG5 

with a 50 0 load resistor and 5. ps pulses was. used 

for determining transient decay rates. 

AC measurements used P G3 at 380 Vcm-1- (within the E2 

region), the 500 kb resistor and pulses ranging up to 

0.3 s at low frequency, with the frequency range 

extending up to 35 kHz. 

Independent determination of the solution's intrinsic 

viscosity, by the author, required the use of a Technico 

STnD 445 577 Ubberhölde Viscometer (nominal. constant 

() . 01 cSq'1 ). The capillary diameter was 580 µrt 

corresponding to flow times of 80 s to 500 s. The 

temperature was controlled to 25.0 ± 0.5 Q. 

4.6 Results 

The solutions exhibited electrically induced birefringence 

which obeyed Kerr's E2 Law (Pig. 4.2). The solvent 

contribution to the observed birefringence was negligible. 

From Fig. 4.2 a value of the Specific Kerr Constant, 

(section 2.2): 
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Ksp on 4.5 x 10-1s V2m2 

was obtained. 

The transient decay curves did not correspond to single 

component exponential decays (Fig. 4.3), but rather 

reflected the polydisperse nature of the sample. From 

Fig. 4.3, analysis of the decay data in terms of two 

contributions, indicates values of T, = 1.6 µs and 

r2 y µs corresponding to 3.3 x 104 s-i and 

10.4 x 10a sý1 for the respective rotary diffusion 

cons-tents. 

From the pulsed alternating frequency field experiments, 

the amplitudes of the induced birefringence could be 

analysed as a function of the frequency (Fig. 4.4) in 

much the same way as is customary in dielectric 

dispersion measurements. The critical frequency thus 

obtained leads to a value of r=5.7 is (D = 2.9 x 104 I} 

treating the dispersion as Debye47 type. This 

corresponds closely to the longer time component of the 

decay curve analysis. Whereas the brc. th of the 

dispersion in Fig. 4.4 may display the polydisperse 

nature of the sample - as indicated by the theoretical. 

Debye curves for single D values, encompassing the 

experimental data - the transient may indicate the 

polydisperse nature of the sample. The transient decay 

semi--logarithmic plot appears to be the more useful 

method for quantitative data on the pol ydispersity. 

Care should be taken not to treat T1 and T2 as 
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representative of the largest and smallest par cie1es 

present 48 

Fig. 4.5 shows the plot of reduced viscosity varying 

with concentration. 4. value for the intrinsic 

viscosity'of 3.5 dig- ; vas obtained from the 

measurements. 

4.7 Discussion 

4.71 Viscosity Data 
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The Mark Hou: vinck equation for molecular weight: 

tiia K*19 a (4.1) 
is often used to evaluate M from measured ýYlj and 

tabulations of the constants K and a. K' is sometimes 

known as the Staudinger constant. There are over - 

thirty , different sets of values for the two constants 

for nitrocellulose in acetone (and equally as many for 

different solvents). The majority are listed in the 

'Polymer Handbook' 49 For the author's measured 

viscosity, they yielded values over the complete range 

20,600 <r. T < 350,000. The multiplicity of values is 

illustrated in Table 4.1, and clearly shows that great 

care must be taken in selecting values for the empirical 

constants K and a. Values chosen at random could give 

wildly differing values for M. In this study, choice 

was narrowed by considering only those samples whose 
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A K. 10' n 

[TIý 
T %N p K M 

1 0.258 1 7. {-77 ? 17.5 ? Osm 135 800 
2 0.296 1 ? 12.5 ? Osm 118 000 

5 0.365 1 18.2-38.5 20 ann 13.6 F Osm 96 000 

7 0.377 1 65-146 20 ann 12.5 F Osm 93 000 8 0.508 0.98 7.7-80 20 apu 13.4 F Osm 87 100 
9 0.374 1 ? 9 ann 13.4 F Osm 93 800 

10 0.614 0.94 16.2-121 20 apt 13.1 cotton U O sm 70 800 
11 0.722 0.98 17.6-120 PC aon 13.1 nuln U Osm 60 250 
12 2.89 0.83 8-75 20 13.3-13.9 cotton F Csm 85 100 
13 4.37 0.82 10-70 20 anp 13.5 Dula F Osm 57 500 
14 1.1 0.91 11.2-300 75 13.9 FU Osm 89 125 
15 0.42 1 11.2-68 25 13.9 FU Dem 83 500 
16 0.3Z6 1 68-300 25 13.9 FU Osm 104 000 
17 105 0.516 35-65 ? 13.8 F Osm 72 450 
18 0.378 1 62-245 25 13.8 F Osm 9? 700 
19 1.12 0.91 12-785 20 13.8 ? Osm 87 100 
20 0.713 0.93? 10-150 25 14.1 Osm 107 150 
21 0.62 0.940 10-180 20 13.8 F Osm/SD 102 350 

23 0.84 0.97 13.5-55.9 25 13.8 F Osm 108 390 

25 0.735 0.93 ? ? 13.4 F SD 107 150 
26 0.863 0.91 39-502 ? 13.8 F SD 117 500 
27 4.32 0.79 23.7-455 ? 13.8 FU SD 102 350 23 1.085 0.9 23.7-455 ? 13.8 FU SD 107 350 
?9 0.904 0.9 23.7-455 ? 13.8 FU SD 125 890 
30 0.25 1 30-450 ? 13.8 FU SD 140 000 
31 5.94 0.76 >120 ? 13.8 FU SD 22 900 
32 0.282 1 <120 ? 13.8 FU SD 124 000 
33 1.4 1 39-60 ? ant 12 U S 25 000 
34 1.7 1 12.3-303 ? 13.8 F LS 20 600 
35 0.377 0.95 9-180 25 13.8 F LS-be 175 000 
36 1.66 0.86 17-52 ? 13.8 F IS 107 000 
37 0.1 1 ? 7 

13.8 FU LS 350 000 

Table 4.1 Viscosity data for Nitrocellulose in acetone 

KEY TO COLUMNS - 
A Data set number 
K Staudinger constant 
a Coefficient as defined in Mark-Houwinck equation 
[Ti) Reduced viscosity range (dl. g ) 
T Temrerature ( C) 
%N Percentage Nitrogen content 
P Techninue of vrenaration resulted in: 

F Fractionated sample 
U Unfractionated sample 

K Calibration method 
Osm Osmometry 
S Sedimentation 
SD Sedimentation-Diffusion 
LS Light scattering 
LS-ba Light scattering in butyl acetate 

M Resulting value for the MOLECULAR WEIGHT when combined with 
the author's data 
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degree of nitration was close to that of the sample used. 

These five are denoted in the table. In addition, data 

sets 7 and 33: were eliminated for having [T1} ranges an 

order of magnitude greater than the measured sample. 

Researching the original work of. the denoted data sets 

shored the values quoted by Moore and Edge410 (Data set 

22) as appearing to be the most reliable, well 

documented and, moreover, representative of the 

majority of determinations. 

Their equation involves a number average molecular 

weight, and with the experimentally determined value 

of tnl = 3.5 d1g-1 leads to a value of 160,000, denoted 

MN. Light t scattering data from this laboratory have 

already established that the weight average molecular 

weight, ! &1 = 460,000 for this sample46 A polydispersity 

of 2.9 :1 is thus indicated for the sample. 

From these viscosity data, three observations can be 

made. Firstly, had tine parameters for k and a suggested 

by Holtzer et a143 been used, a weight average molecular 

weight of 230,000, half the true value, would have been 

indicated for polymer samples of the same nitrogen 

content. Thus their equation does not have the 

universal applicability that they claim. This is 

important as in the earlier electro-optic study on this 

particular sample, the measured value of Riw was used 

with the Holtzer eta] data to obtain [qj and use it in 

the analysis of r values. The viscosity so used gras 
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approximate1y twice the true value as measured in this 

work - the implications of this are discus, ed below. 

Filially, the exponent, a=0.8, as determined. by Moore 

and Edge, o is neither that for a rigid helix nor rod 
411 (a = 2) or for a freely flexible random coil (a = 0-5). 

Some form of stiff coil is therefore indicated. 

4.72 Relaxation Times 

Broerama'o equation for a rigid rod molecule (section 

2.811) relates T to the half rod length, a1, viz: 

a1 3- 9T kTT ( In 2r -A) (4-2) TO 

o, 
the- solvent viscosity, is ta`oulated412 at 0.324 cP. 

An initial value for a, of 100 nm was used and an 

iterative procedure used to obtain an ultimate value. 

This was used in conjunction with a rod diameter of 

0.35 nm (from space filling mode1s46) to obtain an 

approximate value for r, -the axial ratio. Using 

VI'TO 

P; t -v (4.3) 

where V is the rod volume and V the partial specific 

volume of this system has the value413 0.51 m1g-1 the 

largest relaxation time (smallest D) in this study is 

equivalent to a, = 61 nm and Psi = 14,0000. This is 

clearly inappropriate and excludes this model for 

nitrocellulose in acetone. 

For a, free, flexible, polar random coil, the Zimm - 

Stoclcmayer and Baur -, equation (section 2.821) is 

considered, namely: 
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f[ (4.4) 

Since the exponent of the Mark Houwinck equation 

suggests a non-free draining coil model as the most 

appropriate, f is taken as 0.85. Values of 5 µs and 
1.6 

. is for -r correspond to molecular weights of 
128,000 and 41,000 respectively. Whereas 'these values 

are closer to the molecular weights (F7w = 460,000 and 
FN= 160,000) of this sample- than those obtained fron 

the rod model equation, they are too small to be 

considered as appropriate. In addition, it should be 

noted that the apparent good agreement between 

experimental values of r and the coil equation, 4.4, 

obtained in the previous electric field light scattering; 
46 study 0 was based on the data obtained from the Moltzer 

etal43 viscosity relations. These have been shown, in 

the previous section, to lead to values of [eil and hence 

M, in equation' 4.4, which are too large by a factor of 

two. It was therefore thought appropriate to study 

theories for models which are intermediate between the 

rigid rod and the flexible coil. 

Two such models considered ; xrere the Weakly Bending Rod 

and Worm Like Chain, as detailed in sections 2.822 and 

2.823, respectively. Using the values for the rotary 

diffusion constant (D) and. molecular weight (! ) obtained 

in this study, together with values of molecular weight 

per unit length (p) for nitrocellulose 41 of 5.56 x 1013 n`1 

and assuming a circular molecular cross-section of radius 

0.175 nm the persistence length (q) as defined in 46 
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section 2.822 had values as Follows . For the Worm 

Like Chain, q = 10.7 nm or 12 nom depending on whether 
Ply car r IT was used in the equations. The Weakly 

Bending Rod gave values of 1.5 nri and 11.2 nm using 

and ? I; respectively. It has not been possible to 

distinguish between these two models for nitrocellulose, 

but it has been noted that such values are always very 

low. Similar s tudie: 3 on other poly saccharide, 3 which 

are known to be stiff, but not rigid, coils, give q 
414,415 

values of the same order, of magnitude. 

It would-appear that the relaxation times obtained. 

from electro-optic experiments yield sensitive criteria 

which, in this particular study, enable one to reject 

the extreme assignments of the rigid rod on the one 

hand and the freely flexible coil on the other, to 

nitroceiluloce of this molecular weight in acetone. 

Furthe=more, they confirm the viscosity data and 

indicate the conformation of nitrocellulose in acetone 

is that of a stiff coil. 

4.73 -Dipole Moments 

From Fig. 4.4, the birefringence amplitude reduces to 

zero at high frequency. This indicates that the 

molecules have a permanent dipole moment which at the 

lower frequencies tries to follow the field oscillations 

through a molecular tumbling motion. At sufficiently 
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molecular size prevent this. There is no significant 

induced dipolar mechanism as this would give rise to a 

non-zero higher frequency asymptote. 

From space filling models, and the esterification of 

the cellobiose unit, it would appear that any resultant 

dipole moment from the nitro groups will act 

predominantly. along the polymer back=bone; the not 

dipole moment being greater the higher the degree of 

nitration. 

Evaluating the magnitude of the molecular dipole moment 

i, more difficult however, as a model and its related 

theory mast be assumed. Three representative theories 

are conveniently available. These are for rigid 

cylinders or ellipsoids (Peterlin and Stuart, section 

2.816), p6lar, flexible coils (Votivs and Peterlin & 

Stuart, section 2.824). and rigid 'frozen' coils (Dews, 

section 2.825), respectively. 

Jatkar. and Saatry416 have reported dielectric 

measurements on nitrocellulose of different degrees 

of nitration in a variety of solvents. They list 

dipole mcrzents, that is of the cellobiose unit, of 4.0 

ana 4.7 debye U. -e. 13 x 10-30 and '15 .x 10 30 0m 

respectively) for polymer with 11.8 nitrogen content. 

The availability of these dielectric data provide an 

opportunity to evaluate the suitability of the three 
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models for this system. 

Far rigid, insulýtin , ellipsoidal particles, Peterlin 

and Stuart (section 2.816) predicted that; 
2TTV( 

s, ýn rý (4.5) 

n is the refractive index of the solvent, tabulated 

as 1.362 for acetone112 (Ü1_g2) is the anisotropy of 
the optical volume polarisabilities (g) between the 

major (subscript 1) and minor (subscript 2) molecular 

axes for cylindrically aymmetric or ellipsoidal molecules. 

Tsvetkov417 gives values of a segmental anisotropy 
factor (all-al) for nitrocellulose, which he relates to 
(g1-92) by the expression: 

" (4.6) 
1-9 2) :V 

where M0 is the monomer molecular weight. From the 

value of the Specific Kerr Constant determined in thin 

study, the molecular dipole moment, µ, is thus 

2.7 x 10-30 Cm (815 debye). Nor a linear, extended 

or rod molecule, this corresponds to a monomer- dipole 

moment, µo of 7.7 x 10-30 Cm (2.3 debye. ) or 

2.6 x 10^30 on (0.8 debye) when y qnd Vf. 
vi are used 

respectively. These are of the same order of 

magnitude as Jatkar and Sa stry's dielectric values. 

ý0ý*1ý theory for flexible, polar, random coils in non- 

polar solvents (, ection 2.824) assumed that the 

constituent polymer seents (taken herein to be 
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uncorrelated freedom of rotation. His expression 

for the Molar Kerr Uonstant (see section 2.2), 

neglecting contributions from induced dipole moments, is 

_ 
4nN 2(r1l Km 2' µoPT. 

o 
(au-al) (4.7) 

Hence for such a flexible system, the theory predicts 

an observed birefringence which should be independent 

of concentration (within the limitations of the 'dilute 

gas' concept), molecular, weight and polydispersity. 

Using 457 for M, this leads to a value of 1.5 x 14x28 Cm 
(44. debye) for µo. This is far too large for 

nitrocellulose. 

Dows' alternative expression for the rigid 'frozen' 

coil, in which all the dipolar segments were considered 

as being orientated parallel to each other, has the. 

form reported earlier in more detail (section 2.825): 

KM 
0 5x ,T 1I ö1) 

(ß. f3) 

Using [, 4N for Psi, a value of µo =4x 10-31 Cm (0.13 debye) 

is obtained, whilst Pkw would give a monomer dipole 

moment as ; mall as 0.014 debye. Both of these results 

are far too small when compared with the dielectric 

data. It would therefore appear that the Peterlin 

end Stuart theory for the rigid ellipsoidal particle 

. leads to values in closest agreement with the dielectric 

experiments, and is best able to account for the 

observed electric birefringence amplitudes, when"a 

number average molecular weight is used in their equation. 



A dipole moment per monomer unit of a few debye is in 

agreement with the previous electric field light 

scattering46 and dielectric data416 

4.8 Conclusion 

It is concluded that electric birefringence data 
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indicate that nitrocellulose of high molecular weight 

and 12; % nitrogen content, when dissolved in acetone, 

behaves as a very stiff, somewhat non-free draining, 

coiled polymer, whose monomer dipole moment is of the 

order of a few debye units. Transient electric 

birefringence measurements yield data on both the 

electric and geometric molecular data and appear to 

differentiate between rigid and flexible molecular systems. 

whereas the experimental method is fast and sensitive, 

there is a need for theories better able to account for 

the region of internediate flexibility between rigid rod 

and flexible chain extremes. More recent work415 in 

these laboratories indicates an experimental method for 

classifying polymers in order of flexibility relative to 

each other. 't'his work may lend further impetus to 

researching the theory required, but meanwhile serves as 

another useful tool in further exploring the grey area 

of intermediate flexibility. 

he work in this chapter has been published in the Flory 

commemorative issue of the British Polymer Journal, and 

a copy appears in Appendix 1. (Brit lloly J, 6,34-8,1976). 
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5.1 Turbidity Measurements of the 'Effect of Surfactant 

on the Bacterium, E. coll. 

5.11 Introduction 

Escherichia coil has been widely studied under the 

influence of electric fields51-57 and is considered as 

prolate ellipsoid of semi-major axis 2 µm and an exjal 

ratio of 2 to 1 58 As part of an investigative study on 
the effects of additives on bacteria by Dr V Morris of 

this group, the author was invited to study the effect 

of cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (OT-1 3) on E. coll. 

Because of its size and resultant high scattering power, 

the bacterium is unsuitable for birefringence 

measurements" and light scattering is the study 

technique frequently employed. The author's 

birefringence apparatus can however be readily adapted 

to study the bacterium by the scattering related method 

of turbidity (conservative dichroisrn) and this is 

outlined later. Agreement between data derived from 
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electric field turbidity and light scattering has 

already been clearly shown51° 

Ilche measurements presented here demonstrate the 

extreme sensitivity of the induced dipole moment of 

the bacteria to the presence of small amounts of the 

additive, and possible explanations are discussed. 

5.12 Experimental details 

Dr Morris undertook the initial preparation of the 

sample : washing and centrifuging it, after warming 

it from its stored liquid nitrogen environment! 
9 

The encapsulated sample was supplied by the 

Microbiological Research Establishment, Porton Down. 

The prepared sample had an initial concentration of 

approximately 107 bacteria ml-1. ' The concentration 

of the OTAB solution used was 0.698 mg µl-1 . 

Four aliquots were prepared. The first, simply the 

initial bacteria solution, andthe other three with 

CTAI3 added in the ratios of. 1 ml CTAB to 100 ml 

bacteria, 2 nl OTAB to 100 ml bacteria and 4 ml 

CTAB to 100 ml bacteria, respectively. Each 

Preparation was looked at within ten to fifteen 

minutes of mixing. 
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region of the quadratic field dependence of the sample's 

turbidity51' were used throughout, supplied by generator 

PG3. The original He Ne laser, Cell B and a 500 kit 

load resistor on. the photomultiplier completed the 

arrangement. However, both quarter wave plate and 

analyser were removed. Polarised light is therefore 

incident on the cell, is scattered by the s'o1u yion, 

and that travelling in the forward direction ultimately 

falls on the nhottotultiplier. 

5.13 Theoretical Background 

The reduction in intensity, resulting from light being 

scattered out of the forward direction, is governed by 

the Beer Tiaribert Law, viz: 

I ll --T1 (5.1). 

where I is the light intensity incident on the 

photornultiplier, Ii that incident on the cell, 1 the 

length of the cell electrodes and T the turbidity of 

the solution. 

With the field applied, these quantities can be represented: 

It = ii e-T tl (5.2ý 

Using the subscript to' to denote measurements made on 

bacteria with no added surfactant, the changes in 

turbidity on addition of the surfactant can be normalised 

with resrect to the additive free condition, viz: 
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AT T'- T In (I' /I 
A50 Tot -'iö In : 'h of (5.3) 

00 
AT is proportional to the anisotropy of electrical 

polarisability (Ac) of the bacteria-510 and results are 
therefore presented in terms of the relative :. 'decrease 

of this quantity with increasing CTAB concentration. 

5.14 Results and Discussion 

The measured changes are shown in Fig. 5.1. They 

compliment the similar changes observed by Dr Morris 

in his electric field light scattering measurements 

using urea, alcohol and antibiotic additives. Dr 

Morris' measurements, which preceeded those of the 

author, are presented in the paper 'Electric Field 

Light Scattering an a Means of Studying the Effects 

of Additives on Bacteria' by Morris and Jennings in 

the Journal of Colloid and Interface Science, Volume 

55, April 1976. The opportunity to include the 

present author's turbidimetric measurements in the 

report, was taken. 

Measurements by both Dr Morris and the author followed 

the same observed pattern. As the concentration of 

additive was increased, there was an initial rapid 

decrease in öä tending to a limiting value at higher 
0 

concentrations. Each additive resulted in a different 

limiting value for In the direct comparison 
Aa0 

drawn between the author's CTAB measurements and those 

of Dr Morris on urea and the antibiotics polymixin B 
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CONCENTRATT. 
10_13 g/bacterium 

5.11 Variation of relative electrical poinrisability 
of L. Coil with concentration of CTAB. 

u *Akmr 
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and streptomycin, it was noted that a more rapid 

decrease in A" is observed with CTAB, even though its 
0 

concentration was a factor of ten less at 10~14g per 

bacterium. Note that in all measurements, Aa remains 

, 
poaitive, implying maximum polarisability is always 

along the major axis of the bacteria. 

The family of curves for the different additives are 

similar to the Langmuir or monolayer isotherms of the 

physical chemist512 which suggests that the changes in 

Aß. 
result from anaccumü7. ation of CTAB molecules at the 

Aao 
bacterial surface. 

In their paper; 13 which also reports the action of 

fomaldehyde and sucrose on bacteria, ' Morris and 

Jennings suggest that pain aqueous solution arises from 

distortion of the counterion cloud associated with the 

bacterial surface from which three possible causes of 

the reduction in öä* are deduced. 
0 

1. The effective neutralisation or a change in the 

number of ionised groups on the bacterial surface 

could lead to a reduction in the number of bound 

counterions. 

2. The addition of tightly binding ions to the 

bacterial surface. 

3. A reduction in the local dielectric constant. 
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For CTAB and other ionic additives, the data is 

currently insufficient to distinguish between changes 
in surface charge or changes in the dielectric constant. 

The action of the additive itself could be one of two 

forms, either 

1. Adsorption on to the surface (the limiting value 

of 
Qä thereby, implying a limited number of 

0 
possible binding sites in each case). 

2. Limited diffusion through the bacterial surface. 

Both actions would result in a change in the local 

dielectric constant, and for a charged particle, the 

number of ionised groups would change. It is thought 

unlikely that CTAB would be able to penetrate the 

bacterial surface. 
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5.2 Exploratory Electric Birefringence studies on the 

Electrically Inert Material, PTFE 

lo 

5.21 Introduction 

Polytetrafloroethylene (PTFE) is well known and widely 

used as an'insulating material. Indeed -this property 

is put to good use by this research group in fabricating 

the variety of cells used for studying high field 

electro-optic effects. The material has strong 

internal bonding and is very dense; as such it is an 

unsuitable subject for study by electron microscopy or 

X-ray diffraction. ' It would be logical to think that 

a suspension of PTF . particles might also prove 

difficult to study by electric birefringence. 'There 

is the possibility, however, that in aqueous solution 

cater dipoles are attracted to the environment of PTFE 

particles forming a charge layer within the vicinity 

of the particle'o surface. Moreover, certain dipoles 

might actually locate on the ±TFE surface. The 

expected random arrangement of these would not give 

rise to'a permanent moment. The application of pulsed 

electric fields to such a suspension could therefore 

result in a birefringent response as the rTFE particles 

are oriented by the attached water dipoles and those 

influenced in the interfacial region. The suspected 

origin of this orientation mechanism could be verified 

by the addition of a surface active additive. An 

exploratory study is therefore reported. 
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Three samples we re kindly supplied by Dr E Zichy of 
I. C. I . Plastics Division. These are designated A, 
B and N. by the author. I. C. I . designated. ', sample A 

as 1730B'and B as GP1 . sample N was a commercially 

prepared suspension called 'Fluon'. Each suspension 

contained about 60'* solid, so diluted samples, 

a? ýproximately one part in 2,000 of distilled water, 

and exactly one part in 5,000 were used. R. D. H. 

Chemicals 'Anälar' ethanol was used as an additive. 

Generator PG4, delivering pulses of up to 12 ms. _ 
duration, and resulting in a field of 4 kV cm- being 

applied across the' electrodes of uel]. A, the green 

line of the mercury arc lamp and quadratic detection 

made up the väriables of the experimental apparatus. 

5.23 Results and Discussion 

At a concentration of one part in 5,000, typical 

transient responses of each of the three: samples are 

shown in Fig. 5.2. Clearly the suspensions are 

birefringent, giving quite noise-free precise and 

discernable transient charges. moreover, it, is 

obvious that the method is able to differentiate 

between the three samples. The relaxation times 

are indicative of particle sizes in the range 0.1 µm 
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Fig. 5.2 
The three P7-'2 suspensions: typical birefringent 

responses. Sample N behaving normally, but 

samples A and B exhibiting 'overshoot'. Scope 

settings for the three responses are: 
A: 0.2 V/ca B ena N: 0.05 V/cm 
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to 0.2 µm. It will be noted that samples A and B show 

'overshoot' effects in their decay, i. e. the trace 

of the decay comes down below the base line, the 

condition when no field is applied. This could imply 

the formation of an agglomerate which changes the 

birefringence, and disrupts at.. a much slower rate than 

the disorientation of the isolated particles. 

However, in Fig. 5.3, it can be seen that the overshoot 

disappears from sample B on dilution by a further 

factor of ten. Therefore the overshoot could result 

from concentration effects. 

Fig. 5.3 PTFE sample B. 
Dilution by a factor of 10 
eliminates overshoot 
(Scope setting for transient: 0.02 V cm-ý) 
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'T'urning to the origin of the orientation, comparisons 

are made with the well-behaved responses obtained 

from sample N and the diluted sample B, (Fig. 5.4). 

The result of mixing sample N in equal parts with 

ethanol shows a four fold decrease in amplitude, 

where the change in concentration would only expect 

a halving of the effect. Diluting sample B with 

equal parts of water and ethanol, thereby obtaining 

a ten fold dilution of B as before, shows an 

arproximate halving in amplitude consistent with the 

result obtained with N. 

/ 
ý- Fig. 5.4 

The effect of alcohol on the 
birefringence of PTFE samples. 
Sample B is diluted by a factor 
of 10 in a 50: 50 ethanol: water 
solution. (Scope setting for 
transient: 0.02 V/cm, cf Fig. 5.3) 
Sample N is diluted 50: 50 with 
ethanol. (Scope setting for transient: 
0.01 V/cm, cf Fig. 5.1 N). 
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A satisfactory explanation is as follows. The water 

dipoles attach to the PTF1 surface and are oriented 

on application of an electric field. In turn, 

their alignment causes the motion of the PTP 

particle as a whole and thereby giving rise to the 

observed birefringence. Su. rpla. nting the water 

dipoles with alcohol molecules absorbing to the 

particles' surfaces. `voult explain the corresponding 

decrease in birefringence which occurs. 

This proposal has subsequently been further 

substantiated by rmeasurem ents observing, decreases in 

birefringence consequent _. onthe addition of flexible 

polymers to Pý'i suspensions 514 These Polymers, 

in 'turn, would be expected to upset the attached water 

dipoles by similarly rivalling them for sites on the 

PTPE particle surface. 

with. this hypothesis. 

5.3 Conclusion 

The results were consistent 

From the data on both E. coli and FTFE, it is evident 

that a powerful tool exists for studying the 

interfacial region of particles, macromolecules and 

bacteria in aqueous -suspension. The author is pleased 

to record that an intensive investigation over a number 

of years is now started by Dr Morris in conjunction with 

I. C. I., using the electric birefringence technique. 
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6.1 Introduction 

The Rotary Diffusion Constant, 1), is connonly derived 

from electric birefringence measurements by either or 

both of two Methods, viz: 

1. The decay time of a transient response resulting 

from the application of a DC or AC field, denoted 

herein as Dtr. 

2. The critical frequency of an AC Debye type 

frequency dispersion of birefringence, denoted 

herein as D fd. 

Both methods have been used in this thesis. Attention 

is drawn to the discrepancy between the two values for 

both Nitrocellulose in Acetone (section 4.6) and 

proteo; lycans in water (section 8.47). The author 

has therefore attempted to investigate a number of 

aqueous suspensions of a variety of materials to 

determine and then compare the rotary diffusion 

constants, Dtr and Dfd. In addition, the non-polar 

system, poly-benzyl-z-glutamate (PBLG) in d. ichioroethane, 



has been studied for comparison. 

6.2 Materials studied 

Details of these are presented in Table 6.1 

6.3 , Experimental 

143 

The original He Ne laser is used for all materials 

except the blue coloured. Copper phthalocyanine. To 

obviate-absorption in, the red by this sample, the blue, 

436 nm line of the mercury are lamp is used. Also, 

throughout the neesurements, generator PG3 i: used 

for all AC work. The pulse length is varied such 

that at high frequency the-pulse is sufficiently long 

enough to'achieve saturation orientation for the 

material concerned, i. e. of equivalent duration to 

the typical applied DC pulse. At low frequency the 

pulse duration is increased considerably to. permit a 

minimum of one complete cycle AC to be applied to the 

suspension. All measurements pertinent to the 

calculation of the Dtr and Pfd values of the rotary 

diffusion constant are made in the region of linear 

deoendenee of birefringence on the quadratic 'field. 

Where this has not been known, the field dependency 

of the sample has been evaluated by the author. 
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The varying experimental conditions for different 

samples are tabulated in Table 6.2. 

To afford further comparison between Dtr and D fd, 

the author is-indebted to Mr RK Banerjee of this 
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department for electron micrographs of some of the 

materials. For exact calibration of the magnification 

of the JE97 microscope, polystyrene spheres of known 

radius are added to the suspension being so studied. 

Frort a micrograph, a value for the rotary diffusion 

constant (Demg) can be obtained from the dimensions 

indicated and the use of the appropriate equation 

for the "_confo º. ation of the particle (e. g. Perrin 

ellipsoid, Broersma rod, etc. ). 

Dfd is calculated from the critical frequency dispersion. 

This is the frequency at which the birefringence of the 

sample is half the. difference of its maximum and 

minimum values (section. 2.5). The rotary diffusion 

constant is then simply given by 

Dfd = Tr fc (6.1) 

Dtr is calculated from a transient response resulting 

from the application of a DC field pulse of the same 

field strength as that at which the frequency 

dispersion is measured. The decay is analysed as 

indicated in Chapter. 2 (section 2.7). 
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6.4 General Observations' and Discussion 

Problems were encountered with certain materials in 

the study and are discussed below. 

6.41 Indistinct dispersions 

Certain materials in the study proved unsuitable for 

analysis as part of the Dtr and Dfd comparisons. The 

biggest 'problem occurs when the AC critical frequency 

of the Debye type dispersion is close to DC, i. e. less 

than about 5 Hz. 11hhen this occurs, it is difficult to 

accurately determine the critical frequency - 

anywhere in the range up to 5 Hz. This correspondingly 

puts no lower limit on the value of the rotary diffusion 

constant. This was evident for solutions of Kaolinite, 

and moreso for E. cot i, Benzopurpurine and Copper 

phthälocyanine. For the latter, no dispersion"could 

be found' at all. Its response was very small 'at-the 

600 V maximum output of PG3 and remained unchanged 

throughout the range 1.5 Hz to 30 kHz. 

6.42, The Field Dependence of Benzopurpurine 

It is interesting to note that at low voltages, 

relaxation times of the order of 100 ms are apparent 

whilst above about 4 kV cm-1 relatively larger 

responses occur with a relaxation time of rbout 2 ms. 

This could indicate some form of disaggregation in the 
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field and the material is obviously worth closer 

investigation, but this does not form the object of 

the present study. 

6.43 Solution Conductivity 

with Vanadium nentoxide, DC measurements shoved a high 

conductivity (as noted by a previous worker612 ) which 

Put the system outside the voltage range of generator 

PG3 for AC measurements. 

6.44 observations on At tapulgite 

Due to circumstances irrelevant to the object of this 

study, it was necessary to abandon the study of 

attapulgite at an early stage, and the halloysite 

clay was studied in lieu. The following observations 

on the birefringence of attapulgite are made: 

T. - Prom an approximate set of field dependence 

measurements, the birefringence is observed to 

continue increasing at fields approaching 10 kV cmý'". 

2. A typical transient response indicates a relaxation 

time of about 1 ms. 

3. The transient decay indicates -, I polydisperse 

sample with a bias towards larger particles. 

ýýi 
4. These results concur with light scattering data 
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6.45 Laponite: Reversing-Pulse application and 

irregular Transients. 

For I, anonite, a reversing pulse applied to the 

suspension, revealed the presence of a permanent as 

well as an induced dipole moment, and an approximate 

value of 1) in obtained (section 2.6) from 

0.2747 (6.2) 
train 

which gives D= . 115 s`I . 

Transients of Laponite did not display the characteristics 

of 'blip' or 'droop' reported by Seweitzer and Jennings12 

and Jennings et a!, 61 
respectively. 

6.46 Unusual Double Frequency Component with PTFIO, 

Suspensions 

AC pulses applied to suspensions of PTFE produced an 

unusual form of the double' frequency component on 

birefringent responses. Alternate peaks of the 

double frequency ripple on the transient varied in 

amplitude. A similar effect has been noted, by Coles 

and Watanabe613 on some liquid crystal solutions and 

Tobacco Mosaic Virus - they suggest that these may be 

field dependent in origin when outside the region of 

quadratic field dependence. 



6.47 High Frcgaency Anomalies with PB G 
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An. unexpected increase in birefringence of Pi3LG was 

observed above 80 kHz i. e. after the normal frequency 

dispersion. No reasonable molecular interpretation 

can be given, though the effect was, reproducable. 

This. could be some facet of the instrumentation at 

these high frequencies. For example, a change in the 

amplitude of output voltage could account for the 

observed effect. This was, however, recorded as 

constant throughout. 

6.5 quadratic Field Dependence of materiale and Their. 

Frequency Dispersions 

Figures 6.1 to 6.12 illustrate the field dependence 

of the materials for. wvhich definitive measurements 

were made as part of this study, together with a 

complete set of frequency dispersions. 

6.6 Results Pertinent to the Required notary 

Diffusion Constant Comparisons 

In Table 6.3, the results and other parameters 

considered relevant to drawing comparisons between 

Dtr and Dfd are collated. 
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6.7 Discussion of the Comparisons between Dt, and. Dfd 

Studying Table 6.3, it is possible to cite some 

agreement between Dtr (DP or D1) and llfa. The 

agreement i;; particularly good for Laponite, TRV and 

halloysite, yet these three have seemingly nothing 

else in common. 

6.71 The DO ' henonona 

It has been noted s16 that for large colloidal particles, 

permanent moments deduced from low frequency measurement, 

involving dielectric properties are 'apparent' rather 

than 'true' and a number of suggestions to support 

this hypothesis are put forward. It is suggested that 

for DO fields, electrode polarisation and. space charge 

effects result in a field, lower than that measured,, 

actually being applied to the molecules in the` 

-11 sucpensian. As the frequency increases these effects 

themselves relax out, and the actual field experienced 

by the r: olecules increases, resulting in the 

corresponding increase in the birefringence. observed. 

There is also the possibility of ions or dust particles 

in solution being electrophoretic within the field and 

inhibiting ordering of the solute et D. C. and low 

frequencies, until they too can no longer keep race 

with an AC field, and their disordering effect is 

nullified. 
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6.72 The DC "henomena and Dtr' Dfd Comparisons 

Prom Table 6.3 it can be seen that-in many instances, 

the critical frequency is below 40 ' Hz. These values 

correspond to those associated with the DC phenomena. 

Column H in Table 6.3 lists those materials for which 

fc <40 Hz, thus excluding only proteoglycans, Laponite 

and the two non-aqueous solutions. It is possible 

that Lai, onite would also be influenced by the DC 

phenomena, but the effect would be masked by the 

dispersion of the Laponite itself. 

Of the materials denoted in column H, TRV and PUB 

have dispersions of a different shape to the rest 

(column J, Table 6.3). This shape is not compatible 

with the DC phenomena, suggesting, therefore, that 

these are dispersions of the materials themselves. 

Proteoglycans exhibits this shape too, however, at 

very low frequencies e edis xnioi s an additional 

dispersion of the shape cornpati, ble with DC -ohenorlena, 

(Fig. 610) . It may be that TRV and PTFF, might also 

display similar low frequency dispersions, but because 

their critical frequency is lower than that of 

proteoglycans, the two dispersions may coalesce to 

result in the observed effect. 

The frequency dispersion of proteoglycans is discussed 

in fuller context in section 8.4. 
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6.73 Comparison with Electron Micrograph derived 

values, Demg 

In suspension many of the materials, particularly clays, swell. 

and attract ionic clouds to hinder their rotary motion. 

They thus appear larger than they are, when measured in 

suspension,, by birefringence. One would expect the 

value of the electric birefringence relaxation time 

to be larger and hence for the rotary diffusion 

constant (Dtr or Dfd) to be smaller, than values of 

This is a consequence of the sample. preparation Den g 
technique for electron microscopy which results in 

dessication. This might even suggest a method for 

determining the relative water absorption of clays. 

Studying Table 6.3, however, all the materials, except 

Kaolinite (see Table 6.3, note d) and proteoglycans 

(see- section 8.47) behave contrary to expectation. 

This observation thus supports the idea that the true 

frequency dispersion for these materials is masked in 

some way - for example, by the DC phenomena already 

discussed. 

6.74 Molecular and-Particle Conformations 

Agreement between Dtr and _D fd values (Table 6.3) is 

poor, even for the non-aqueous suspension:;. Whilst 



a factor of nearly two for PI3LG is not bad, this 

is nearly ten for nitrocellulose. The importance of 

particle conformation should not be neglected. PBLG 

is approximated as a rod, albeit a helical molecule, 

and the other two rod-like materials - Halloysite and 

TRV - also show closest agreement between Dtr and'Dfd 

values. 
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Schweitzer and Jennings617 have shown that for rods, 

initial slope values of Dt. (i. e. D1, Table 6.3) are 

analagous to discrete- distribution averages. 

Similarly, basic birefringence theory is in terms of 

rod like particles. Clearly, the relative simplicity 

of a rocs geometry is advantageous for demonstrating 

simple, fundamental relationships, so perhaps it is 

not surprising that the rod conformations give the 

best agreement in this study. 

6.75 Unaccounted Factors in this Study 

Whilst Sc tveitzer and Jennings617 can point to discrete 

averages for rod geometries and ultimately to the 

polydispersity of the sample, Iolydispersity is not 

a factor accounted for in this study. It is however 

important, being reflected in both the differences 

between Dj, DP and D2 values of Dtl, and in the breadth 

of the AC frequency dispersion (The latter is discussed 

with reference to nitrocellulose in chapter 4). 
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It should also be noted that all measurements were 

conducted using quadratic detection, and all values 

of Dtr calculated from respcmes to DC pulses. 

6.8 Conclusion 

Interpretation of. the data presented. in this study is 

not possible beyond that discussed so far. A better 

understanding of DO phenomena may help in investigating 

these results further at a later stage. The 

development of the electric birefringence theory in 

terms of non-rigid systems would also assist in a deeper 

understanding of these problems. - 

It is important that in any future studies to verify or 

investigate, experimentally, the Dtr' Dfd comparison, 

materials should be carefully selected with particular 

regard to molecular conformation and polydispersity. 

Care should also be taken to avoid any overlap with 

the frequency band in which the : DC phenomena are 

likely to be present. 
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6.9 Corollary: A Study of the Clay, Halloysite, with 

Particular Reference to the Direction 

of the Dipole Moment. 

Sch%itzer and Jennings617 have shown that for a rod-like 

macroparticle, discrete averages of the rotary 

diffusion ponstant can be obtained. The particular 

average, thought to be dependent chiefly on the 

particle's dipole moment and whether the moment is 

permanent or induced. 

Bhanot and Jennings618 have studied the rod like clay, 

Halloysite, and their study is inconclusive with 

regards to the permanent moment. Whilst their results 

indicate a transverse, permanent moment, they find it 

difficult to reconcile this with the particle's geometry. 

As a corollary to the preceeding work on frequency 

dispersions, the author has proceeded to further 

investigate the clay, Halloysite, and the results offer 

further evidence on the dipole's direction. 

The sample was precisely that used and detailed 
, earlier 

in this chapter. In addition to the field dependence 

and frequency dispersion measurements, each individual 

transient response in the frequency dispersion was 

analysed, and the rotary diffusion constant, 

corresponding to the initial slope obtained. These 

values rare presented graphically in Fig. 6.13'. 
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Exa fining this dispersion, it can be seen that the 

high : creQuency -value is greater than that at DC. 

According to Schweitzer and Jennings. 'at high fr. eauency. 

when orientation is due solely to the induced moment of 

the sample, the appropriate discrete average is the Z 

average. - The corresponding rotary diffusion constant 

can be denoted D. 

At DO two possibilities arise: 

1. A permanent dipole moment along the longitudinal 

axis. 

2. 
,A permanent transverse dipole moment. 

The latter case is implied by Bhanot and Jennings' 

pulsed electric field light scattering data. However, 

Schweitzer and Jennings' calculations suggest a ;; =eight 

average rotary diffusion constant (D,, 
1) 

for this 

possibility. - The results herein would therefore 

imply PO >'3vf, which is impos nible. 

If the -possibility is now considered in (1) above, i. e. 

a longitutinal permanent moment, then Schweitzer-and 

Jennings results suggest a Z+1 average rotary 

diffusion constant, Dz+1. Now D2+1 can be greater 

than D and 'this fits the experimental evidence of 

Fig. 6.13. Therefore a permanent moment could eý: ist 

along the longitudinal axis of a Halloysite clay 

particle. 
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It may be that the transverse moment suggested by 

Bhanot and Jennings is not so, and the origin of their 

frequency dispersion, in common with many of the 

birefringence dispersions reported earlier, could be 

the consequence of the proposed DC phenomena discussed 

earlier. 

The results reported herein s zould he treated with 

caution until they can be substantiated, or otherlvise, 

on other naterials. In particular, current work 

within this research group is examining distributions 

and their related discrete averages, which may lead 

to a reappraisal of the Schweitzer and Jennings work. 

It would, nonetheless, be of value if comparison of a 

high frequency transient decay, yielding a value of Di, 

with a DO (zero freauoncy) transient decay would 

indicate a transverse or longitudinal permanent 

moment as suggested herein: 

EITHER ? stir (at DC) > Dz *, (at high. frequenc =)=>transverse 

OR n'+1 (at DC) < D01 (at high frgquency)=>longitudinn1 

It should be noted that Schweitzer and Jennings' original 

paper limits the application to particles with rod 

geometries, and measurements made within the region of 

quadratic field dependence as their theory is unable to 

differentiate between rod geometries with transverse 

moments and particles or molecules at saturation 

orientation regardless of dipole direction. 
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6facilem a 

Cartilage Mucopolysaccharides and 
Conforinational Changes 

The previous section demonstrated an area in which 

electric birefringence may become of increasing 

importance and value in the near future. By 

contrast the chapters of this section present work 

of immediate and profound significance. The 

measurements are those in which dramatic changes in 

the size of birefringence responses and relaxation 

times of effects are readily interpretable in terms 

of conformational changes. 

A family of biomedical macromolecules is studied to 

demonstrate a variety of conformational changes and, 

at the same time, the opportunity has been taken to 

characterise some of the materials involved, 

particularly those novel to the electric birefringence 

technique. 

w 
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7.1 Introduction to Hyaluronic Acid 

7.11 origin and Source 

Tvteyer and Palmer 71 first discovered hyaluronic acid in 

bovine vitreous humour in 1934 and two years later in 

the umbilical cord72 The molecule associates with 

large quantities of water to-form a jelly like matrix 

betu ei cells. Hyaluronic acid solutions are highly 

viscöus and serve as a. lubricant in the synovial fluid. 

is e major constituent of the vitreous humour, the 

acid forms an optically transparent, low refractive 

index ; el, which maintains the precise shape of the 

eyeball. other sources include adult skin tissue, 

the sexual skin of apes, rooster comb, normal urine 

and streptococcal cultures. 

It is one of the family of connective tissue 

poly, accharidcs (mucopolysaccharides), though it is 

the only one - which contains no ester sulphate groups. 

The others are chrondroitin--4--, ulphate, chrondroitin-6- 
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sulphate, dermatan sulphate, heparan sulphate, keratan 

sulphate and heparin. Heparin, however, is not 

found extracellularly, but has the same basic structure 

as the others. They are all regular, linear., 

unbranched biopolyners, and in the case of hyaluronie 

acid,, this has been shown by electron microgranhs73 

These materials are often referred to as 

glycosaminog ycano, glycosarinoglucurons or, amply, 

ýlycans. Hyaluronic acid is made up of the repeating 

unit (-NT-G-)n where 'N is the N-acetyl glucosar ine and 

G is glucuronic acid,: n can range up to 104. The 

basic unit is shown in Fig. 7.1. 

7.12 Conformation end Structure 

Ohnin conformation of these polysaccharides is 

considered important in determining their biological 

function74 though precise relations between 

conformation and function are still wanting. 

Hyaluronic acid, in gel form, acts'to exclude other 

macromolecules from . its dorýain75 When isolated, its 

conformation is such that it supports large amounts 

of water in an open, porous, gel or gel-like 

structure 76-7$ 

Sedimentation and viscosity measurements 79'710 have 

implied an expanded, random coil conformation for 

. . 1% 

hyaluronic acid in solution. This has been confirmed711 
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by light scattering measurements indicating a somewhat 

stiff, random coil and Preston et al 712 have equated 

their scattering data to a sphere of radius 200 nm. 

In common. with other connective tissue polysaccharides, 

hyaluronic acid, when oriented in films and fibres for 

X-ray diffraction measurements, has been observed to 

have a two or three fold helical formý13 Dea et a! 714 

and Atkins and Sheehan715 also report a double helix. 

However, these conformations find no favour with 

Guss et al. 71 s Their X-ray studies, coupled with new 

molecular.; modelling techniques lead them to the 

conclusion that the structure consists of single left 

hand chains. A double____ helix in any condensed 

vhase is ruled out. Also, it is thought unlikely 

that the double helix exists in solution where it. 

would be stable to changes in ionic"strength, pH and 

temperature, yet fail to survive mild crystallisation. 

These properties are not 
, 
observed ex-oerimentally.. 

&uss et als' results are supported further by nuclear 

magnetic resonance work done by Darke et a!? 17 Their 

findings indicate that the chain molecule is formed of 

alternate stiff and, flexible regions with between 55 

and 70% of the molecule being stiff. These Proportions 

are thought to remain the same regardless of pH, ionic 

strength, temperature or denaturation by, for example, 

urea. Sugar residues in the stiff section can be 

made conformationally mobile by the, action of enzyme 
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(hyaluronidase) or-alkali and this indicates 

approximately sixty disaccharide residues per stiff 
domain. This points to a chain consisting of a small. 

number of stiff chain segments defined by minor covalent 

features, connected by flexible chain sections. Such 

a model would appear similar to the stiff, random coil 

when studied by light scattering, sedimentation and 

Viscosity. 

Darke et a1717 further postulate that their model could 

exvlain the visco-elasticity of the material in terms 

of a dynamic three dimensional network formed by 

fleeting associations of the stiff segments. 

7.13 The effect of pp 

3ecause the polysaccharide: carries, one carboxyl group 

per disaccharide unit (Fig. 7.1) this group. is 

dissociated at physiological pH and the polymer thus 

behaves as a polyanion in solution. 

At alkaline uH there ore, the negative charges are to an 

extent.. unscreened by the hydrogen ions_in aqueous 

IL I. 

solution, and thus expand the_molecular, coil, as, a 

result of. mutual charge repulsion.. ps the pH is 

lowered, so, hydrogen ions screen the charge, and the coil 

slowly collapses. This change has been, seen by 

, prestos et a/72 using both light, scattering and viscosity. 
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3lec tric birefringence has already been used to 

monitor conformation changes on a number of biological 

syste: ýs 
1witý! 

pH : 18,71s The globular protein, bovine 

-c? esma alburnn for example shows sizeable changes in the 

relaxation time of its electric birefringence response 
718 

as it dissociates into its subunits. This present 

study is intended to find how sensitize the 

birefringence technique can be in following the 

continuous changes with -pH of a relatively weak and 

,. oiled poiyelectrolyte. 

,, ý 

7.2 Characterisation and uH changes of Hyaluronic 

Acid: Experimental 

Por all these measuremments, a co=^ercis? preparation 

of the potassium salt of by a? uzronic . acid is used. 

. his was purchased from Messrs Koch Light Ltd., Colnbrook 

and formed -Dart of their batch, dto. 69131, extracted 

fron human umbilical chord. 

The hyaluronate was dissolved in distilled water, by 

slowly shaking, by hand, in preference to using a 

nech anical stirrer (see later). Concentrations of 

0.2% were used throughout. The PH of solutions 

prepared in this manner was approximately 6.4 to 6.5. 

? or measurements at alkaline pH, the hyaluronate' was 

dissolved in a very weak solution of potassium 

hydroxide (one pellet dissolved. in 2.5 1 ). Earlier 

IL .. 
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easurements usinü. a more concentrated preparation 

were unsatisfactory (see later). 

All measurements were made, starting at alkaline pH. 

and working towards acidic environments by adding 
hydrochloric acid. - Charges on-the polysaccharide, 

screened by hydrogen ions at-acid pHs, are reluctant 
to detach from the moleaule when the pHp is- again 

made, alkaline . 12 

when not being used, solutions were stored frozen in 

the-Ice -compartment of a refrigerator, 

'± The pH stat used-: was illustrated in ? Fig. 3.3. and Fig. 

3.4, together with the flow cell specially designed 

gor these experiments. ] For the initial measurements 

Cell B was used. Pulse -generator PG6, delivering 5 is 

pulses up to 3.5 kV (14 kV cm-'), the original He Ne 

laser and a5 kf2 load resistor on the photomultiplier 

completed the arrangement. It -" zs not possible to use 

a larger 1^ad resistor for amplitude measurements as 

the increased time constant prevented saturation of the 

transient response within the 5. µs t pulse length. 

.ý 
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7.3 Characterisation 2nd pH caanges of Hyaluronic 

Acid: '-Results and Discussion 

7.31 Uonventionai Birefringence Measurements 

nie polysaccharide was shown to exhibit electric 

birefringence according to the Kerr law. The value 

of the Kerr Constant calculated from the graph (Fig 7.2) 

is ý.. 
K lip (oný 

. 4.3 cm2 kV Z 

The asymmetry of the birefringence reponse suggests a 

ýeý: nanent dipole moment. 

During the course of exploratory measurements, a 

value of the variation of refracti7e index with 

concentration was found, viz: 

U-c - '0.1'+6 cm g 

7.32 Changes with pH 
it ! 

A, preliminary set of, measureients of variation with 

PH was made. From these data, it beca'e.. obvious 

that fine control of the pf was needed, that would 

not unduly effect either the concentration of the 

initial solution or its ionic strength. The relative 

strengths of the hydra-hloric- acid and alkaline 

hyaluronate. solutions were ad justea such that 



Ar 
x107 
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changes of 0.1 rH could be aebieved by the addition of 
less than 0.1 µl of acid. A la--ge proportional band 

setting (5) was thus used on the Lirator, to avoid 
overshooting the required P3 value (see section 3.34). 

The sensitivity of the envirommental conditions for 

both the birefringence and the relaxation times are 

clearly shown in Fig. 7.3. The data in this graph. 

satisfactorily incorporate measurements taken from 
::,.. two initial solutions. Sich individual point on the 

-rraph is an average of, th+re sepa=ate ; tansient _ 

responses. From the scatter on the eroeriiental 

points, it is apparent that a mi ? um of five readings- 
is necessary within a change of i nE to fix the 

position of the line of the äah. But, even so, the 

technique still possesses its inherent s'oeed advantage 

when compared to the other re thods -mentioned earlier, 

(section 7-1), e. g. viscosity and l ig t scattering... 

Over the pH range of 5 to 8, ch ges of 115% in the 

birefringence and 132.5 in the relaxation time can be 

easily observed. 

IL 

It is pleasing to see =that A the -me thod can monitor 

these changes, particularly when one_. censiders the 

confo mational changes that t esa', ranresent.: It Will ...... __.:; 

be noted in the next section that no exact model can 

be-found to mit the hyaluronate molecule, but from 

section 2.8, it 'will be remembered that Perrin and 

Proersria models show an aorroxin ate cubic dependence 
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of the major molecular dimension on the relaxation p 
time. `-Thus ' the 82.5% change in the by aluronate's 

relaxation time. corresponds to only about 4. 

change in its major dimension. 

7.33 Conformation. of hyaluronic acid 

GID:? ý0ý3: urning"; tö te actual conformation of " 
~4 

the, molecule in : the- suspension- used in this study,, it-. 
vV --"7r 7 77 

_; i ^rst1y noted: thä at neü traf 
--ý3° nö agreement can 

ý.. -be found with Broersma's rigid rod equation (section 

2.811). ~. . 
It will be recalled that this equation is 

somewhat insensitive to the value chosen for the rod 
diese ter. Therefore the same value (0.35 nm) as used 

for the polysaccharide, nitrocellulose_(section 4.62) 

was employed, since both appear to be chain like 

molecules of broadly similar construction. A °rod 

length of 60 nm was thus found, corresponding-to 

the-ne utral pä relaxation time of 2.85 µs. "-. - This 

compares-with'the extended chain length of hyaluronic 

acid, -generally accepted to be typically about-1000 nm. 

-77 

f b) COIL xne_ ýi ;_Goc aver _and-Bahr 

random coil model (section 2.821) Has-' considered, and 

the molecular weight value suggested frort the use of 

their equation with the author's data was compared 

with the viscosity average molecular weight kindly 

determined by Dr TE Hardingha^ or the Kennedy Institute 
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of Rheunatology. under the sable conditions as used by 
. 

Cleland and `Hang72° in 0.2 14 NaCi. The value 

thus obtained by Dr Hardingham was 351,000. 

she author measured an"experimental value of the 

samples intrinsic viscosity of 101 dl g-1 at neutral 

aB. Because'-of the hydration-of- the hyaluronic. 

the constant for anon-yree draining coil was 

rased. -in the --Zimm, '. Stockiay er. -and Baur equation, -. A_. 

molecular weight., of 78, S00 
--*-as, -thus' -obtained--. - 

Cothpering 
`this - ith vre viscosity value'. of 351 000 -itM 

is clear- that 
" 
the_ randcm coil-'model, is not suited - to =: - -I" z-, - 

nyaluronicý acid. 

-ý ýý_ý ýý 

7.4- Jonclusion 

It therefore appears that the conformation of the 

molecule is similar to that of nitrocellulose=(see 

Chanter. 4) , and likewise awaits the development, of 

rigorous. flexible or semi-flexible -theories of 

molecular: kinetics before the birefringence method 

canr, be'used-: -to its -. full . potential in- this-instance, 

General -concord with the. restrained, flex. ble single 4.. _ý 

- strand coil model singes tee -b "other workers (see o. 

7.12) can-be thus concluded. Moreover the technique's= 

sensitivity to changes in this conforiational state 

is well established in this stud,, 
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7.5 Corollary: Compa ison wi t Leser Induced 

3irefrinöence restil vs 

It is interesting to co=pare the relaxation times 

found in this study with those found by Coles and 

Jennings721 using the new laser induced birefringence 

-te : 'unique. Their value was as large as 0.3 ins. 

ý__--, --. Subsequent to this initial observation, all suspensions 

repared äs in dica, eA . in .. at do 7.2 to 
se ,n 

-r :' , tcourteract. suggestions722 . tha 
.,. 
the polysaccharide 

= chain `could have been broken -by zhe ac ion of the -` 

mechanical -stirrer used. Suspensions prepared.., 

according to the method of section 7.2, continued to 

exhibit microsecond relaistion. tines throughout this 

study. 

It is suggested that the laser induced value of 0.3 ms 

derives from the tine constant of the applied laser 

field which Coles722 quotes at 0.2 ias. The 0.3 ms 

is calculated by -considering -the 'long -term'- 
decay 

(as opposed to initial slope) of the birefringent 

Clearly 
. ý.. --.,. response= relative to 

_the applied laser -field. 

1t: ould be difficult. -to, detect- a -microsecond effect ``" T= 

_:., . 
, qasked -by- these l ge ?1i eck, _resaxa _ 

slues 

It is unlikely that the discrepancy was due to the 
^? ý 

= 

samples themselves, which were both from the same 

source, and were similarly prepared. I note of caution 

is therefore offered in respect of fast' laser induced 

changes. 
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7.6 Introduction to Hyaluronidase 

Enzymes which degrade hyaluronates include Bacterial 

Hyaluronate Lyase, Leech Hyaluronate Eydrolase and 

Testicular Fyai ronate Fydrozase. The latter, which 

is classed as an endohexosaninidase is the subject of 

this study and it specifically attacks alternate 

synrietric ., oxygen -bonds ol". the hyaluronate chain';. _.: 
(Fig. 7.1), degrading the polymer into oligosaccharide_ 

units. Its activity is axinu3 in the presence of. 

h . aC1-23 24 and the aiýtirsu 725. 
-,, te -absence off= . Y: - . 

NaOl} -is~ 6.0. 

Outside of the testes, hyaluronidase has been found 

in the spleen, ciliary body, iris and skin. 25 Mature 

mammalian testes though are by far the richest source --" 

of the enzyme. Its presence here is due to the 

important role it plays in the fertilisation proces725 

I. t' assists in the- removal, or possibly, completely ,.:.. . 

removes,, -the layers of cumulus cells end the corona 

of the female ovum and thus peritg- _±he ovum Is 

penetration by. the. male- . sper^ .- -Elsewhere in the 
. 
body ... 

= --- it =is -1cnown; t 
- ,, o, be involved in tý. e tt .. emspo"a_ control 

.-. --:.. _ 
'" ý 

of cell migration:, and di'eren is t? on n_ embryonic; 

inert -`""° 'r ýiss", xes726 
-The e: s ye rc otes diffý. zsion of 

substances through the dermis of both living and dead 

animals. It has found medical uses in assisting the 

absorption of fluids in the treatment of dermal clysis 
728 

in children, 7 in al l ergs tests on the skin and in 
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reducing swelling associated with plastic surgery 

operations on the nose 729 

This set of results presents data showing the degradation 

of the hyaluronate substrate by the hyaluronidase enzyme. 
The use of the technique for studying this and other 

enzyme-substrate, interactions is clearly- -demonstrated, ;. - ý 

'_.. - .: 
T. w.. T, " : mow 

s'ý.. , ýý"_ -__ ý". p., - ,. ý 
4ý Vii rý- 

ý. 
ýK ; ": ýý. yýä . L. .; ý. ý# 

....... 
v» 

yälüroniý3 °, 7- 7- r cy ýCýcý ýe: g täý_oI 

7.71 Materials 

Experimental 

The sample used was -purchased from B. D. H. Chemicals 

of-]Poole. --"-'It was an extract from: ovine testes with 

... 
a stated. activity of 350 - 500 W. H. O. -units mg 
(Batch: No. 2180800): ' The hyaluronic acid salt sample- 

-was - the' same as that used earlier (section 7.2) 

p.. 7.. 72 
.. - 

Apparatus and Procedure- 

The apparatus was similar- to that used `"in the hya_Iüronae ` `ý' 

pK-: measurements, without the pH stat. The reservoir 

of the flow cell was used to add the enzyme to the 

substrate and the system was allowed to circulate for 

a-period in order to mix. The enzyme was in powdered 
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form and rieasurements were made by adding pre-weighed 

amounts-directly, or by first dissolving the enzyme 

in distilled slater and adding the resulting solution. 

Testicular hyaluronidase readily adsorbs on to glass 

surfaces730 and conse ; "ientl plastic containers were 

thus.. used throughout. It was not possible Ao avoid 

the use of the glass end windows of the cell, " *so 'these-- 

were changed . after each set of measurements. 

7.73 Determination of the Relative Concentration of 

E zyme and, Substrate 

, he concentration of hyaluronidase, relative to the 

substrate was determined by a series of preliminary 

measurements, based iritial? y on the work of Meyer and 

enzyme and Rapport; 31 though th activity. of their' 

e +räc t äf their substrate teere different tö thöse 

prepared In this study. Using ä 'wya? arona to solution, 

distilled- mater (ini tial -,, -, H 5.6) and adding 10 mg of 

hyaluronidase to 10 m1 of this substrate, no change 

in 'birefringence or relaxation' time was `noted" up to 

48 hou_s _. ý second substrate sölut 3-o n prepared -'in 

the dilute potassium-hydrozidesolveint. (initial pH 5.8}~:. _- 

became too cloudy cn addition of 57 mg of enzyme to 

10 ml of substrate. This solution was then diluted, 

through a range of concert ratioý? s and electric field 

pulses applied to eaci. A satisfactory concentration 
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was thus determined at 13 IIg enzyme to 10 ml substrate. 

Field strengths were then kept constant at 20 kV c& 

and 5 µs duration ýhrouthout. 

7.8 Hyaluronidase Degradation of Hyaluronate: 

Results-and Discussion -: .... -. ... 

. 
The, enzymic degradation with tie- of the hyaluronate 

iibstrate: is show rt in oa, 
- egra3ätiön-is___=' 

reflected- in the decreases obser7ed in- both birefringence 

and relaxation tines. --F - 

No measurements are recorded in the first 2-3 

minutes as, during this time, the enzyme gras stirred -- 
into the substrate suspension. It was only after 

?- end 10 minutes that a definite tr could be 

detected in the response st the preceeding period 
, 
LL-, .. 

being -characterised by eratic-variation in response, 

particularly -=- n the relaxation tie clues. i This 

parameter is particularly sensitive to conform. ational 

-changes in : the -same_. way as viscosity and _ 
turbidity ", _ .. T. _. 

: easureiients. "heia : ion eve bean. noted-, to 
-, vary 

ti 
" ,: _ : '-.. _ ... _. --= -:. 732 

er cally darin hyýlýxý cr. mosey 2cti i ý?. :-- ý" 
. 

It-can be seen that on decreases more rapidly than T. 

This is accentuated by tie fie? 4 e enaence of 

birefringence. 
. As the enzyme is successively 
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degraded so the fie'_3 re_uired to orientate the 

fragments increases. in a more rigorous study, 

were it possible to monitor the field dependence at 

intervals throughout the degradation, the measurements 

could be norm lised with respect to this var. ietion. 

7.9 Conclusion: Hya? uronidase Activity. 

These measurements demonstrate another area, i. e. 

enzyme action, in which the birefringence technique 

could prove a useful , tool in laboratory studies. 

They confirm the results of the more laborious 

methods already mentioned. 

Ilk !ý -- 
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I- 

8. i Introduction 

Proteoglycans are complex heteropolysaccharides. Each 

consists of81 a protein core about 400, nn long with 

approximately 100^sidechains, each about 40 nm long, 

extending radially outwards along its length. These 

sidechains are pre3ominan 1y chondroitin sulphate, 

; 
though there a_ e. also a number of the shorter 

, polysaccharide, keratan sulphate. 

The role or proteoglyca s within the body, is primarily 

to transport rwater, which it, holds in its dense ionic 

structure. i'roteoglycans fount in cartilage differ 

fron those found elsewhere in the body in that they 

have a specific af_fini y for binding to hyaluronic 

acid81 At one end of a cartilage nroteoglycan 

molecule is a globular protein, and it is this region 

of the proteoo ycan which binds it to hyaluronic acid. 

This binding can be broken by chemical degradation or 

pH changes. There is ho-;; ever a 'protein link'81, 

which reinforces the bond =d makes it stable against 
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these environmental changes. 

The proteoglycan -- hyaluronic acid cc ex has a 

similar structure to an individual. =cteoglycan with 

proteoglycans arranged , adially zho : Iiraar 

polysaccharide, as the sulphate sidechains off a 

proteoglycan molecule are siji larly a=--aged about 

its protein -core. The p oteolgl ycar an its 

aggregate are shov: n schematically in ? ig. 3.1. 

The role of the aggregate and i ,sb cnecical 

investigation are discussed in the following 

chapter-(9). - 

The measurements epos tea. in tais eat ter are on 

proteoglycans and its major cons .i : er , c^oýdreitin 

sulphate. These measurements, and those in Chapter 

9, were made jointly 'with Dr AR ? owes er of this 

research , 
group and in collaboration with Dr TB 

Hardinghar of the Kennedy Ins tj tja ye of P. henmato? ogy, 

Bute Gardens, Hasnersmivh, London. 
4 *. 
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8.2 Materials 

All the samples used were supplied by the Kennedy 

Institute. - The proteoglycans were prepared82 from a 

fresh pig's larynx, kindly supplied to the Institute 

by -m. Walls and Sons. Al? materials, were suspended 

in distilled water, their concentrations being 

quoted-'in microö a=es of Uroric Acid per millilitre, 

(µgUL/ral) determined using an automated analyser 'for 

assaying their üronic acid contents. For comparison 

with normal concent ation units it should be noted 

that ý proteoglycans have '2.6 "UT* content. The '- ` 

initial stock solution had a concentration of"240µgUA/ml. 

Sa'nples'were stored in a Frozen condition. 

8.3 Apparatus 

Unless otherwise staved, the apparatus used was Cell 

P,, generator Pv3 for both AC and D measurements, the 

fixed plane polarised He Ne laser and all the 

transients were recorded on a Te"I onix storage 

oscilloscope, model 7623Ä. Transients requiring 

detailed analysis were photographed on to Polaroid 

107C film, which produced prints. Transient decays 

were analysed by tracing the responses from the prints, 

superimposing the tracing on to graph paper and thus 

values along the decay. 
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8.4 Characterisation of ? roteoglfcas: Results and 

Discussion 

8.41 High Field `namely'us 'i'ransierts 

The complexity of this molecule with its radial and 

linear geometry of chain format; ons na-11t. zral? y calls 

for care in -interpreting results. An initial field 

dependence set of measurenenis showed peculiar 

anomalies at fields in excess cf only 4; 0 V cm 1, 

The transient responses began is exhibit a sudden 

increase, immediately aftei the applied field ceased, 

and then followed the same rate of decay as exhibited 

at lower field strengths. The effect is shown in 

Fig. 8.2, : ihich also displays the c? city of signals 

common throughout 1: ne e? s:: re er ýý. 'lwo probable 

causes of these atytid-i responses are considered. 

8.42 Interpretation of -omalous affects in terms of 

the Independent Motion ;f Sidedhains 

The effect , could be 
_ 

in terpre tel. as a birefringence of 

opposite sign to that of the individual bulk of a 

proteoglycan molecule, assined to be responsible for 

the initial rise and the final, decay. Orientation 

of the chondroitin sulphate sideclia.: _ns independent of 

the overall proteoglyc-n orientation could cause this 

secondary high field effect. The hypothesis is 
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illustrated in Fig. -3.2. 

A value for the supposed relaxation tine of the 

sidechains, when evaluated fron an enlarged scale 

transient photo 'is ISO µs. This conjpa_ es with a 

theoretical value of 1. S µs, treating the sidechain 

as a rigid rod of 40 nl eng h and. üia; e ter 0.35 nn. 

This though is a poo= model as the sidechains are 

hydrated and sterically hindered by a lý*tachment to the 

protein core at one end and by neighbouring chains 

all round. The effect of, : his hindrance is not 

readily estimable, and : ihe teer it could reconcile the 

two values is a- ma y ter °cr conjecture. 'A'nis rroblem 

is considered. again in section 8.7. 

_r a 8.43 Considerations or the 3 sect of loncentratio - 
on the Observed Am-omalies 

The concentration of . Lie solution was considered as 

a possible cause of the a c-malcus -a-'sienys. 

Although the conce" ti-a Lion was cnl ahoy 0.1%, the 
..: 

:.: suspension ä. ý: as-: ne tvicee ? fir, iscöüs,, : w. _ 
One ig degree ` 

.ý 
of hydration of the strong ionic structure would 
explain this. Tae res-alt, of 2 ser, es of 

measurements on the Y a= a>? en of the prc , eoglycan ts 

birefringence with concentration sic *that the 

birefringence, noraiized 'witty respect to concentration, 

varies linearly in the ran e Up too 2,10 - 220 µgUA /rl. 
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Beyond this, non-linearitr wes erident, indicating 

a high degree of Moi eci1ai in teract= on. A convenient 

concentration of 209 }I=II.! Ir, 1 was vh is : zsed throughout 

subsequent neasurements, thereb; gi=, ng near maximum 

_ 
birefringence within the linear region or 

concentration degenaen_e. 

The anomalous after-pu? se ? r_°ects nom disappeared. 

Similar concentration dependent affects have been 

seen by other workers on other systems, both during83 

and aft er84pu1se applications. Nonetheless, the 

model of a two cor Donen ti e°ri get syster is not 

discounted entirely as will be seen _=on the further 

measurements which °h ? ow. 

8.44 Quadratic kie! d Jýiendence 
Of oteoglycans 

Presented in Fig. 'S-3 are birefringence field 

dependence measurements? far DC p1ises. The field 

dependence is atycice .- At elds Beater" than about 

500 V cm-1 there is a chsn-e in th? slo e just when 

the effect appears to reich convention-a! sate ration. 

-- 
� This set of- measurements should be considered: - n. -. : -_ ... 

conjunction with three ctber sets : of data as 

reported in sections °. L5,8. &6 a B. 7. 
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8.45 ypplicatinr. oa e-rarsiýd False 

A reversing pulse at low f eld strengt , applied to 

the suspensions (see section 2. ä) inrca+e3 a ; perrianent 

dipole moment and -a rado of apparent permanent to 

induced dipole moment mar p_oteoölycans such that: 

ß2 2 
.2 -Y 7 

prom Fig. 8.4. As will be recalled from section 2.6, 

a-value for the rotary diffusion constant can also be 

. 
deduced from this response, viz: 

= ö$. 5 = 17 S-1 
j 

which corresponds to z=5.85 - 1.45 ms. 

8: 46 Field Free Decay analysis 

A more accurate value or the relaxav_cr ti: ne, T 
1 

can be found fron the second set of data, namely 

analysis of the decay re. res of the transient birefringent 

responses. These give T=3.6 ± 0.3 ws. Using 

Perrin's equation for a prolate el? ipsoid of 40 nm 

semi-minor axis, the 7a1ue of T relates to a molecular 

length of 180 ± 20 ^ which is in good agreement with 

previous estimates. 
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8.47 Dispersion of 3i, erringence with 'Prequency 

"hirdly, the birefringence dispersion with frequency 

is presented (Fig. 8.5). 'These measurerents viere 

conducted at a constant field strength o .L 350 V cm-1. 

corresponding to a volt-? se at the i ghee end of the 

first region of linear dependence Of birefringence 

Niith the square of the field strength (rig. 8-3). 

The dispersion shows a sudden rise to a peak value 

at 35 Hz followed by a conventional decrease in 

f-q re uencv. "_", is pattern of birefringence with f 

behaviour was note . in °fi ro ini pia? sets of 1 

measurements on separate susuer_sions, in addition to 

the data presented in P g. 8.5. '_'he e'ore whilst 

being atypical iT oar a be regarded Gs spurious. It 

is considered that two re aaa -ion processes are taking 

place through the frsauency., range ans Pig. 8.6 

illustrates a combination whican would result in the 

effect seen. With such a comb. na Lion , the. critical 

frequency of each of the --o contr{ b_.: wig dispersions 

is not exactly de teri. nab'i e, but a range of possible 

values is. Clearly the lower ? re:: uency dispersion 

must occur between the.. -perceived dispersion (Fig. 8.5, = 

fcý 8 Hz) and the frequency for r :. imam birefringence 

(fmax ° 35 biz) . Analysis of transient decay times in 

this region still yield the value as aD gor the 

relaxation time, -F, of 3.6 res, which in turn 

corresponds to an e uizalen. critical =r equency of 4 

14.2 Hz. This value o 14.2 Hz falls conveniently 
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frecuency dispersion. 
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Thus, if the proteoglycan relaxes out at 14.2 Hz this 

implies that the p=oteoalycan molecule itself is nöt 

contributing to the o: e al'' birefrinöence much above 

50 Hz and the question remains ; ? That causes the 

higher frequency d spersicn? ' gain the critical 

frequency of this. dis: ersion must lie between fmax 

and fC2. 
C2 cerres . nds to a relaxation time of 

0.22 ns. Moreover the second. mechanism is indicated 

to have a birefringence of opposite sign to the 

phenomenon associated with the lower Frequency dispersion. 

8.48 Correlation v_° a-nova? ies in ?2 and frequency 

cis-oersion measurements. 

It is now pertinent to examine the 'ie? d dependence 

results shown in Pig. 8.3 more closely. The DO 

measurements are in concord with a two component 

system. At the lower field strengths orientation of 

the complete pr o+, eog ycan molecule is suggested and at 

higher field strengths, the molecule's sidechains are 

sufficiently orientate, along the molecule's axis to 

further contribute to the bi=erringence, Pig. 8.6. 

Measurements on isolated sidech ains (section 8.8) 

support this model. They show a continual increase 

in birefringence mit:, Meld strength which does not 
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If this is so, then clearly the sidechains cannot be 

resporsible for the higher frequency dispersion for two 

reasons. Firstly, the field dependence measurements 

indicate that the yroteoglycan molecule and the 

sidechains have birefringence of the same sign, 

contrary to the conclusions drawn from the frequency, 

dispersion. Secondly, the dispersion was carried 

out at a field strength below that at ; which the field 

dependence suggests that the si dechains are capable 

of contributing to the overall birefringence 

BOX, 

1"Wý - 

-rig. 8.6 

Schematic representation of, 
._yy suggested nechanism ; for 

sidechain orientation. :_. 
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3.49 Conclusion 

It is therefore corclndeä that the ghee frequency 

dispersion is the "; ro tecgiycan nolecuIe 
_ 

itself 

relaxing. The ag e nen t --betweeza the DO, relaxation 

time, T=3.6 ms, and the _roquency dispersion is 

regarded as coincidental, and indeed misleading. 

Studies by the author (presented in Chapter- 6), ,., and other 

workers,, , 
have szorrn tiny occasions, u3ing polar 

solvents, in which the s algae of the --elaxation time 

obtained from pulsed DC ansien is A 

frequency dispersions, 71a the cr; tic1 -rieauency, do 

not agree. Chapter 6 re Orts d=f e_=aces as large 

as 10 to 1. Thus the D value :f3.0 Ms could 

relate to the higher az r cy range dispersion which 

corresponds to T 7a_ues fro-a 0.22 MS' up tý 't . 52 Wis. 

This leaves the lower _"_e uency _isDers on without 

explanation, and the reader is reTer ed back to the 

discussion in Chant= 6 on D phenomena as a possible 

explanation for this. Until a better understanding of 

D, phenomena, such as elec ropho_esis, is obtained, the 

actual mechanisms _n: olved will continue to be conjecture. 

albeit `on' other'materials, ' many -workers are having 

difficulty in reconciling data fron low frequency 

dispersions with other neasurenents, so whilst not 

definitive, the DC : her_onena offs plan^ible 

explanations for the shepe'of the proteoglycan dispersion 

reported herein, and f o= the air_°icul ties experienced by 

others, 
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This section has discussed rn3 P_ esented data on the 

proteoglycanmolec: le in aqueous suspension. 

Solutions to the prob? ems posed by the atypical data 

have been proposed, witL the object of forming a 

basis for a more detailed study. 

In the next few sections, the author expands, the 

yy oasis for fixture sti.: dy further by examining specific 
... 

properties of proteog ycans and iss coraonents 

Before, in the next, ^laspter, looking av the dranatic 

process of aggregate ±o ation vi tih hyaluronie acid. 

8.5 Investigation of Proposed. Mec'Lenisi for 

Bonding in the Protein Core 

8.51 ? roposil o ; ells and Sera_"ini-Pracasini 

rquilibriüm sedime1. -arien and gel fiitration 

neasurements by Wells and Serafini-Pacassini 86 
suggest .'= 

thsty rroteoglycän-' o? ecI1 y `oe= formed fro:. ä_ number ä=_ 

of f subuni+. s, with a* er strong ý egating tendency. 

They believe the subu is are held. tcgether by 

hydrophobic' bonds i thin ß: h2 p 'o Lei: core, ' possibly 

reinforced wit . cr--ss? inis.. in order to dissociate 

the subunits, they add- -4- a non-ionic detergent, 

"Triton X-1C0" (fron Messrs. Rohm and Haas, Croydon) 
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to -proteoglycan solutions and. obseM-ed approximately 

four fold decreases -nclecula_r weight. 

We11s and Serafini--Fraeasin. isI model is not generally 

favoured by bioche-: i Lts researching in. this field of 

study, and the existence of the hydro-phobic bonds 

is 'doubted $7 

.8 
52 .... -:. Investiga- i^n of he Pro osea Sending using 

^lecv=ic 31refringence 

With the e ecLrie biref'_14: ýgence technicue, the effect 

of Triton X-100 on prb. eog1ycans, wore it as dramatic 

as suggested by Wells ad Seraf ini -Pacasini$s would be 

readily 'observable. Ass-~ing t. be nolecules are - 

roughly quartered her. the hydro-: ýhobic bonds are 

broken '(corresponding to 'Wells ?. sd Serafini-Fracasinis' 
. 

molecular weight dec'räase) the- one would expect the 

relaxation'tite to ? ecreaee by y3 (i . e. 64). This', is 

desi=red from Perrin"s eýua io (sec , ion 2.812) which 

proportions Y to the cube 0f the ma! or axis of the 

_... e1lipsoidal-> odel, 7 -c r . 
the :: a e-=. n axial ratio. 

In reality quartering : he proteoglycan would imply 

spherical geometry and the 'use 
of Perrin's 

equation for 

a sphere : nonetheless, tie in. --relaxation time 

would still be roughly of ý'ýe same order. 
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8.53 Results and Discussion 

A suspension or rroteoolyyan wes there_°ore treated 

with the addition. o'1 0. % Triton 7-100 solution, 

supplied by the 
-Kennedy Institz te, at the same 

concentration as used-by Wells and Serafini-Fracasini. 

Changes in the rel iat or_ tide and birefringence 

, amplitude occur, But e not as large as, predicted. 

The value of T decrease, by Iese then e factor of two 

ýi plying (via ; Pe=rints° e?? =rsoiý? ec=ua Lion) a- ratio of 

'before and after: ? eng 'gis Of 1 to 0.87. The 

, 
birefringence, similarly, hawed in value. Clearly 

the hydrophobic bonds were not broken as suggested. 

It 
, 
is likely that the ae tergent acted to-screen the 

proteoglycan in some era' from its ionic environment 

resulting in a s? i coiling o° the molecule and the 

reduction in len,,, i.. nt ina" .e. by the changes . in T. 

It should be not ?d fhzt the previous workers conducted 

their measurements in ! potassiu acetate at pH_4.0, 

an environment that mi . t- be -more - ducive to the 

'riton i- CO cfl p_o teog? ` cans.. action of ý_T 

8.54 ConclusionT 

!.. 4ML 

To rigorously estab isi t^e existence or otherwise of 

the subunit s , ruc ie and hydro hobic bonding, electric 

birefringence offers the ideal straight-forward and 

sensitive technique. '. -e interaction could be 
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investigated further in a variety of solvents, at 

different nH and different concentrations of 

detergent, and indeed, Kith different detergents 

which should. lead to a definitive solution to the 

question posed by 'well-s4 and Sera=ini- acasini. 

8.6 Variation of the ionic Strength of Proteoglycan 

Solutions. 

Sven small changes in tbe ion; c strength of the 

nroteoglycan- suspension , äsul t in 31 ificant changes 

in transient respcxse. The effect is even visible to 

the naked eye in that t the viscosity of he suspension 

can be seen to change between distilled water and 

2 rill NaCl solvents, 

With the existing pul. --e generators It i3 not possible 

to make measurements at .. 2 . Na31 ---wit1i negative . going 

pul ses (i. e. reversing i'ses^-ard UP vul ses gare, clipped " 

. 
in the negative . phase?. contrast showing : the. ý= - 
change ire birefringence res mopse ; "i th rositive DC . ;: 

ru lses in 2 :a IT a-n is illustrated in Fig. 8.7. - An 

ionic environment is clearly to be prererred from a 

biomedical viewpoin ,, as it more closely resembles the 

in vivo state. With highe- power pi se generators, it 

rn y be possible to a-oprcach the in vivo condition, but, 

with the duration o- vl? ses requ4raa for proteoglycan 
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suspensions, it is likely that electroohoretic and 

heating effects ? rou d 
pose se7ere problems 

From Fig. 8.7, it can be seen that both the 

birefringence an3 re? axaticn. time have halved in value 

as a result of ' the chan; e in the ionic environment 

(on : 7.4 x 10-8 to 3.7 x 10-8, -r: 4.75 Ms to 2.55 ms) . 
This is indicative of the molecules 11 native charge 

tieing: -, screened by . the ea via ions -±d a 'resultant 

decrease in-' he ýex enS1 ý' ` va s in 

sölütian. 

8.7 Trypsin digestel -a ; eaý; lyc s 

8.71 The action of '_'rypsin 

Trypsin attacks the - pro tzw -core -of pro veoglycan , 

n; 1ecüles ^effectivels lea ý_ a s-oliition of portions - 

of the protein core, i n. z;, ac ed sidechains. 
i-- 

,ai--. _---'`r-. -_-.. "_ LAY--""S. «. 
> ... + 

8.72- Simulation 0S terical y Hindered Sidechains = 

Under an applied electric field, each individual portion 

might well act in a similar fashion to the sterically 

hindered sidechains or. -a normal proteoglycan. The 

relaxation times and fie d responses o' these portions 
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would therefore be useful in assessing any contribution 

from sidechain orients, : ion in addi tion to that fron the 

overall proteo ; lycan znole2u e. 

8.73 'Experimental 

A solution of try7psin iiges ted- proteoýlý:; ans was 

: therefore s studied. generator. -P-G6'; ,... _- '_, 

ýýý. 
e q...... ýM1 ýýy, ý T. 

`j 

yr .r`___. 
a , 

ýý` 
y"h'-'. 

y". 

_ -a n 

ät`iv©stagee~" ... 
ý. ýxo wasrequired-"toý 

obtain birefrin ent responses. 

". r. .. _ ý r. ., _.,, 

8 . 7+ Results and Discussion 

Relaxation--, times of a few icroseconcs were observed 

but were not consistent'; one wi tä anther. Likewise, 

the size of the overall birefringence varied erätically 

fro; ,. Pulse, to, pulse. is üay_bs_a concentration 

effect resulting -fro. +. u 
-= 

º.. º 
r~.. _ 

_.. ýý S3ý'it. L{fL'". o£ Z s. t 

pröteoglycan portions 

. 
The . original concen; ra ion 0f °the s ale was un own 

but believed to be cf ; tee same order -äs, that- of the "' 
+ 

proteoglycans studied earlier. Dilution di3., not 

improve the consistency of the responses, and dilution 

by -Flore than a. factor of ten diminished the response 

beyond 
__the 

power of the pulse gem-eratc. ý . 
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8.75 Consideration o-f- con-t-o ation 

The rell axation ti=es lie between two values derived 

from plausible modus of the digested proteoglycans,, 

namely the rod. and d? sc models. ! king a typical 

value for a sidechain of 40 nm then an 8 nm Broersma 

rod model implies a value of -14.4 µs for the 

relaxation time, and a _LC radi ss Perrin's disc 
.`: 

, oäe "=i ilies a0 262.::; s, -relaxation- dime.: 
't 

ýllrpsoid" of semi= ado ax1 gives an _oi ate "value 

of_ 50 µs and is therefore not appropriate in thin 

-instance (see section 2. B for details of these 
:. 
models ): 

8.76 Conclusion 

The relaxation times ohse=~ed are consistent with the 

sort of model one wot13 expect --: or Portioned- pro toeoglycan 

molecules, ,. lying as_ L^ a^a _bet e=n she Talues- for rod 

and dish models. - Le-. erratic i, 31ii f they 
" ., .- 

: i. ._a 
'- .i-_' 

''_ ., 

". 

' 

-. -i 

ý_. 
,µ--. 

-..: 

'r, 
,"- ra" 

. ý-a 
«r+'""" 

- 
a", 

^; 

4 
_.. w.. 

_- 
ý'ý. ý. 

a. ^R , 
+...,. rin... 

YV.. 

J 

=`birefringence is not soý_=ea 'yUnd erst düble, and nay 

"irs require- the 'ý anon vf. S' ge;. electric=. -fields 

'-d , rta . 'Defter ünders _ pe. pro teog? ycan anomalies 

mentioned earlier. whether the variations result front 

fleeting associations of aigested rorticns, the random 

adoption of different, mo' evu ar . alig*. rents, or other 

possible causes, is cur=entl ra natter for further 

research or conjecture. 
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8.8 Chondroitin Sulphate Sidechains 

8.81 Introduction 

Compared to its fellow mucopolysaccharide, hyaluronic 

acid, chondroitin sulphate is much shorter, with a 

consequent lower molecular weight range, and it is 

highly charged88 It follows from the latter that its 

,., n ,; ___conformation 
in aqueous solution will be more rod like. 

8.82 Sample and Apparatus 

A sample of chondroitin sulphate of approximately 

15,000 molecular weight was prepared for study by the 

Kennedy Institute. Molecular weights of this size 

"'are at the limits of observable experimentation with 

the birefringence technique and it was initially 

doubted whether any measurements could be recorded. 

Nonetheless, it proved possible to detect 

birefringence in the suspension supplied, using 

generator PG6 to deliver pulses of 3 µs duration. 

rrY- 
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8.83' Results and Discussion 

It can be seen that it was not 

the effect at high fields, but 

is'evident as can be seen from 

'representation of the sample's 

dependence--of birefringence, F 
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.:... t_ : v:. CZ"T. t: <"F, c ,Lý, ýs. t ý.: ww 4.. '1":: +. 

possible to saturate 

a clear E2 dependence 

the graphical 

-quadratic field 

ig. 8.8. 

"A typical transient is indicated in Fig. 8.9. That 

the effect can be seen at all is an indication of 

the. high charge and consequent large dipole moment 

associated with the-molecule. It also confirms 

the notion of an extended rod formation. 

Assuming the chondroitin sulphate to be a rigid rod 

of 40'nm length, Broersma's equation (sect'ion 2.811) 
l. i.., kom. elf-, l U°I. 

i".. 
... -_-_ 

gives 'a corresponding value for T as 1.8 µs. This 

Fart� . 
is close to the experimental value of 0.9 µs 

equivalent ' to -a Broerama rod length of 32 nm. 

However, it should be noted that with the 5kn 

phbtomultiplier load resistor - the smallest that 

could be used to obtain a measurable pulse - the time 

", " ýýýt constant of the signal detection system is 0.64 µs. 

This impli7es that the relaxation time measured might 

larger than the true relaxation time of the 

Aý , ..,. molecule 
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8 . 84 Conclusion 

Because of the molecule's size and charge, an 

extended rod conformation has been suggested. The 

., 
theoretical Broersma rod model shows good agreement 

with the observed molecular relaxation times. It is 

therefore unlikely that the E -true relaxation time is 

much short of'that measured. It is thus possible, 

that with a little care, the birefringence technique 

could be used to study this major proteoglycan 

constituent on its own. This is an important 

consideration in envisaging the technique as a.. tool. for 

a comprehensive study of cartilage tissue constituents. 

8.9 Conclusion to the study of Proteoglycans 

. The work in this, chapter has presented the first electro 

-optic data to be obtained on proteoglycans and has 

demonstrated the ease with which the method can and 

could be applied to a range of problems in the further 

general study of this vital molecule, important, as it 

--isin he research into osteoarthritic conditions. 

The next chapter presents detailed work, suggesting an 

insight into proteoglycans'role in the onset of 

.., osteoarthrosis. a: x: ý- 
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9.1 Introduction 

The binding of proteoglycans to the polyelectrolyte, 

hyaluronic acid, has already been mentioned in section 

8.1. This chapter reports data on the formation of 

the proteoglycan - hyaluronic acid aggregate. The 

aggregation., is simultaneously followed stage by stage 

by taro independent techniques. * 

The aggregates themselves are known to exist as such 

in cartilage tissue, together with free proteoglycans. 

Their exact physiological role is unknown, though 

there is some evidence that the. proportion of aggregates 

r` may vary with -age91 with 
, 
development and maturity92 and 

in athblo cal states ? 3,94 
. rr-,...:.,, ^"-, ~"ý-.:.. ^-p gi For these reasons, a great 

deal of research has gone on in recent years to fully 

characterise proteoglycans, their. aggregates-and their 

interactions,. much -of the work involving techniques 

requiring intricate sample, preparation, tedious 

measurements or both. The various techniques include 

gel chromatography95 viscosity, s electron microscopy96 
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and X-ray diffraction97 It is from these tedious 

labours, nonetheless, that the models already 

., outlined have been deduced, and their sizes determined. 

For example, by controlled hyaluronidase degradation 

of hyaluronic acid, it: has been shown that the 
miri um size to which a proteoglycan molecule will 

---bind , is a decasaccharide of hyaluronate 98 This is 

roughly equivalent to one per 10,000 molecular weight 

units. Thus'a typical aggregate will have about forty 

proteoglycans attached to - one- hyaluronic acid chain. 

By varying pH conditions, it has been deduced that 

the proteoglycan bonding has nothing to. do with 
hyaluronic acid's carboxyl groups95 yet it has also 

been shown that the binding is specific-to hyaluronic 

acid with. no , aggregation being observed, in respect of 

other.: polyanions, particularly from the 

mupopolysaccharid e family: dextran sulphate, chondroitin 

sulphate, DNA, sodium alginates5 

-To, further aid researches into this aggregate, which is 

at the centre of the biochemical research into the 

osteoarthritic condition, the following report is 

presented. In reading this report, the reader 

should bear in mind the rapidity with which these 

results are obtainable and the 'sensitivity of the 

technique to the conformational changes seen. 

N... "s sni *fx 2 %ý^4"iar ",. ý,. x y_. tz'q. tt:.. %R.:: ^Sýl a- y.. - o^ýY-; t. °t s< as+ a.. -- ý rcý. ., yak , :. I M. >'ý 
. ". -: 

i-ýö6ýW, 
- -,, ..,. 
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9.2 Experimental 

To facilitate-the addition of'the hyaluronic acid 

to the proteoglycans, the flow cell 'was employed in a 

similar manner to that used in the hyaluronidase 

measurements, (section 7.71). The proteoglycan 

solution was the same as that used in Chapter 8 

(section 8.2) with an initial concentration of 

209 µgUA/ml. The hyaluronic acid was a commercial 

preparation supplied to the Kennedy Institute by 

Messrs B. D. H. Ltd., 'Poole. 

Initially hyaluronic acid of concentration 20 pgUA/ml 

(^, 60µg ml-1) was added, via the reservoir, in steps of 

0.05 ml, using a fine pipette to a , 
total volume of 

10 ml of proteoglycans., _.. In . later 
. measurements 

(section 9.35) a more concentrated solution of 

hyaluronic acid was used and added to the reservoir 

" using a Pinnpipette graded from 5- 50 µl. After 

each aliquot of. acid was added to the sample, it was 

circulated through the system to allow dispersion. 

-It was then allowed to stand for some fifteen minutes, 

to enable the proteoglycans to interact with the 

hyaluronic acid before a pulsed electric birefringence 

transient was recorded. 

Using the system of-quadratic detection with offset 

analyser, the level of the transmitted light intensity 

was monitored , 
throughout the readings. - ýaýý. ý. yýýs=ý ", _ 
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Electric fields of 360 V cm- were used throughout, 

initially with pulses of 10 ms duration, and later 

of 160 ms. 

9.3 Results and Discussion 

9.31 Proteoglycan Solutions 

A typical birefringence transient for proteoglycans is 

" shown in Fig. 9.1. The following points are noted: 

1. The birefringence appears positive, indicating 

that the molecules' optical polarisibility is 

greatest along the mR or j geometric axis. 

2. An initial slope relaxation time of 3.6 ± 0.3 ms 

is indicated, as reported in section 8.46 

3. Using a Perrin ellipsoid model (section 2.812), 

and taking a value of 40 nm for the semi-minor 

axis"(the length of a chondroitin sulphate 

eidechain" ), a value of 380 nm is 'found for the 

length. of a proteoglyttan molecule. Comparing 

this with Fardingham and Muirs' value99 of 300 to 

400 nm, this suggests that the molecule was 

maximally extended at these low conditions of 

.... .... _ ionic strength. 
"-... , .-., wY -6 ,_s-y ,-.., t"rf "ý 
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No added HA 

amplitude N 7.8 v 

6.4x10`8 

T=3.6 ms 

Fig. 9.1 
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9.32 ? 'roten 1 can -H lu '' ,.. _. ýa..: : r., ....: gy yý ronate Complex 

" As the hyaluronic acid was progressively added to the 

": proteoglycan solution, the birefringence changed. * 

Under fields of 360 V cm and 10 ms duration, the 

following-points were noted. 

1. The positive amplitude of the birefringence 

- progressively and continuously decreased, as 

shown in Fig. 9.4. 

Analysis of decay curves revealed the same 

initial slope, i. e. the same relaxation time 

through the complete range of added hyaluronic 

acid measurements. 

3. For. concentrations of acid. greater than 0.57% the 

transients exhibited an increasing tendancy to 

overshoot the base line at the end of the decay 

process, (Fig. 9.2)., 
___ 

The ', final point appears due to the presence of a second 

rotary process with apparent birefringence of opposite 

sign and- of a much longer relaxation time. In an 

ý" , w, x., ,.;.... .; attempt to, study this additional contribution, the 

field duration was increased to the 160 ms value. A 

typical response is seen in Fig. 9.3. The characteristic 

relaxation time of this response,. a slow negative 

d, ý r 
.. 

contribution, was 650 ± 30 ms. It was noted that as 

the hyaluronic acid content was increased, the positive, 

fast-contribution diminished, and the negative, slow r+-r'te' ; «t-; et. t.,.,.., 
_, .. --,, - . a'ý:, r. ' "ý-rýK r. . ýti 

" process became increasingly dominant. These will 
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subsequently be referred to as the 'fast' and 'slow' 

contributions respectively. 

In addition to these electric birefringence 

----measurements and their changes with addition of 

hyaluronic acid, , 
Fig. 9.5 illustrates the concurrE: xit " 

changes in optical density measured as its 

reciprocal, i. e. the background transmitted light 

intensity. 

--The' increase in optical density which Fig. 9.5 

illustrates, suggests that as'the hyaluronic acid 

was added, the scattering power of the solution 

increased, thereby depleting the light flux 
".. 

penetrating the medium. Thus the growth in 

scattered intensity pointed immediately to a growth 

in solute particle size. 

9.33 Interpretation of the Data. so far 

The constant value of the fast component relaxation 

time and its identification with the value obtained' 

for the proteoglycan molecules in section 8.46 

indicates the retention of free proteoglycan molecules 

in solution when small quantities of hyaluronic acid, 

are added. Fig. 9.4-thus provides an indication of 

the declining quantity of free proteoglycans in the 
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component became increasingly. important as the fast 

component suffered its decline. The much greater, 

but constant, value of T for the slow component 

was some 180 times the value of the fast, component. 

This, coupled with the corresponding increase in 

optical density and the accompanying change in thee , 

sign of the birefringence, all suggest that a highly 

specific. molecular aggregation was present in ever 

increasing quantity. 

9.34 Agreement with the Proposed Hardingham-Muir 

Model 

Furthermore, the data offer excellent confirmation 

'of the model described by Hardingham and Muir 99 for 

the complex aggregate formed between proteoglycans 

and hyaluronic acid. In essence the model consists 

of proteoglycan molecules which'are attached to the 

z. -- --extended hyaluronic chains in a radial manner. 

Fig. 9.6 illustrates the aggregate with a photograph 

of a model built by the author. The nroteoglycan 

mpölecules are seen to be attached with an approximate 

regular spacing. The attachment results from a 

specific interaction with a globular protein head 

.,., s, ., 
located at the end of each proteoglycan molecule. 

,... r v. .., 
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The electric birefringence 

data enable quantitative 

discussion of the model. 

Firstly, note that the 

major axes of the proteoglycan 

molecule, in the model, form 

the transverse or minor axes 

of the aggregate. Hence 

the birefringence of the 

aggregate should be of the 

opposite sign to that of the 

individual proteoglycan 

molecules. This was 

observed experimentally, 

(cf Fig. 9.1 and Fig. 9-3). 

Fig. 9.6 
Th. e proteoglycan 
aggregate model. 

Secondly, to an initial 

approximation, the aggregate 

may be considered as a 

prolate ellipsoid, with the 

major axis defined by the 

length of the extended 

hyaluronate chain, Fig. 9.6. 

Taking the previous value of 380 nm for the length of 

an individual proteoglycan (section 9.31) this is 

equivalent to the semi-minor axis of the ellipsoidal 

aggregate. Coupling this information with the slow 

relaxation time of 650 ms and the Perrin equation 
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(section 2.812) an overall length of 1.8 ± 0.1 µm is 

indicated for the aggregate. This is in remarkably 

close agreement with the length of 1.6 pm estimated 
for the individual hyaluronic acid molecules from 

viscosity data obtained by the Kennedy Institute. 

In addition it supports the suggestion that the 

aggregate too exists in a highly extended state at 

the low ionic strengths used in this study. 

sr 
Thirdly, from dig. 9.4, the birefringence is observed 

--to decrease to zero when the hyaluronic acid 

concentration has risen to 0.86% of the total uronic 

acid content. If the positive birefringence is taken 

as indicative of the unaggregated proteoglycans in 

solution, then this particular value for added 

hyaluronic acid corresponds to the condition where all 

the proteoglycans is used up in the formation ofr 

aggregates. From this condition, and assuming 

molecular weights of 2x 106 and 6.7 x 105 for 

..... proteoglycans and hyaluronic acid respectively, the 

experimental data indicate a packing of one proteoglycan 

molecule every 29 nm along the hyaluronic acid chain. 

This agrees well with previous estimates, 'sable 9.1 ""Y 

ti , 

Spacing of Proteoglycans 
along Hyaluronate chain Workers Reference 

every 29 nm This work - 
every 24. nm Hardingham & Muir 98 
every 2lß-48 nm Hascall & Heineg rd 910 
every 20-30 nm Rosenberg et al 96 

Proteoglycan Spacing: - Comparison with Data 
" From Other Workers. 
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ry9.35 Further Evidence of Aggregation: Reduced and 

Alkylated Proteoglycans 

It is possible to treat the globular protein head'of - 

a proteoglycan molecule in such a way that it is no 

longer able to attach to a-hyaluronate chain. By 

reduction, the disulphide bonding in the protein 

head is broken, and the protein unfolds. Alkyl 

groups are then attached to the free bonds preventing 

the reformation-of the head911 This expanded bonding 

region is unable to form an association with 

hyaluronic acid. l'roteoglycans so treated are known 

as 'reduced and alkylated' proteoglycans, and electric 

birefringence measurements were correspondingly made 

on such a sample. Solution concentrations were 

identical to those of 'normal' proteoglycans. and fields 

of 240 V cm-1 and 6 ms duration used. Date were 

recorded in the absence of and presence of'various 

amounts of hyaluronic acid. Typical transients are 

shown in Fig. 9.7 from which the following observations 

are madet. 

1. In the absence of hyaluronic acid for a solution 

. Of 209 pgUA/ml, the magnitude of birefringence 

was 8x 10-8 and the relaxation time was 2.6 ms. 

These should be compared with 6.8 x 10-8 and 

. 3.6 ms respectively for the 'normal' sample used 

in the first study. The small difference in 

these two parameters simply reflects minor 

differences in 
. 
the molecular sizes between-the two 
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NO ADDED 
HYALURONIC 
ACID 

HYALURONI C 
ACID CONCENTRATION 
SUFFICIENT TO 
FORM AGGREGATE 
(1% UA HA: PG) 

Fig. 9.7 
Transient responses of reduced and alkylated 
proteoglycans, both at same oscilloscope settings 
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preparations. The preparation of the reduced 

and alkylated form has not involved'gross changes 

in the molecular geometry. 

2.. The addition of hyaluronic acid did not affect 

the transient birefringence response of the 

solution of this bastardised form of proteoglycans. 

" This was true even up to an acid content 

corresponding to 1% of the total uronic acid 
,1 . content, the maximum concentration at which 

..., .,; .:., ý r. r .,., " .,: < .. err 'normal' proteoglycans-were observed to be fully 

aggregated, in the earlier experiments. In 

Fig. 9.7, the traces for both zero and this 

maximal hyaluronic acid content are shown for 

the reduced and alkylated proteoglycan sample. 

It is instructive to compare Fig. 9.7"with 

-Figs. 9.1 - 9.3. 

3. 
. 
With the addition of hyaluronic acid, both the 

molecular relaxation time, and the amplitude of 

, ". 
the birefringence remain essentially- constant. 

There is no gross reduction in the birefringence, 

no rapid growth in relaxation time, no change in 
. nr, `ý.. .. - 

. 
9i 'llü 

ii t 
- '4ir-" qty 

optical density and no-appearance of a 'slow', 

negative contribution. >r11 of these factors 

indicate that, in the presence of hyaluronic acid, 

the reduced and alkylated molecules form neither 

the specific radial aggregate detected earlier, nor 

indeed do they appear to form any other type of 
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4. The 'free' hyaluronic acid in this case does not 
contribute noticeably to the observed overall 

birefringence... This confirms the suggestion 

that the 'slow' component encountered with 

experiments on 'normal' proteoglycans (Figs. 9.2 

and 9.3) was not- due ýo free hyaluronic acid. 

.. .ý 

9.4 Conclusion 

er wn. 6 "o ails u. . i1.. .-a"... .r . d. q't r.. _... .1t. ' .«`t. wYi 

'The work of this chapter has further substantiated the 

Hardingham-Muir proteoglycan-hyaluronic acid aggregate 

: ---model. Moreover, the experiments have enabled the 

--aggregate formation process to be followed stage by 

stage. The dimensional values calculated from the 

birefringence. data offer really good agreement with 

those calculated from previous, more tedious techniques. 

These factors * therefore combine with the usual 

advantages of the birefringence technique, namely speed, 

small sample volume and simple sample preparation, to 

offer new horizons for the method in this vital 'area of 

research. Perhaps, ultimately, the key to the 

breakdown of these aggregates in cartilage tissue will 

lead to the solution of the osteoarthrosis problem and 

aleviate the suffering that it causes. 

The work in this chapter has been accepted for 

publication in Volume 16 (1977) of 'Aiopolymers', a 
h ý.. r, ..,., .s copy a, 9pears in Appendix 2. 
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10.1 Introduction -' 

To complement the preceeding work on connective 

tissue constituents, it is logical to study the 

major constituent, collagen. Collagen has already 

been the object of electric birefringence studies by 

other workers; 01-104 but the author believes that 

�, 
this is the first time that thermal denaturation of 

collagen has been'observed by the technique. 

Collagen is the chief protein of bone, cartilage and 

connective tissue. Probably all animals have some 

collagen in them. It is thought that knowledge of 

'ýollagen's molecular structure might lead to an 
understanding of how multicellular animals evolved 

from single cell ones. Of more immediate interest 

is the molecule's role in the ageing processes. 

There is a clear correlation between changes in 

. ̀. collagen structures and ageing, when bones weaken and 

the skin, becomes thin and wrinkled. 
105 
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10.11 'Molecular Structure 

(a) THE TRIPLE. HELIX. 0ollagen is a right- . 
handed super helix composed of three left-handed' 

chains each, formed from a sequence of amino acids. 

Every third amino acid is ; r1 ycine. Just-under half 

of the remaining units are" approximately equal 

portions of. alanine, proline and hydroxyproline.. 
" 

Assorted amino groups complete the molecule, details 

of which can be found, elsewhere. 
os, pos It is special 

sequences of these four above named amino acids, and 

in-particular, the regular tertiary spacing of glycine, 

which are responsible for the triple. helix 

conformation. At a particular temperature, the triple 

helix irreversibly dissociates into its three 

constituent chains. Typically, this occurs at. 

around 37oC, but the temperature varies according to 

the collagen source and the physiological conditions. 

For example, Burge and Hynes 107 
quote 11.400 for a 

sample of cod swim bladder collagen. ... 

. 
(b) 

. 
SIZE YD SHAPE. Original X-ray measurements by 

108 109 
and Kartha and Rich and Crick ý' °h4 Ramachandran 

established the conformation and size of individual 

molecules as rod like, just under 300 nm long and 

1.5*nm diameter, with an approximate molecular- 

weight of 300,000. 
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10.12 Collagen Fibrils 

Native collagen 'forms filaments (microfibrils) of 

varying length and diameter. Wasserman1010 has 

reported the diameter to vary with animal source and 
rbcdy location from 20 nm to 400 nm. Greenlee and 

Poss101 have noted an increase. in diameter with age 

from 20 rum in foetal rats, up to 160 nm in fully 

," mature specimens. Collagen fibrils have a very 

regular structure, the individual molecules staggered 

alongside, each : other -, every. 66.8 nm. This gives 

' rise to-'alternating regions having greater and smaller 

amounts of protein in them. This periodicity is 

associated with the amino acid sequences of 

individual molecules. It is thought that the 

relative-displacement permits the greatest strength of 

bonding between the assorted amino acids not involved 

in super helix formation. The bonds form between 

the sidechains of the amino acids and are electrostatic 

or hydrophobic in nature. These bonds are relatively 

weak, but having held the molecules in contact, they 

.. allow strong covalent cross-links to form between the 

:_..,..: molecules' lysine amino acids. 

a 

ý 
.-ý., 
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Collagen fibrils form networks. Mucopolysaccharides 

affect the formation of these networks as well as 

forming part of them. In., particular, chondroitin-6- 
ýsrlphate has been shown to bind collagen molecules 

together. 'These 
measurements were performed using 

the electric birefringence technique1012 

W4 &. A. w9 

..... The collagen - mucopolysaccharide networks are of 

prime importance in cartilage connective tissue and 

consequently in the associated problems of osteo- 

Study-of collagen fibrils, their formation and the 

building of networks with mucopolysaccharides may 

prove. a rewarding exercise. In so far as electro- 

'+' opti. c, ; techniques are concerned, because of their size, 

the-above systems are more suited to light scattering 

.. 
thari, ': electric birefringence. 

16: 14 Therrial Denaturation : The Present Study 

Gelman and , BlackMel11013 have noted, using circular 

dichroism spectroscopy, that the denaturation 

temperature is affected by the presence of 

mucopolfseccharides. Therefore, this is an area in 

WIL. LL; il ciectirlc uireirJ. ngence may mosti useiu. L. Ly .h.. - 
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contribute. to the. collagen related connective tissue 

studies. To this end, the work which follows seeks 

to. demonstrate; thermal denaturation of collagen by 

electric birefringence. 

10.2 ' Experimental 

10.21 Sample 
. 

': 1. . ý. 
ý 

'i. 
, X.. w .. 

a: `N. ' ._ný 
. 'Gý'. t ., 

'fý. i`xw;:. zýýaý . K; 

The author is indebted to Dr A Bailey of the Meat 

Research Unit, Langford, Avon for kindly preparing 

.. -and providing a sample of lathrytic rat tail tendon 

By special treatment of rats at an early 

stage in 'their development, collagen. is prevented 

_, _, 
from cross-linking within their bodies, and consequently 

microfibrils do not form. The collagen then extracted 

from, the rat's tail (a relatively abundant source) is 

söluble'in dilute acetic acid. Cross-linked collagen, 

i. e. fibrils, are insoluble. 
s. "°°! `,.. e-": $e dis -. 

. '4° _ ,. -. _:, .., -. __,... ... r. - a> 'fiL. r'_ n .. <. 

Dr Bailey's sample preparation involves dissecting 

tendons from tails of five month old rats, -washing the 

. 
tendons extensively in isotonic saline (0.9% NaCl, pH 

.; 
7.4)'and then dissolving them in 0.5f acetic-acid 

maintained at 5°C for two days. The insoluble' 

.. r.:.. >... ý b; ý; x... w residue, is then removed by centrifugation and the 
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soluble collagen in the supernatant purified by 

precipitation at 0.9% NaCl, redissolution in acetic 

acid and centrifugation. The supernatant is thus- 

treated three times, 'and throughout the temperature is 

kept at 5°C. ' The sample thus received was dissolved 

in 0.5 M acetic acid at 'a concentration of 0.307%. 

The pH of the solution-has to be less than 4.8 to 

avoid reprecipitation of the collagen. 

>c. : >4 mse _ ... ,% .t JF .... ,. r; rr yomF", x h. 
-., `b: d -t- ...,, ,. e .r..., ._ , s' , .. i' . 

10.22 Apparatus ' 

-The plane polarised Coherent Radiation He Ne laser was 

used and a 500 ks2 load resistor on the photomultiplier. 

PG3, amplifying the output of the Lyons PG21 generator 

-provided the DC field applied to the cell with fields 

of up to 400 V cm and 2 ms duration. Initially 

the flow cell was used, but this was replaced by Cell B 

for measurements close to the temperature of 

denaturation. 

Temperature regulation was achieved by keeping the body 

of the reservoir, associated with the flow cell, immersed 

in a water temperature bath controlled to t 0.50C. The 

temperature of the collagen was measured in the 

reservoir. A Watson-Marlow peristaltic pump constantly 

circulated the solution through the cell and-reservoir. 
With Cell B, separate aliquots of solution were'pre- 

't`"heated ýy leaving sealed sample bottles to temperature 
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stabilise in the water bath. The solution was then 

transferred to the cell for measurement, since the 

denaturation process is irreversible, there was no 

need to worry if the temperature of the solution dropped 

at any time. The important thing was to observe the 

maximum temperature the sample had reached prior to 

any measurement. 

10.23 Measurements 

Before making thermal measurements, the field 

dependence was investigated, (Fig. 10.2). The thermal 

measurements were then undertaken at a constant applied 

field of 160 V. cm-I within the region of field 

dependent quadratic linearity, (Fig. 10.2). It was 

soon found that constant circulation of the solution 

mechanically degraded the collagen molecules. 

-Therefore the flow cell system was used only until 

within two to three degrees of the denaturation 

temperature, with the circulatory pump being used-as 

little as possible. Measurements close to the 

denaturation temperature used Cell B with aliquots as 

indicated previously. 

It was not possible to determine behaviour below 200C. 

This was the. highest temperature the sample was 

expected to have reached in transit. Because of the 

irreversibility of the process measurements at. lower 

temperatures would have been suspect. 
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10.3 Results and Discussion 

(A) The following points-were noted in addition to 

ý: - - observations directly related to the denaturation. 

1. Analysis of transient decay times led to a 

value of 0.53 ± 0.06 ms for*the relaxation 

time. Applying the Broersma rigid rod equation 

(section 2.811) a rod length of 350 ± 40 nm is 

indicated, in reasonable agreement with values 
101-104,108,109 ""= .# 
. reported-elsewhere 

2'. In agreement with Bernengo's work1p04 single 

value relaxation times were found in decay 

analyses indicating a. monodisperse system, 

(Fig. 10.3). Prom this it is clear that no 

fibrils were present in the solution and 

molecules were not aggregating in any way. 

" 3., Observations supported the irreversibility of 

the denaturation process. Cooled solutions 

did not regain their original birefringence. 

(B) 

1. The process of thermal denaturation can be 

followed by changes in both the birefringence 

and relaxation time as shown in Fig. 10.4 and 

-_Fig. 10.5, respectively. The relaxation 

time curve clearly shows a temperature'of 

-thermal denaturation of 34.5 ± 0.7 °C defining 

this temperature as that at which the relaxation 
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time has halved in value. ' 014 The abruptness 

of this change implies : that the molecule's 

rod conformation is well maintained. The 

more gradual'transition`of the-birefringence 

curve implies an'increasing disorder as the 

temperature is raised. '. "These birefringence 

changes suggest that the denaturation process 

does not occur suddenly, and that the helix 

," begins to denature quite steadily with 

temperature. This fact would be better 

substantiated by measurements below 20°C 

' had'this"been possible. 

2. Nb evidence of gel formation was observed 

prior to denaturation at the concentration 

used in these experiments. 

3. . Denatured solutions were subjected to 

fields of up to 40 kV cm-. 1 and some 10 µs 
duration. to see if the orientation of the 

individual helical strands was possible. No 

'birefringence was observed. This was somewhat 

surprising, though it may suggest that individual 

strands adopt a very random conformation, 

particularly at the low pH of the solution 

studied. 

: -h.? ̀ . ><; "'i. e: "ý='=; ß,. i1. ýý"*;, ýa; i7. 'ý, rrý, ý'31::. ýaý#; '. ý' 
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Electric, birefringence, provides another physical. 

technique for studying the thermal denaturation öf 

collagen, alongside the techniques of _optical 
rotation, viscosity1t07 etc... * The technique's inherent 

superiority of speed and small sample volume are 

*noted again. 

This initial study, -planned partly to gain experience of 

the material within our research group, has now opened 

the way for deeper studies of collagen interactions 

with the mucopolysaccharides. It should be possible 

to determine their relative bonding strengths to 

collagen from thermal measurements, and also the 

initial formation of collagen - mucopolysaccharide 

networks. The influence of heparin and DNA on 

microfibril formation may also prove a possible and 
01 interesting study: 5 

The author recommends, however, -that for thermal 

measurements a purpose built cell for altering and 

monitoring the temperature of the sample be employed 

in any earnest study. The temperature control on 

this experiment could have been much improved with 

some form of water jacketed cell and utilising a single 

sample of the solution in the cell throughout the range 

of thermal measurements. 
-wi "t: +s°' u. ̀ ... 'ýr. a`. wc'" 1:. a':, ý:; r;, 4: "`. "sa: 'ý; ".. ýt'. r rif. . .,. u..,.,.. _wý *. ` 
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Conclusions and Suggestions for Further Work 

In discussing the achievements of this work, it is best 

to deal with the matter , section by section, and for the 

, convenience of presentation', the first section on 

apparatus is. left until last. 

.. ww;.; . The work in Section 2 highlighted the problems of 

current research. Firstly, the question of flexible 

molecules and their kinetics is a theoretical problem 

waiting to be solved. Whilst there have been attempts 

to. 
-compare 

the flexibility of different molecular 

species on an experimental basis"' it is readily 

apTarent that 'a major break through might be possible 

once a definitive theoretical study of the problem has 

been, made. Nonetheless, the work on the flexible 

polymer, nitrocellulose in acetone was able to provide 

data indicating a permanent dipole moment of a few 

debye per monomer unit and exclude extreme models of 

molecular conformation. A very stiff and somewhat non- 

4 2- free draining, yet coiled polymer is suggested-as the 
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most appropriate model. 

The work in this section went on further to demonstrate 

the technique's acute sensitivity to supposed changes 

in the interfacial region, between solute and solvent. 

The interactions in this strongly ionic region present 

an area of fundamental research to further 

understanding of many chemical and biological 

processes, and clearly, here is an important tool to 

be used in these researches. Such problems as the 

mechanism 'of blood-clotting and cell membrane 

permeability may ultimately be fully comprehended as 

a result of greater knowledge acquired by further 

research in this area, aided by the electric 

birefringence technique. 

The final work in Section 2 produced a range of 

results for any different materials and compared 

their.: transientCand dispersion derived rotary 

diffusion constants. Previous workers have normally 

accepted these values as the same, independent of the 

method of their determination. Discrepancies were 

however observed in their data and this is again 

similarly reported by the author. No good correlation 

could be found between the observed results and the 

known variable parameters. The author's results 

therefore await full interpretation by subsequent 

researchers, but definite suggestions for the possible 
origin of the discrepancies are reported. The author 
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meanwhile suggests that dispersion derived rotary 
diffusion constants be treated with some caution. 

As a corollary to this work, measurements on the clay, 

halloysite, suggested a"comparison of particle rotary 

diffusion constants at high frequency and 'DC might, t'. 

enable adistinction to be made between transverse 

and longitudinal dipole moments for rod like 

conformations. 

" »: y.. ̀ . r, _ 
'1. + as,. 7"`"r'rn+ '7' "n'; 'ns : ý: tw 
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the work in Section'3 shows how well the technique can 

be applied to the area of biomedical research. The 

ability to continuously follow the proteoglycan - 

hyaluronic acid complex formation as it actually takes 

place is'unparalleled by methods used hitherto. The 

speed änd ease with which in vivo results can be 

obtained should greatly aid the researches into the 

causes of the onset of osteo-arthrosis. Indeed, the 

initial investigation, conducted by'the author and 

. Dr AR Foweraker is now being persued in depth within 

this research group on a grant provided by the 

Arthritis and Kheumatism Council. 

Whilst the proteoglycan - hyaluronic acid complex 

formation was the most spectacular part of this 

section of the work, the4parallel experiments should- 

not be underestimated. The method proved itself 

capable of responding to small conformation changes 

with phi typifying the polyelectrolytic behaviour of 
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the hyaluronic acid salt. The ease with which 

enzymic, degradation of hyaluronate could be followed 

with time. opens the way to. yet. another application of 

the'technique as a laboratory tool for the biochemist. 

Then, -to complete both the range of materials 
ýirv ]. ved and, the diversity of conformational changes 

which electric birefringence can be used to observe, 

the thermal denaturation of collagen provides a means 

to gauge the' relative bonding strengths. of the 

cartilage mucopolysaccharide constituents. 

The complete study, of mucopolysaccharides and their 

interactions will, it. is hoped, lead to wider 

recognition of the method and its wider application 

to problems, as yet unsolved, which it can so readily 

-to. ý ý.... .. ýý ý : >n..... _,., -. lend itself 

To assist in. this aim the development of the MINEO-1 

apparatus described in Section 1 is of prime 

importance. Being able to provide electric 

birefringence as a standard-laboratory tool may soon 

be a reality coupled with suitable pulse generators 

which are now on the market. It is also important 

to note the high sensitivity which the new cell 

design attains, enabling measurement of bifringences 

down to 109. This should permit the study of small 

-biological polymers, such as heparin, which are on the 

limits. of present apparatus. 
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Besides offering a compact, sensitive. and easy to use 

machine, the concept of the MINEO-linstrument is such 

that it can be manufactured on a modular basis. 

Different photo-detectors and generators could be 

," -supplied according to the main study area of interest 

". to, the researchers involved. For example, clays 

" 
Which give large birefringences for small applied 

'fields would require low voltage AC/DC generators and 

a photo-diode detector would suffice. For looking 

;..... , .... -at coiled polymers, globular proteins and other , 
instances where maximum sensitivity is required, a 

high gain photomultiplier and the windowless 

birefringence cell would be used. 

The-possibility of converting the apparatus to 

other forms-of electro-optic- methods has been 

considered'. A suitable cell based on the Poweraker 

and- Jerinings112design for electric linear dichroism 

has been discussed (Pig. 11.1), together with the 

., 
provision of a rotatable arm at the detection end of 

the apparatus for light scattering and floresence 

studies. Already the basic box design ofMINEO-1 

has spawned similar apparatus for both magnetic 

birefringence and electric dichroism within this 

research group. 
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Basic design for linear dichroism 
cell for use in MINEO-1 style 
apparatus: vacuum deposited 
electrodes on prism faces. 

x. 

x 

x 

Fig. 11.1 
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It is thus that this work concludes with the 

author's hopes and aspirations that the future 

for the technique will be assured and that as a 

result, the future for'humanity will in some 

small way be improved. 
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Electric Birefringence of Cellulose 
, 
Trinitrate in Acetone 

M. isles* and Barry R. Jennings* 

Electric birefringence studies have been made on a sample of high molecular weight 

cellulose trinitrate in acetone. The molecule is shown to have only a permanent dipole 

moment and no significant anisotropic polarisability in this solvent. Both the rotary 

relaxation times obtained from transient time dependent effects and the amplitudes of 

the observed birefringence have been analysed in terms of theories for rigid rods, weakly 
bending rods, worm-like chains and both flexible and stiff random coils. The study 
indicates that (a) electric birefringence data are sensitive to molecular flexibility and 
(b) that in this solvent, nitrocellulose of 12% nitrogen content appears to be a stiff, non 

free draining coil with a dipole moment of the order of a few debye (i. e. " 10-29 C m) 

per monomer unit. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Electro-optical techniques are becoming increasingly popu- 
lar for the study of macromolecules in solution since they 
lead to the evaluation of both conformational and elec- 
trical parameters. The most sensitive method is probably 
that of electric birefringence. It has been widely used on 
rigid macromolecules but is now being successfully applied 
to more flexible molecular structures. '-4 

If individual solute macromolecules are optically aniso- 
tropic, in dilute solution they can be made to orientate 
under an applied electric field. The overall solution then 
becomes birefringent. This is generally detected by light 
transmission through a crossed polariser and analyser 
assembly. When the field is applied at 45° azimuth to 
the polariser transmission axis, the observed birefringence 
(On) is given by 

sx On = 2zr1 
(1) 

where S is the optical phase difference between the light 
components which are polarised parallel and perpendicular 
to the field direction; l is the length of the electrodes to 
which the field is applied and X the wavelength of the 
incident light. The electric fields are conveniently applied 
in the form of short duration, single shot, square wave 
pulses of direct or alternating current. When the field is 
actuated the molecules start to orientate until they reach 
the degree of orientation which corresponds to an equili- 
brium between the electrical torque on the one hand and 
the disruptive influence of Brownian motion on the other. 
In the viscous medium, this requires a finite time interval. 
The Brownian forces restore the system to a random array 
once the field has switched off. This field"free relaxation 
is characterised by the equation 5 

An t 
= exp 

Ano r 
(2) 

where Ano is the value of the birefringence at time to 
when the field is switched off. The relaxation time r can 
be related to a rotary diffusion constant for a rigid particle 
by the expression r= 1/6D. 

'"Physics Department, Brunel University, Uxbridge, UB8 3PM 
(Manuscript received 5 June 1975 and accepted 3 October 1975) 
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= exp 

Nitrocellulose has been the subject of many studies by 

various techniques 6-8 in attempts to better understand 
the properties of cellulose and its derivatives. Recent 

electric field light scattering studies 9-11 have shown the 
relatively large response of suitable solutions to electro- 
optic effects. The objects of the present work were to 
study the electrical properties of the polymer and to see 
to what extent theories and experiments for electric bire- 
fringence, although scant at the present time, might be used 
to indicate molecular flexibility. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL AND RESULTS 

2.1. Sample 

The sample of nitrocellulose used was donated by Mr. R. 
Stadden of ICI Ltd. The weight average molecular weight 
(Mw) was 460,000 as was previously determined by 

electric field light scattering. The sample was the manu- 
facturer's batch No. 245 stated to have a 12-12.370 

nitrogen content, equivalent to 4.6 nitro groups per cello- 
biose unit. Solutions were prepared by stirring for several 
hours in spectroscopically pure acetone prior to filtration 
through Mitex 5 µm Millipore filters. A solution of con- 
centration 7.68 mg. cm'3 determined by evaporation to dry 

weight, was used for the birefringence studies. 

2.2 Apparatus 

A conventional Kerr-effect optical system was used. The 
light source was a Coherent Radiation Model 80 IieNe Laser 
operating at a wavelength of 633 nm. This light was direct. 
ed through a Kerr Cell which had a PTFE body and held 
stainless steel electrodes of length 4.98 cm. The electrodes 
were separated by 0.26 cm. The cell was positioned be. 
tween a crossed polariser and analyser so that the incident 
light upon it was polarised at 45° to the direction of the 
applied field. The transmitted optical signal was received 
on an EMI type 9816KB photo-multiplier whose output 
was displayed directly on an oscilloscope and either photo- 
graphed for analysis 3 at leisure or passed through a tran- 
sient recorder and on to punched tape ready for direct 
computational analysis. 12 Pulsed electric fields of dura. 
tions up to 0.3s, field strengths to a maximum of 10 

. kV. cm7' and field frequencies from zero to 35 kHz were 
used. The short nature of the pulses and speed of record- ing make this method one of the most rapid for the analysis 
of polymer solutions. 
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As with all photoelectronic methods of signal recording, 
noise on the signal must be reduced to a minimum. The 
data were recorded through two sets of measurements. 
When the amplitudes of the response were of prime interest, 
a large load resistor (500 kS2) was used across the photo- 
multiplier. This improved the signal gain and smoothed out 
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much of the noise, but also increased the time constant of 
the detection system causing it to be comparable to that of 
the molecular orientation times. For accurate recording of 
the relaxation times, this resistor was reduced (to 5012) so 
that the time constant of the detector was well below r. 

The solutions exhibited electrically induced birefringence 

which obeyed Kerr's law (Fig. 1). The solvent contribution 
to the observed birefringence was negligible. From Fig. 1 a 
value of the specific Kerr constant 

Ksp _ 
An 

= 4.5 x 10-16 V-2 m2 
cnE2v 

was obtained. Here, c is the concentration in g. cm 3, v 
the partial specific volume in cm3. g-1, n the refractive index 
of the medium and E the applied field strength in Vm 1. 
The transient decay curves did not correspond to single 
component exponential decays (Fig. 2) but rather reflected 
the polydisperse nature of the sample. From Fig. 2, analysis 
of the decay data in terms of two contributions indicates 
values of rl = 1.6 ps and 72 = 5.0 ps, corresponding to 
3.3 x 104 0 and 10.4 x 104 s'1 for the rotary diffusion 
constants respectively. 
From the pulsed alternating frequency field experiments, 
the amplitudes of the induced birefringence could be 
analysed as a function of the frequency (Fig. 3) in much the 
same way as is customary in dielectric dispersion measure- 
ments. The critical frequency of such a dispersion is taken 
as the frequency at which the dispersion is at half its total 
amplitude (Fig. 3). Analysing this critical frequency and 
treating the dispersion as a Debye 13 type leads to a value 
of r=5.7 µs (D = 2.9 x 104 s'1). This corresponds closely 
to the longer time component of the decay curve analysis. 
Whereas the breadth of the dispersion in Fig. 3 may display 
the polydisperse nature of the sample - as indicated by the 
theoretical Debye curves for single D values, encompassing 
the experimental data - the transient may indicate the 
polydisperse nature of the sample. The transient decay 
semi-logarithmic plot appears to be the more useful method 
for quantitative data on the polydispersity. Care should be 
taken not to treat r2 and rl as representative of the largest 
and smallest particles present. 14 

'Finally, in the evaluation of molecular parameters from the 
electro-optic data, the solution intrinsic viscosity was 
needed. Rather than rely on the multitude of different 
values (see below) implied in Mark-Houwinck type equa- 
tions, [ill was measured directly. A value of 3.5 dl g'1 was 
obtained (Fig. 4) from measurements using an Ubbelhöde 
flow tube whose capillary diameter was 580 pm corres- 
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ponding to flow times from 80s to 500s. The temperature 

was controlled to 25.0 (± 0.5)°C. 

3. DISCUSSION 

3.1 Viscosity data 

The Mark-Iiouwinck equation 

[n] _ tea- (3) 
is often used to evaluate M from measured values of [r7] 

and tabulations of the constants K and a. There are over 
30 different sets of these constants for nitrocellulose in 

acetone; the majority are listed in the ̀ Polymer 
Handbook! Is They yield values over the complete range 
20,600 <M< 269,000 for our measured intrinsic viscosity. 
After restricting our consideration to those sets for which 
the original authors state the degree of nitration of their 
samples to be similar to that of the present material, the 
values quoted by Moore & Edge 16 appeared to be the most 
reliable, well documented and representative of the majority 
of determinations. Their equation involves a number 
average molecular weight and with our experimental value 
of [ri] leads to MN =160,000. Light scattering data from 
this laboratory have already established that Mw = 460,000 
for this sample. A polydispersity of 2.9: 1 is indicated for 
the Mw: MN ratio, which is not unreasonable. 
We wish to make three observations from these viscosity 
data. Firstly, had we accepted the parameters for K and 
a suggested by lloltzer et at., aa weight average molecular 
weight of 230,000, half the true value, would have been 
indicated for polymer samples of the same nitrogen con- 
tent as ours. Thus their equation does not have the univer- 
sal applicability that they claim. Secondly, in the earlier 
electro-optic study on our sample, ' I the measured value of 
Mwr was used with the lioltzer et aL, 8 data to obtain 171] 
and use it in the analysis of r values. The viscosity so used 
was approximately twice the true value as measured in this 
work: the implications of this are discussed below. Thirdly, 
the exponent a=0.80, as determined by Moore & Edge 16 
is neither that expected for a rigid helix or rod (a = 2) 
nor for a freely flexible random coil (a = 0.5). Some form 
of stiff coil is therefore indicated. 

3.2 Relaxation times 

Broersma's equation 17 for a rigid rod molecule relates 7 
to the half rod length (al), the axial ratio r, the absolute 
temperature T and the solvent viscosity rho, through the 
expression 

9kTr 
a, 3 =ýý-- (In 2r-A) 

'7o 

where k is the Boltzmann constant, 10 = 0.324 cP 18 and 

A= 1.57-7 { (in 2r)'1 --0.28 
) 

This equation is not very sensitive to variations in r. Rod 
half lengths are found by approximating an initial value 
for al, using a value of 0.35 run for the rod diameter (see 
below), inserting these data into r (and hence Equation 4) 
so as to obtain a better estimate for a I. This procedure is 
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reiterated until consistency is obtained. An initial value of 
100 nm was used. Using the fact that 

VNA 
M= 

v 

where V is the rod volume, NA the Avogadro number and 
F the partial specific volume, which for this system 19 has 
the value 0.51 cm3. g 1, the largest relaxation time (or 
smallest D) in the present study is equivalent to ar = 61 nm 
and M= 14,000. This is clearly inappropriate and excludes 
this model for nitrocellulose in acetone. For a free, 
flexible, polar random coil, Stockmayer & Baur 20 quote 
an equation from Zimm; 21 namely 

RTT 
M=f 

Ind no 
(6) 

where f has the values of 1.21 and 0.85 for a free draining and 
non-free draining coil respectively. The exponent of the 
Mark-l Iouwinck equation suggests a non-free draining coil 
model as the most appropriate. Values of 5.0 ps and 
1.6 des for r correspond to molecular weights of 128,000 
and 41,000 respectively. Whereas these results are closer 
to the molecular weights (Mw = 460,000 and MN = 
160,000) of this sample than those obtained from the rod- 
model equation, they are too small to be considered as 
appropriate. In addition, we wish to point out that the 
apparent good agreement between experimental values of 
r and the coil Equation 6, obtained in a previous electric 
field scattering study, t t was based on data obtained from 
the Iloltzer et al 8 viscosity equation. This has been shown, 
in the previous section, to lead to values of [71] and hence 
of M in Equation 6 which are too large by a factor of 2. 
It was therefore thought appropriate to study theories for 
models which are intermediate between the rigid rod and 
flexible coil. 
I learst 22 and I learst & Stockmayer 23 have developed 
equations for two such models. One is the `Worm-like 
Chain' (WLC) for which the rotary diffusion constant is 
given by 

q D= 
kTPs 

0.126 
ý1 

+ 0.1591n 
? 

nogm 
r 

qp b 

-0.387+0.16 
a 

(7) 

whilst the other is the ̀ weakly bending rod' (WBR) where 

D= 
kTp3 

3 In 
M 

- 4.92+4 
b 

-- 
ýT1oM3 2Pb a 

+ 
Pq 

4.51n 
2pb 

- 10.2 +4 (8) 

(4) 

(5) In these equations, 

_M p 
L' 

the mass per unit length with L the extended chain length 
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of the polymer. For nitrocellulose, p=5.56 x 1011 cm"1.6 
Following Hearst & Stockmayer, the parameters a and b 

are assumed to be equal to the radius of the polymer 
backbone. This has been estimated to be 0.175 nm for 

nitrocellulose-11 The interesting parameter in these 

equations is q, the `persistence length' of the chain. This 

is defined as the projection of a chain, as if it were infinite- 

ly long, on the direction defined by the first bond. It varies 
between the extremes of zero and infinity for the random 

coil and rigid rod respectively. Substituting the appropriate 

experimental data into Equations 7 and 8 gave values as 
follows. 
For the `worm like chain', q= 10.7 nm or 12 nm depending 

on whether Mw or MN was used in the equations. The 
`weakly bending rod' gave values of 1.5 mm and 11.2 run 
using Mw and MN respectively. It has not been possible to 
distinguish between these two models for nitrocellulose but 
it has been noted that such values are always very low. 
Similar studies on other polysaccharides which are known 

to be stiff but not rigid coils, give q values of the same 
order of magnitude 24'25 

it would appear that the relaxation times obtained from 

electro-optic experiments yield sensitive criteria which, in 
this particular study, enable one to reject the extreme 
assignments of the rigid rod on the one hand and the freely 
flexible coil on the other to nitrocellulose of this mole- 
cular weight in acetone. Furthermore, they confirm the 
viscosity data and indicate that the conformation of 
nitrocellulose in acetone is that of a stiff coil. 

3.3 Dipole moments 

From Fig. 3, the birefringence amplitude reduces to zero at 
high frequency. This indicates that the molecules have a 
permanent dipole moment which at the lower frequencies 
tries to follow the field oscillations through a molecular 
tumbling motion. At sufficiently high frequency, the 
viscosity of the medium and the molecular size prevent 
this. There is no significant induced dipolar mechanism 
as this would give rise to a non zero higher frequency 
asymptote. 
From Courtauld models and the esterification of the cello- 
biose unit, it would appear that any resultant dipole mo- 
ment from the nitro groups will act predominantly along 
the polymer backbone; the net dipole moment being 
greater the higher the degree of nitration. 
Evaluating the magnitude of the molecular dipole moment 
is more difficult however as a model and its related theory 
must be assumed. Three representative theories are con- 
veniently available. These are for rigid cylinders or ellip- 
soids (Peterlin & Stuart 26), polar, flexible coils (Down 27 
and Peterlin & Stuart 28) and rigid, `frozen' coils (Down 27) 
respectively. 
Jatkar & Sastry 29 have reported dielectric measurements 
on nitrocellulose of different degrees of nitration in a 
variety of solvents. They list monomer dipole moments, 
that is of the cellobiose unit, of 4.0 and 4.7 debye (i. e. 
13.2 x 10-30 and 15.5 x 10-30 C in respectively) for poly 
mer with 11.8% nitrogen content. The availability of these 
dielectric data provide us with an opportunity to evaluate 
the suitability of these three models for this system. 
For rigid, insulating, ellipsoidal particles, Peterlin & 
Stuart 26 predicted that 
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27rv (g 1-92 )112 
K'p 

15 n2k2T2 
(9) 

where n is the refractive index of the solvent (1.362 for 
acetone 18) and (g1-g2) is the anisotropy of the optical 
volume polarisabilities (g) between the major (subscript 1) 
and minor (subscript 2) molecular axes, for cylindrically 
symmetric or ellipsoidal molecules. 
Tsvetkov 30 gives values of a segmental anisotropy factor 
(all -- al) which he relates to (g, -92) by the expression 

N 
(81-52)-ßa11 -'al)Mý itO) 

where M° is the monomer molecular weight. From our 
experimental Kerr constant, this gives a value of 2.7 x 10-27 
Cm (815 debye) for the molecular dipole moment. For a 
linear, extended, or rod molecule, this corresponds to a 
monomer dipole moment µ° of 7.7 x 10-30 Cm (23 
debye) or 2.6 x 10-30 Cm (0.8 debye) when MN and Mw 
are used respectively. These are of the same order of 
magnitude as the dielectric values. 
Doves 27 theory for flexible, polar random coils in non 
polar solvents was based on a dilute gas model. He 
assumed that the constituent polymer segments (taken 
herein to be monomer units in the first instance) experience 
uncorrelated freedom of rotation. His expression for the 
molar Kerr constant, neglecting contributions from induced 
dipole moments, is 

47rNA 
K`M 

405k2T2 po 
Mo 

(aj - al) (11) 

where 31 

2 
Km = 

On 
2ý E2 My (12) 

Hence, for such a flexible system, the theory predicts an 
observed birefringence which should be independent of 
concentration (within the limitations of the `dilute gas' 
concept), molecular weight and polydispersity. The 
equation is essentially the same as that derived by Peterlin 
& Stuart 28 for flexible polymers. Using 457 for Mo, this 
leads to a value of 1.5 x 10-28 Cm (44 debye) for µo. 
This is far too large for nitrocellulose. 
Dows' alternative expression for a ̀ rigid' coil in which all 
the dipolar segments were considered as being orientated 
parallel to each other, has the form 

41TNA M2 
K`" 

405k2T2 µ0 
M0 

(all - al) (13) 

Using MN for M, a value of po =4x. 10-31 Cm (0.13 
debye) is obtained, whilst Mw would give a monomer 
dipole moment as small as 0.014 debye. Both of these 
results are far too small when compared with the dielec- 
tric data. It would therefore appear that the Peterlin & 
Stuart theory for rigid ellipsoidal particles leads to values in closest agreement with the dielectric experiments and is best able to account for the observed electric birefringence 
amplitudes when a number average molecular weight is 
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used in their equation. A dipole moment per monomer 
unit of a few debye units is in agreement with previous 
dielectric and electric field scattering data. ' l 

4. CONCLUSION 

It is concluded that electric birefringence data indicate 
that nitrocellulose of high molecular weight and 12% 
nitrogen content, when dissolved in acetone, behaves as a 
very stiff, somewhat non free draining, coiled polymer, 
whose monomer dipole moment is of the order of a few 
debye units. Transient electric birefringence measure- 
ments yield data on both the electric and geometric mole- 
cular data and appear to be able to differentiate between 
rigid and flexible molecular systems. Whereas the experi- 
mental method is fast and sensitive, there is a need for 
theories better able to account for the region of inter- 
mediate flexibility between the rigid rod and flexible chain 
extremes. 
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COMMUNICATION TO THE EDITOR 
Electric Birefringence Studies of Cartilage Proteogl y-can 

Aggregation 

l 

During the past ten years there has been an increasing, interest in the use of electro-optical 

methods for the characterization of macromolecules in dilute solution. Tile most prominent 

effect to be utilized it; that of electric birefringence or the Kerr effect-' With biopolynier 

solutions, this has its origin in the orientation of the solute moleculeu as tile solution is 

sub*tedtoan applied electric field. 2-" It is advantageous to use pulsed electric fields. Then, 

the accompanying birefringence induced in the molecular solution becomes transieht in nature, 

with the rates of change an indication of the rates of molecular orientation within the solvent 

environment. The decay rate of the transient birefringence is usually analy-zed to give a direct 

Ineasure ot the molecular rotary relaxation time (f). As this parameter is approximately a 
function of the third power of the greatest dimension of compact tnolecules, 4 it is all extremely 

sensitive indicator of molecular conformation changes and ask'oclations. 
In this communication we draw attention to the potential of tile method in the field of 

biophysics and medical- physics through some electric hirefringence measurements whicli, 

we believe, provide. rapid confirmation of a model recently proposed$ for the cumplexing of 

cartilage Proieoglycans to hyalurunic acid chains. 
Cartilage proteoglycans consist of a protein backbone about 400 nm long, with approxi- 

mately 100 sidechains, each about 40 nin in length' of predominantly cholldroitin sulphate 
[Fig. l(a)]. Additional shorter side chains of keratall sulphate also occur. 'I'lieproteoglycans 

are found in cartilage, mainly as large aggregates involving hyaluronic acid. Froingelchro- 

matographic, viscosinietric, 5 and electron microscopic" data the aggregate is thought to consist 
of an extended hyaluronic acid chain to whi(h the proteodycaws are regularly attached (Lip 
to one per 10.000 m olecu la r we ig fit uni0ina ra diaI in an ne rI Fig. I (c) 1. Eac It proteog I yca n 
molecule has aglubular protein head %hich binds to the hyaluronicRcid moleculej Theexact 
biological role of the aggregate in unknown. However. it has been noted that in severely ii- 

I- brillated human cartilage, the amount of aggregate is markedly less than in regular, hea 
cartilage connective lissue. 4 

ky 

Electric birefringence measurements were made on a sample of pig Wyngehl p, oteuglycan, 
prepared in the manner outlined elsewherO Electric fields of up to 600 V cm-1 and for pulse 
durations of up to NO nisec were applied to solution-. of proteoglycans in distilled water 
conWning 209 jig uronic acid per fill (approy 0.8 ing nil-[ pruteoglycan). Tile Optical response 
of Figure IN indicates tile large birefringcnee of the sample and it rotary rehxatiun time of 
U(IO. Mmsec. A hyaluronic ticidsolution tjF20pg urot6c acid per nil OpproxilrtatelybU 
jug nil-' of hyaluronic acid) was added in steps of 0.1 nil to) 10 nil Of the protenclycani solution 
and successive opt ica I trans ie n ts were recorded, fit Figure 1(d). we prtsenta trice for the stable 
condition after effective saturation with hyaluronic acid. 

Two observations are immediately apparent. First. life birefringence amplitude hai 
chitriged significantly tind has possiblychunged -sign. Although the effect of light scatter isig 
hnnot been allowed for in thi-- initial studir. a change in hirefringence sign is consistent with 
the reversal of the optical tillisotrovy from the proteoglycan to the agrregated mulecules. -The 
refractive index associated with the miljor dimension of the proteoglycan molecule bectirlies 
that or the transverse axes of the aggregate. Second, tile relaxaticiii tinie (if the complex is 

of the order of 6SO (130) msec. sulne 180 tinkes that of tile constittlient, proteoglycan mole- 
cules. 

Treating the individual protegiglyran molecules as prohlite eflipsoi(N of 40 
r 

nm serniminor 
axes, ti a rotary relaxation time of. 1-6 WMO msec corresimind4 to a molecular length of 381) 
COO) ninfrom the relevant Perrill4equalion. 

estimate of 3t)o_4oO nin for this mitterhtll'ý and stiggvsu tliat, the molevide was maximally 
extended untier the conditionsof low ionic strength used it, thissi Lldy. 

Previous viset,. 4ity tncwsurcjýients on the hyaltiroide acid sonple indicixted a visci, 4ity average 
molecular weight of 670 X 1W frorn which -fit approximate extendetl chain length (if 1-6, ultl 

._ 



is estimated. It is interestinK to compare this with the Iength of the proteoglycnn-hyuluronic 
acid complex. If the model of Fig tire I (c) i, realistic. tIien the oggregute can ulo be roIire- 
sented by a prolate ellipsoid but With semiminur axes equal tn; tM(I nnt, the lenbth tit' an indi- 

vidual proteoglycan molecule. Inserting this in the Perrin equation with r= GSU mMec leads 

to an aggregate Iength. of 1.8 (t0.1) pm. This is in remarkably close agreement with the es- 
timated length of the extended hyaluronic acid chain which forms the aggregate core and 

suggests that the aggregate is maximally extended in solution. 
It would appear that transient electric birefrinkrncc" provides a rapid means of sizing 

macromolecules in solution. Experimental data on proteoglycturs both iii isolation und as 

a complex aggregate with hyaluronic acid are consistent with previous determinations using 
more laborious methods for both the nature and the site of the aggregated amid) inclividual 

molecules. Extension of the method to the study of'other associating systems of biomedical 

interest should prove beneficial. 

One of us (M. I. ) thanks the Science Research Council for a research studentship. 
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Fig. 1. Pruteoglycan and its aggregation with hyaluronic acid. Frames a) and c) are 
schematic diagrams of the structure of it proteoglycan molecule and of the aggregate, re- 
spectively. Frames b) and d) are the transient electric biretringence responses for each system. 
In both cases the applied field was of 360 V can-1 amplitude. Note the difference in time 
scales. 0 6_ ., ry, L 
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